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ABSTRACT 

This study follows the early years of the Roman province of Asia from the death 

of Attalus III, the last king of Pergamon, to the final defeat of Aristonicus and the 

annexation of the territory in 128. Despite the volume of scholarly work on facets of this 

subject, there remain gaps in our knowledge and a comprehensive study on the topic as a 

whole is required. The bequest of Attalus III was one of the more extraordinary events in 

Republican history, but it was not without cause. The first chapter focuses on the history 

of Roman-Pergamene relations, the character of Attalus III, and his will, in order to put 

the broader study into context. The second chapter deals with the crucial year 133 Be, 

when Aristonicus began his remarkably successful bid for the Pergamene crown, and the 

Roman Senate decided to grant freedom to the entire former kingdom. The third chapter 

deals with recently published epigraphic material from Metropolis, Pergamon, Caria and 

Phrygia to sort out fine, but important issues of chronology that help to explain Rome's 

eventual annexation of the territory. The chapter concludes with a discussion of when 

and why Rome chose to annex the former kingdom. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When King Attalus III of Pergamon died in the spring of 133 Bd he left behind a 

remarkable testament naming the Roman people as heir to his kingdom. Shortly 

thereafter, a certain Aristonicus emerged, claiming to be Attalus' half-brother, who 

wanted the Pergamene kingdom for himself. Aristonicus, who took the royal title 

'Eumenes III', immediately set about gathering followers and recovering his paternum 

regnum. For nearly two years he controlled the Lydian and Mysian hinterlands and the 

Ionian coast until he suffered a major naval defeat off the coast of Cyme and was forced 

back into the hinterland where he survived for another year until he was captured by 

Roman troops. Rome, for its part, had been slow to learn of the revolt and did not send 

an army to recover its inheritance until Aristonicus had well established himself; when 

Roman legions fmally did confront Aristonicus and his forces, it took them three years 

and the lives oftwo consuls to subdue him. By 128, though, the uprising had been 

quashed and Manius Aquillius (the third Roman consul in Asia) along with ten Roman 

legates were assigned to organize the former Attalid kingdom into the Roman province of 

Asia. Such is a basic outline of the early history of Roman Asia and yet no sentence in it 

is without contention. The purpose of the following study is to identify, clarify and 

(where appropriate) modify arguments on the early history of Roman Asia, from the 

death of Attalus III to the completion of the war against Aristonicus (ca. 133-128). 

1 All dates referred to are in Be, unless otherwise noted. 
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The evidence for this topic has long proven itself difficult to command; comprised 

primarily of oblique references, epitomes, coin hoards, and fragmented inscriptions, its 

nature is disparate, ambiguous and contradictory. For this reason, the publication of a 

recent inscription from Ionian Metropolis is significant? It refers to a previously 

unknown senatus Gansultum published shortly after the bequest of Attalus III as well as 

the names of Roman commanders in Asia and a previously unknown battle in the region. 

Likewise, inscriptions from Pergamon (Menodoros Decree) and modem <;amlidere 

(Apollonios Decree) have just recently been published and shed further light on the topic. 

In addition to these new inscriptions, several older and crucial epigraphic sources have 

had their traditional readings and interpretations come under question but have yet to be 

treated in a full length study. Among these are the SC Papillianum (RDGE 11), which 

has recently been re-examined by M. Warrle and found to contain the name of the consul 

for 132; the Diodorus Pasparos texts (IGRP IV, 292-294), which C. Jones has shown to 

date far later than traditionally thought; and the SC Licinianum (NIP nos 1 & 2), a second 

copy of which indicates a more likely date of 132 than 116. 

The ambiguity of the evidence, and the increasing number of epigraphic texts 

uncovered from Asia Minor, has made the early histOlY of Roman Asia a popular topic 

among students and scholars. It has not only been treated as a singular event in Roman 

history, but many have also used it and its constituent parts in various thematic studies. 

Badian and Harris, for example, argue that the annexation of the province demonstrates 

2 B. Dreyer and H. Engelmann, Die Inschriften von Metropolis (IK 63) (Bonn 2003), hauptseite 
text. 
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their respective approaches to the nature of Roman imperialism;3 Sherwin-White, Gruen 

and Kallet-Marx use the surrounding events to study the nature of Roman relations with 

the East;4 Carcopino and Stockton are very interested in the original bequest and the 

settlement of the territory in their studies of the Gracchi;5 and Rostovtzeff, Dumont, 

Vogt, and many others use Aristonicus' revolt to discuss larger issues of slaves, servile 

revolts and 'socialist' movements in the ancient world.6 

Several detailed studies have been published on the earliest years of the province. 

The first was by M. Foucart in an article for L 'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres at the tum of the twentieth century. Since then, only F. Carrata Thomes' short 

1968 monograph, C. Mileta's unpublished dissertation, and F. Daubner's recent (2003) 

detailed publication based on his dissertation have addressed the topic as a whole.7 

Daubner's work is particularly important and the type of detailed study one expects from 

3 Badian, Roman Imperialism in the Late Republic2 (Ithaca 1968), 21-23, 44-49; W.V. Harris, War 
and Imperialism in Republican Rome, 327-70 BC (Oxford 1979),133-149. 

4 A.N. Sherwin-White, Roman Foreign Policy in the East (London 1984),80-92; E. Gruen, The 
Hellenistic World and the Coming of Rome (Berkeley 1984), II.592-610; R. Kallet-Marx, Hegemony to 
Empire: The development of the Roman 'Imperium' in the Eastfrom 148 to 62 B.C. (Berkeley 1995), 97-
122. 

5 J. Carcopino, Autour des Gracques: Etudes Critiquei (Paris 1967),32-45,306-309; Stockton, 
The Gracchi (Oxford 1979), 153-156. 

6 M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World (Oxford 1941), 
11.801-809; C. Dumont, "A Propos d'Aristonicos" Eirene 5 (1966): 189-196; J. Vogt, Ancient Slavery and 
the Ideal of Man. (trans 1, T. Wiedennann [Cambridge, Mass., 1975]), 94-96. 

7 M. Foucmi, "La Formation de la Province Romaine d' Asie" Memoires de l'Academie des 
Inscriptions et Belles-l,ettres 37 (1903): 297-339; F. Carrata Thomes, La rivolta di Aristonico e Ie origini 
della provincia romana d'Asia (Turin 1968); c. Mileta, Pergamon nach dem Aristonikosaufttand. 
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Verwaltung des spaten Attalidenreiches und del' friihen Provinz Asia 
(Diss., Leipzig 1988); F. Daubner, Bellum Asiaticum: Del' Krieg del' Romer gegen Aristonikos von 
Pergamon und die Einrichtung del' Pl'ovinz Asia (Quellen und Forschungen zur antiken Welt 41 [Munich 
2003]). 
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a German dissertation, but his work was unfortunately in print before the publication of 

the highly significant inscription from Metropolis. Smaller studies are more typical of 

this rather broad topic and frequently focus on the character of Attalus III or Aristonicus,8 

the nature of the latter's revolt,9 or the evidentiary material of the era. 10 Studies ofthese 

sorts have become increasingly frequent in the past quarter century, fuelled by the 

continual discovery of new material evidence from Asia Minor. 

The paucity of comprehensive works and the proliferation of narrower studies 

have created a bottleneck, of sorts, in the scholarship. Narrow studies are, by nature, 

narrowly focused so that it is often difficult for an author to do much more than argue 

hislher own point in a confined context; the volume of these studies has made it difficult 

for students and scholars to be well informed on the various arguments and evidence 

without an extensive research commitment. A comprehensive study of the subject is now 

required. The earlier studies of Foucart and Carrata Thomes were valuable in their era, 

but sources have since been re-interpreted by modern scholars and new evidence has 

8 V. Vavrfnek, "Aristonicus of Per gam urn: Pretender to the Tlu'one or Leader of a Slave Revolt?" 
Eirene 13 (1975), 109-129; M. Sanchez Leon, "Aristonico: Basileus Eumenes III" Hispania Antiqua 13 
(1987),135-157; K. Rigsby, "Provincia Asia" TAPhA 118 (1988), 123-153. 

9 C. Delplace, "Le contenu social et economique du soulevement d' Aristonicos: Opposition entre 
riches et pauvres?" Athenaeum n.s. 56 (1978), 20-53; F. Collins, "The Macedonians and the Revolt of 
Aristonicus" AncW3 (1980), 83-87; C. Mileta, "Eumenes III. und die Sklaven. Neue Uberlegungen zum 
Charakter des Aristonikosaufstandes" Klio 80 (1998),47-65. 

10 E.S.G. Robinson, "Cistophori in the Name of King Eumenes" NumChron 14 (1954),1-8; C.P. 
Jones, "Diodorus Pasparos and the Nikephoria of Pergamon" Chiron 4 (1974), 183-205; H. Mattingly, 
"The Date of the Senatus Consulta de agro Pergameno" AJPh 93 (1972),412-423; M. Warrle, "Pergamon 
urn 133 v. Chr." Chiron 30 (2000), 543-576. 
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emerged since their studies were published. Even the more recent surveys by Mileta and 

Daubner have not been able to evaluate some of the most recent evidence and arguments. 

The best approach to this topic has always been to follow the historical narrative, 

and this study is no different. In order to avoid a straight chronicle of events, what 

follows is segmented into (admittedly artificial) stages so that the narrative is clear, but 

also to provide a thorough analysis of the sources, questions, and arguments. The first 

chapter begins with a historical review of Roman-Pergamene relations of the second 

century, detailing Rome's non-committal approach to the East and strong relations with 

the Attalid dynasty; also discussed here is the figure of Attalus III, whose character 

deserves much rehabilitation, and the contents and motive of his famous testament. The 

second chapter is devoted to the events of the crucial year 133, both at Pergamon 

(following the uprising and early successes of Aristonicus) and Rome (uncovering the 

earliest actions ofthe Senate). The latter is particularly important because the Senate's 

reaction to the will is one of the areas in which our new Metropolis inscription 

contradicts the traditional view of a sluggish Senate. The third chapter focuses on the 

Senate's actions to secure the Attalid kingdom down to the final campaigns ofM'. 

Aquillius and his subordinates. This chapter deals largely with sorting out the narrative 

provided by the literary and epigraphic sources and addressing when and why Rome 

chose to annex the territory. Particularly interesting here is the new evidence for the 

Commission of 132 and a close analysis ofStrabo's account of the Battle of Cyme that 

demonstrates the likelihood of a later date (131) than is traditionally held. 

5 
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Through this study, we will draw several important conclusions. The first is that 

Rome did not fail to act quickly on news of Attalus' will; as we will see, the Senate took 

quick action in 133 to approve Attalus' will and (remarkably) to set free all of the cities 

formerly under his aegis. The Romans did not, furthermore, enter the war as it was 

winding down, but faced Aristonicus when he was at his most powerful- before the 

Battle of Cyme. Also significant is the consistency between Rome's reaction to Attalus' 

bequest and its previous treatment toward the East. The aforementioned act of freeing 

the Attalid cities is consistent with the spirit of distance and respect with which Rome 

had operated in the East for over a century. The motive of Attalus' bequest, moreover, 

does not have any indication of Roman involvement but was a derivation of a Hellenistic 

practice fostered by Pergamene-Roman relations of the second-century. Finally, the 

Roman decision to annex was a late one; it was made only after significant resources had 

been expended, and was as much about a post-war settlement as it was about Attalus' 

bequest. 

What follows is a comprehensive review and analysis of the development of the 

province of Asia from the death of Attalus III to the conclusion of the war against 

Aristonicus. The topic is filled with questions of chronology and an unsecured narrative 

of events. Yet within these years lies also a microcosm of Roman thought and action. 

The value of this study, it is hoped, goes beyond answering just the chronological and 

narrative questions of the first decade of the province of Asia and serves also as 

purposeful to future discussions of themes like Roman imperialism, provincialization, 

development of the East, and other such discussions to which this subject is often applied. 

6 
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CHAPTER I: 

Roman-Pergamene Relations to the Death of Attalus III 

and the Bequest that brought Asia Minor to Rome 

The bequest of Attalus III is among the stranger occurrences in Republican 

history; from a modern perspective, it can seem without sound cause or reason. Yet, the 

bequest, while extraordinary, was not the arbitrary act of an unbalanced mind. A review 

of the events leading up to the reign of Attalus III provides important clues concerning 

his motivations for leaving his kingdom to Rome. Throughout the second century, 

relations between the two states remained strong as Rome tended to limit its affairs in the 

East but frequently sided with Pergamon in major disputes. As a result, when Attalus, 

childless, looked for an heir for his possessions and the protection and well-being of his 

people he turned to the ally of his grandfather, father, and brother. This act was not 

without precedent; Ptolemy VII Physcon had done the same thing nearly twenty years 

earlier, and Hellenistic tradition used king-to-king bequests for the protection of property 

and the rearing of children. Are-evaluation of the material on Attalus III, moreover, 

suggests a deeply devoted son, religious monarch and victorious general whose 

reputation has suffered the same fate as Nero, Domitian, Commodus, and others 

representing the last of a dynasty. Attalus' bequest was an extraordinary act, but not 

necessarily an arbitrary one. 

Relations between Rome and Pergamon began slightly before the second-century 

when Attalus I, as a member of the Aetolian League, aided Rome in the First Macedonian 

7 
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War against Philip V. Pergamon, at the time a modest but emerging kingdom in Asia 

Minor, was recognized by Rome for its contribution to the war and was included among 

the signatories of the Peace of Phoenice (205).1 Attalus I (r. 241-197), whose reign was 

concerned chiefly with stabilizing his kingdom following the expansion made under his 

predecessor, Eumenes I (r. 263-241), employed his relationship with Rome for the 

security of his kingdom - a precedent followed by his successors? In 201, for instance, 

he persuaded the Senate of the aggression of Philip V of Macedon against his kingdom 

and received reparations; by 199, he was a leading voice among the chorus who had 

urged Rome into a second war with Philip (199-196).3 Under Eumenes II (r. 197-159), 

Pergamon remained a strong ally of the Roman people, contributing forces to the 

campaigns against Nabis of Sparta (195 and 192) and Antiochus III of Syria (192-189), 

and aiding the campaign of Cn. Manlius Vulso against the Galatians (189).4 As an 

1 ab regefoederi adscripti: Livy 29.12.13-14. There does not seem to have been any formal treaty 
between the two cities before the Peace ofPhoenice, but it is possible that there had been an informal 
amicitia as early as Rome's first dealing with Philip V in 215, when Rome was busy with Hannibal and 
needed all the allies it could acquire. See Allen, Attalid Kingdom, 69. 

2 On the reigns of the Attalid dynasts, see the large excursus in Strabo's Geographia (13.4.1-2); 
for modem interpretations, see: E. Hansen, The Attalids of Pergamon2 (Ithaca 1971); McShane, The 
Foreign Policy of the Attalids of Pergamum (Urbana 1964); and Allen, Attalid Kingdom (Oxford 1983). 

3 I.e. Harris, War and imperialism, 212-218; Gruen, HWCR II: 535-537. To what degree 
Pergamon influenced Rome's decision to go to war with Philip V again in 199 is debated. It seems very 
likely that Rome felt the need to punish Philip for his previous aggression after the war with Hannibal had 
been concluded and Pergamon's claims of injury at the hands of Philip likely seemed a righteous enough 
casus belli to satisfy the lex fetialis. 

4 Forces against Nabis in 195: l.Perg 60,61; and 192: Livy 35.25-30,35-37.3; l.Perg 63. 
Eumenes was an ardent supporter of the war against Antiochus, whose western expansion to regain old 
Seleucid territory threatened his kingdom directly: Polyb. 21.8.10, 13.15; Livy 36.20.7-8, 41-45; 37.18-19, 
33-36; l.Perg 64. Vulso's campaign against the Galatians was little more than a personal mission for glOly 
and booty (Polyb. 21.33-40; Livy 38.l2.38), but the Galatians were a perennial problem for Pergamon and 
Eumenes was no doubt very content with Vulso's methods. See recently 1. Grainger, "The Campaigns of 
Cn. Manlius Vulso in Asia Minor" AS 45 (1995), 23-42. 

8 
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acknowledgement ofPergamene loyalty and friendship as well as the kingdom's 

increasing importance in the East, Rome granted Pergamon the lion's share of Seleucid 

territory in the settlement of Asia following the victory over Antiochus III (189), giving 

the Attalids control over most of western Asia Minor.5 With this gift of Asian territory, 

the Romans hoped to establish a lone power in the region with which they could deal and 

which, in political terms, owed something to them. It should be noted, though, that 

although Rome no doubt held a moral sway over Pergamon, there does not appear to have 

been any rigid client-king status.6 In practice, Rome's concern for the East extended only 

as far as its own security and those of its citizens, which it saw best served by having 

control of Asia vested in Pergamon - whose loyalty had been proven and whose 

ambitions did not threaten Roman security. 

Pergamon prospered in its new position of power, owing both to Roman support 

and a Roman indifference to the minutiae of Eastern affairs. In the 180s and 170s, 

Eumenes II further extended his kingdom, gaining territory in northern Phrygia, Bithynia, 

Cappadocia, Galatia and Pontus and making alliances with the Achaean League, Crete, 

5 According to Polybius (21.46.2 = Livy 38.39.7) Pergamon received the following territories: 
Chersonese, Lysimachia, strongholds and xwpa of Antiochus, Hellespontine Phrygia, Greater Phrygia, the 
Mysii, Lycaonia, Milyas, Lydia, and the cities of Tralles, Ephesus and Telmessos; cfLivy 37.56.2; Val. 
Max. 4.8.4; App, Mith 62. Still valuable is the thorough discussion ofthe Treaty of Apamea found in 
Magie, RRAMII: 758-764, n. 56. 

6 See the discussion on ph ilia and amicitia in Gruen, HWCR, 54-95, where he argues for a far 
looser association along the traditional Greek concept of ph ilia, which allowed Rome to minimize its 
involvement in the East. On the idea ofa moral debt note the statement by Valerius Maximus, 5.2, ext. 3: 
liberalis populus Romanus magnitudine muneris, quod Attalo regi Asiam dono dedit ('The Roman People 
was generous with the magnitude of its kindness, since it gave Asia to king Attalus (1) as a gift'), who 
(mistaking Attalus I for Eumenes II) sees Rome as having given Asia as a gift to Pergamon in 188. 

9 
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and Antiochus IV among others.7 By the Treaty of Apamea (188) Rome had shown its 

unwillingness to rule directly or manage the region, and although it reluctantly used its 

good offices as the basis for conflict resolution in the East, it was not interested in 

committing resources to compel obedience.8 The four year conflict (183-180) between 

Eumenes II and Phamaces of Bithynia, for example, saw Rome send three different 

embassies at the request of one combatant or the other, only to have their decisions 

disregarded in favour of combat.9 As the major power in the region in terms of both 

territory and allies, and the practical guardian of Hellenistic peace, Pergamon had an 

influential position with the Senate, a position that Eumenes exploited to his kingdom's 

advantage, as had his father Attalus before him. To that end, when a dangerous anti-

Pergamene alliance emerged in the East by 171, Eumenes petitioned the Senate for aid. lo 

Since the Senate's chief goal in the East was stability and its primary tool was Pergamon, 

7 Phrygia and Bithynia (184): LPerg 225; Galatia, Cappadocia and Pontus (180): Polyb 23.9.3; 
25.2; Achaean League (185): Livy 32.8.9-10; Crete (183): Syl1.3 627; Antiochus IV (175): App. Syr. 45; 
OGIS248. 

8 See here Gruen, HWCR, 96-131, who concludes that Rome was unwilling to serve as the 
Hellenistic 'High Court', despite Eastern wants. Even he, though, is forced to admit that Rome was willing 
to enteliain its judiciary role, rare though it was, particularly in political disputes. Aside from the 
Eumenes-Pharnaces conflict, L. Scipio was sent to the East in 186 to settle the dispute between Eumenes 
and Antiochus (Livy 39.22.10, citing Val. Antias), Ap. Claudius dealt with an internal Cretan dispute in 
184 (polyb. 22.15); Roman commissions and embassies to Rome became more fi·equent after Pydna (167), 
though they continued to remain non-committal and rather impotent. See recently, S. Ager, Interstate 
Arbitrations in the Greek World, 337-90 B.C. (Berkeley 1996),26-29. 

9 Polyb. 23.9.3; 24.1.1-3,5.1-15; 25.2; Livy 40.2.6-8,20.1; Diod. 29.22. 

10 Political dynamics changed quickly against Eumenes after 180: Rhodes turned on him after his 
blockade of the Hellespont in 180 (Polyb. 27.7.5-6), eventually turning the Achaean League against him 
and rescinding the honours he had received earlier in the century (Polyb. 27.18, 28.7). Prusias (Bithynia) 
forged an alliance with Perseus (Macedonia) through dynastic marriage (Livy 42.12), while Perseus himself 
solidified an alliance with the Seleucids by manying Laodice, daughter of Antiochus IV (Polyb. 25.4.8-10; 
Livy 42.12.3-4; App., Mith. 2). 
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Rome came to the defence of Eumenes, defeating Perseus and his allies in the third 

Roman war with Macedon (171-167). This was the same mindset with which they had 

helped Attalus I in the 190s and which characterized Roman-Pergamene relations until 

the death of Attalus III in 133. 

Some comments must be made about the tension that characterized Roman-

Pergamene relations in the 160s since this period is often overemphasized as the 

beginning of soured relations between the two states. ll According to the sources, shortly 

before the conclusion of the Third Macedonian War, Eumenes met secretly with 

representatives of Perseus, and in exchange for two thousand talents, he allegedly 

promised to withdraw his support for further Roman aggression and to persuade the 

Senate to deal with the Macedonian king leniently. 12 In response to these allegations, 

Eumenes sent his brother, Attalus (II), to Rome to plead his innocence only to have some 

high-ranking men of the Senate offer Attalus his crown.13 As if to make their intentions 

clear, the following year (167) the patres refused an audience to Eumenes, even though 

he had already landed in Italy. 14 

Despite Polybius' record, both the alleged bribe from Perseus and the offer to 

overthrow Eumenes are dubious; they are reports of events that occurred behind closed 

doors. They were likely intended to explain the Senate's political rebuff of Eumenes in 

II For a typical interpretation see, Magie, RRAMI:20-22; McShane, Foreign Policy, 185; Will, 
Histoire politique du monde Hellenistique (323-30 avo J.-C.) 2 vols (Nancy 1967), 350-351. 

12 Polyb. 29.5-9; Livy, 44.24.1-10, 25.1-2,5-12; App., Mac. 18.1 

13 Polyb. 30.1.5-10; Livy 45.19.1-20.3. 

14 polyb. 30.18.1-7,19.6-11. 
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167 and the various charges against him that Rome entertained in the latter half of the 

160s.15 The Senate's decision to refuse to hear Eumenes, in tum, was the product ofa 

variety of factors, ranging from battle fatigue to embarrassment, bravado, and even 

uncertainty.16 The charges against Pergamon, moreover, never produced anything 

substantive. The numerous embassies (166-160) led and encouraged by Prusias II 

alleging Attalid misconduct produced Roman investigative commissions but never any 

official condemnation or rebuke. In fact, Eumenes was highly praised by Ti. Sempronius 

Gracchus following his tour of the East in 160.17 Even the Roman-sponsored treaty 

between Pergamon and Galatia (166), which many claim was a punishment against 

Pergamon, is not clearly anti-Pergamene. True, it removed Galatia from Pergamene 

control, but Galatian independence was valid only if it did not act aggressively outside its 

borders - that is, the treaty secured peace for Pergamon from perennial Galatian attacks. 18 

15 Embassies against Eumenes: Polyb. 30.30.1-7 (Prusias, 165),31.1.3 (Galatia, Selge, ETEPOU<; 

KUTU T~V 'Acrluv, 165),6.1-6 (Selge, 164),32.1 (Prusias, Galatia, 161). Roman investigative commissions: 
Polyb. 31.1.6, 6.1-6 (C. Sulpicius and Manius Sergius, 164), 15.10 (T. Gracchus, L. Lentulus, Ser. Glaucia, 
163). 

16 Gruen, HWCR, II: 575-76; A. Lintott, "What was the 'Imperium Romanum'?" G&R 2nd series 
28 (1981), 61-63; cf Polyb. 30.l9.2. 

17 Polyb. 30.30.7. See also Polybius' own laudations (32.8) on the life ofEumenes, whom he 
praises as the best of his contemporaries for his industry, energy, grace, honour and management of his 
kingdom. 

18 Polyb. 30.28, 30.6-7. Many have seen the treaty as evidence of Rome's continued action against 
Eumenes by emphasising that it removed Galatia from Pergamene control and granted it autonomy. 
Polybius (30.l9.12) saw it as the Senate's way to embarrass Eumenes; cfMagie, RRAM, I:23; Hansen, 
Attalids, 124. While the treaty did remove Galatia from Pergamon, the emphasis should be on the 
conditions ofthe peace: the Galatians could maintain their independence so long as they did not cause 
trouble beyond their borders. Rome was securing Pergamon from future attacks by the incessantly 
belligerent Gauls and limiting Galatian expansion in Asia Minor. If this were a treaty directed against 
Pergamon, Rome would have responded to the Galatian complaints ofPergamene encroachments in 163-2. 
The point is rightly made by Gruen, HWCR, 1I:577. Polyb. 30.30.2. 
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Despite the tensions of the 160s produced by Eumenes' designs and ambitions for his 

kingdom, Roman-Pergamene relations did not break nor did Rome tum its back on the 

Attalid kingdom. 

Following the death of Eumenes II in 159, his brother Attalus II (r. 159-138) 

ascended the Pergamene throne and managed to strengthen relations with Rome and once 

again to capitalize on their friendship. Attalus II had served as his brother's ambassador 

to Rome no less than six times and was well known and, by all indications, well liked by 

the Senate. 19 His relationship with Rome was similar to his brother's in the 180s and 

170s; it was characterized by his exploitation of the aid and latitude the Senate was 

willing to extend him?O In his twenty-one year reign, he managed to establish 

dependents on the thrones of Cappa do cia (157), Syria (153), and Bithynia (149), to 

extend his sphere of influence to include Galatia, Pamphylia and Pisidia, and to establish 

colonies at Philadelphia (Lydia) and Attaleia (Pamphylia).21 All of these ~ere carried out 

19 Embassy in 182: Polyb. 24.5.1-8; Diod. 29.22; in 172: Livy, 35.23.10; in 168-7: Polyb. 30.1-3; 
Livy 45.19; in 164: Polyb. 31.1.4-6; in 161: 31.32.2; and in 160: 32.1.5-6. In 182, he arrived to lavish a 
reception and in 167 he was offered the throne of Pergamon; in his last embassy to Rome the Senate 
received him with great ceremony and voted him many kindnesses (philanthropoi). 

20 Consider Polybius' comment (32.12) that Attalus' restoration of Ariarathes IV to the throne of 
Cappadocia was the fIrst example of his principles and policy: "On ''Anal\o~ 6 &:()£I\cpo~ EVll€vou~ 
rrapal\a~wv T~V E~ou(J{av rrpwmv E~~V£YK£ ()£LYlla Tfj~ aumu rrpoalp£(J£W~ Kat rrpa~£w~ T~V 'Aplapa80u 
KaTaYWY~v Errt r~v ~aGlI\£{av ('Upon succeeding his brother Eumenes, Attalus at once gave an example of 
his principles and policy by restoring Ariariathes to his throne. '). 

21 Cappadocia: Polyb. 32.12; Syria: Polyb. 33.18.1-5; Strabo 13.4.2; Justin 35.1.6-11; Bithynia: 
Polyb. 36.14; App., Mith. 4-7; SU'abo 13.4.2; OGIS 327; Galatia: 31.1.3, 32.1-3; Pamphylia and Pisidia: 
OGIS 751; Philadelphia: Su'abo 12.8.18; 13.4.10; Attalea: Strabo 14.4.1 
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without interference or condemnation by Rome.22 When Prusias II of Bithynia, for 

example, attacked Pergamon (156-154) the Senate hesitated to get involved, but when 

Attalus' allegations were verified it committed Rome to Pergamon's cause and sent no 

less than four envoys in a matter of months to settle the dispute; the eventual treaty made 

clear that Rome held Prusias culpable.23 To his credit, Attalus reciprocated Rome's 

goodwill by contributing arms and troops to both the Achaean and Macedonian wars and 

the siege of Corinth?4 By the end of Attalus' reign, relations were warm enough for 

Scipio Aemilianus to repose in the Pergamene capital after concluding his mission in the 

East (139).25 

Some have suggested that Attalus II's strong relation with Rome was a product of 

his supplications to the Senate. 26 This was not the case. The only evidence for this 

suggestion is a correspondence between Attalus and the High Priest of Pessinus, which is 

said to reveal the hesitancy of the Pergamene king to act without Roman approval. 

Attalus confesses to Attis that: 

22 To this list should also be added Attalus' defence of his Thracian possessions against Diegulis, 
leader ofthe Thracian Caeni (Diod. 33.14; Strabo 13.4.2; Justin, Pro!' 36) and OGIS 330, which mentions a 
war against Thrace in the fifteenth year of an unknown king. 

23 In chronological order, Rome sent a commission oftwo (Polyb. 32.16.5), three (polyb. 33.l.2), 
ten (Polyb. 33.7.3-4, 12.2), and three (Polyb. 33.13.4-5). On the treaty see, Polyb. 33.13.8-10. 

24 Achaean War and Corinth: Paus. 7.16.8; Pliny, NH 35.24; Macedonian War: Strabo 13.4.2. 

25 SU'abo 14.5.2; Diod. 33.28b; Polyb, Fr 76 = Ath 6.273a; Justin 38.8.8. See also H. Mattingly, 
"Scipio Aemilianus' Eastern Embassy" CQ n.s. 36 (1986),491-495. 

26 Typical here is Hansen, Attalidi, 141, who claims that Attalus "advanced the vassalage of 
Pergamon". 
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At first few shared this opinion (to consult Rome), but afterwards as days passed 

and they [his council] considered it, it became more apparent to us, and it seemed that to 

rush forward without them [i.e. the Romans] held great danger; for to us, if we should 

succeed, would come envy, removal of gains, and wretched suspicion, which gathered 

around my brother (Eumenes II), and if unsuccessful would come open ruin. For (if we 

were to fail) they would not pay attention, but it would be seen as sweetly done, because 

we carried out these designs without them. But now, even if - may it never happen - we 

are bested in our endeavour, because each action was done with their approval we would 

receive their help, and because it was done with the goodwill ofthe gods, we would 

recover our losses.27 

There is more here than supplication in Attalus' words; in fact there is conscious 

and weighed political manoeuvring. The significance of this letter is that neither Attalus 

nor the majority of his advisors had even considered seeking Roman approval, and, 

furthermore, that he was submitting to their counsel only because it was profitable to his 

kingdom,zs Attalus II, like Attalus I and Eumenes II, administered his kingdom at arm's 

length from the Roman Senate, seeking its counselor approval only when diplomacy or 

27 OGIS 315iii = Wells, RC no. 61, 11. 10-20: 0'>1 TO ph rrpwTov OAI<y>Ol pm,llxov, PEn\:: of: mum 
Ev aAAew; Kal aAAale; f]pEp<Xle; aEl ollaaKorrouow ~rrTETO piXAAOV f]pwv, Kal TO rrporrEaElv alvEU 'Kdvwv 
p€yav £06KEl KIVOUVOV eXElv' Kal yap £rrlTulxouow cp8ovov Kal acpalpEalV Kal ucpmplav pox81']pav, ~v 1 Kal 
rrEpl TOU aodcpou eaxoaav, Kal arroTUxoualV apalV 1 rrpo01']AoV. OU yap £rrlaTpacp~aEa8' £Kdvoue;, aAA' 
f]OEwe; o1jJEaI8<Xl, on avEU £auTwv T1']A1KaUT' £KlVOUjlE8a. vuv OE, /Xv Kal, 81 p~ YIV01T', £Aaaaw8wpEV £V 
nalV, PETa Tile; £KEIVWV 1 yvwp1']e; £Kao-ra rrmpaxome; ~0118dae; TEU~Ea8al Kal alvapaXEla8<Xl PETa Tile; TWV 
8EWV EUvolae;. 

28 Sherwin-White, "Roman Involvement in Anatolia, 167-88 B.C." JRS 67 (1967), 64. This is 
particularly true when we consider that this document dates to the earliest years of Attalus' reign (159?), 
after which Attalus maintained a remarkably independent foreign policy. Contra: Magie, RRAMI:27; 
Hansen, Attalidi, 132; Hopp, Untersuchungen, 68-69. On the date of the inscription see, Wells, RC, 250; 
Sherk, RGEA, 28; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 39, who argue for various dates in the mid-150s. 
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self-interest called for it. The Senate, for its part, continued its traditionally passive 

approach to the East, concerned only with its own security. Even after the annexation of 

Macedonia and the subjugation of Achaea, there is no solid evidence that Rome had any 

designs of stronger control in the East - even after 146, many Achaean cities remained 

'free' cities as did entire territories in Asia Minor?9 

It has been clear in our historical narrative thus far that Rome took a very 

relaxed approach to Asia Minor, interfering only when solicited and leaving no evidence 

of any attempts to steer directly the course of events in its favour. 30 It was with this 

approach that Rome dealt with Attalus III as it had with his predecessors. 

About the events of Attalus Ill's reign Cr. 138-133) we have almost no substantive 

information, but what survives suggests a continuation of the policy seen under his 

predecessors. Attalus played an active role in government as early as the mid-140s, 

learning his governing style from his uncle, Attalus II. We know from an Elaean 

inscription that he managed to wage a successful war sometime during his reign, though 

we do not know precisely when or against whom.31 There is no mention of the war in 

Roman sources, which could mean either that it was insignificant or that it was carried 

29 On Achaean cities: Livy 45.17; Caria and Lycia in Asia Minor: Livy 44.15.12, and below, p. 
101, n. 109. 

30 Even those scholars who insist that Rome did have an imperialist mentality in the second 
century concede that it consciously avoided annexation until well into the frrst century. See, for example, 
M. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, 70-71 and E. Badian, RILR2, 1-15, with bibliography. 

31 The lone reference to an otherwise unknown war is found in an honourary decree from Elaea: 
001S 332, 11. 21-24: ycv£G8al O£ Ka\. EJtlypacpa<;, EIT\. }.lEv TOU ayaAvaTO<; II '0 Ofl}.lo<; ~aGIA£a 'ArraAov 
<lJIAO}.l~TOpa Ka\. EU£PY£H\V 8£Ou ~aGlA£w<; Eu}.I£vou LWTflpo<; ap£Tfl[<;] Ev£K£V Ka\. avopaya8ia<; Tfl<; KaT<X 
ITOA£}.IOV, KpaT~GaVTa TWV UITCVav-rlwv lI 

(' And there shall be an inscription for the statue, "The People 
[dedicate this] for King Attalus Philometor and Euergetes, son of the deified King Eumenes Soter, because 
of his virtue and braVelY in the war and the conquest of our enemies. '). 
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out without Roman knowledge. If it is the former, it would suggest that Rome's passive 

policy toward Asia continued; if it is the latter, it could imply that Rome was again being 

kept in the dark by an Attalid.32 Such is the evidence for the events of Attalus' reign; 

slight though the evidence may be, nothing suggests a change in Pergamene-Roman 

relations or a fundamental shift in Rome's Eastern policy. From this perspective, 

Attalus' decision to bequeath his kingdom to a foreign state, and indeed Rome's 

acceptance of the territory, is unexpected and extraordinary. Attalus appears to have 

governed successfully and Rome showed no desire for any formal obligations in the East. 

It should not, however, seem so strange that Attalus chose Rome as his heir. By 133, 

Rome and Pergamon had over seven decades of solid relations; Rome had proven itselfto 

be a valuable ally to the Attalids, giving them much of their territory, investing them with 

control of the region, aiding them diplomatically and militarily when needed, and not 

influencing their foreign and domestic affairs. More than any neighbouring kingdom or 

state, Attalus III trusted Rome. 

• • • 

It remains now to look more carefully at the last of the Attalid dynasts, whose 

actions are at the very centre of this investigation. Attalus III is often seen as an eccentric 

and bloodthirsty monarch, and, as such, his testament is taken to be a product of an 

unstable mind. The evidence for his character, however, is certainly not entirely 

negative; the epigraphic account reveals a devout son and brother, a victorious general, 

32 Here we might recall the letter of Attalus to Attis, above n. 27. 
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and an honoured king. It is the vitriolic literary account that provides the bloodthirsty 

characterization. When we take into account this positive epigraphic tradition, it 

becomes clear that Attalus was not an extraordinarily malicious king; he was a deeply 

pious man to his family and their cult, and raised on Hellenistic teachings, which 

manifested themselves most famously in his love for horticulture and toxicology. A 

careful study of Attalus' character and the character of his reign reveals that the reason 

for his eventual bequest cannot have been an unstable mind; the kingdom Rome received 

came freely from a royal bequest made compos mentis. 

Attalus III was born ca. 168 to Eumenes II and his wife Stratonice,33 and was 

therefore in his early 30s when he ascended the throne in 13817 and in his mid-thirties 

when he died in 134/3.34 As the direct heir of Eumenes II, Attalus III was the rightful heir 

of the Pergamene throne and thus, strictly speaking, his uncle (Attalus II) reigned as 

33 OGIS 319, l. 16; no. 329, 1. 40; no. 331iv, 1. 46 no. 332, 11. 22, 24, 45; no. 33lii, 11. 18; iii, 11. 32, 
3945-6; AM29 (1904), 170jJ, no. 14,11.9; Allen, Attalid Kingdom, no. 15,11. 40; no. 24, 11. 2-3; LEph 200; 
Denk. aus Lyk., no. 75, 11. 4-5; (?) OGIS264, 11. 18-19; Polyb. 33.18.1-2; Strabo l3.4.2; Livy, Per 59; 
Florus l.35.2; Plut., Mol'. 184 B, 489 F. Contra: Justin 36.4.1: rex Attalus ... ab Eumene patruo acceptum 
regnum ('King Attalus ... accepted the kingdom from his uncle Eumenes'); Eutropius 4.18, Altalus rex 
Asiaefrater Eumenis (,Attalus, King of Asia, brother ofEumenes'). Both of these sources, however, are 
epitomes and their reliability should be judged accordingly. The dispute over his parentage is needlessly 
pedantic as the preponderance of the evidence naming him the son ofEumenes and Stratonice should 
indicate. See Allen, Attalid Kingdom, 189-194. 

34 Polybius (33.18.2) refers to Attalus as a rral<; in 152, meaning that in that year he cannot have 
been older than 15 (Greek reckoning) or 18 (Roman reckoning) years old. rral<; calTies a technical 
definition of "a male child before his enrolment in a deme and his consequent entry into civic life", that is, 
before the age of seventeen or eighteen. See, Aristophanes of Byzantium fro 37-66 (Slater); Hippocrates, 
Opif. Mundi 36.105; M. Golden, "Pais, 'Child' and 'Slave'" L'Antiquite Classique 54 (1985), 91-98. 
There is no true Latin equivalent (puer?), but the age range is similar to the Romans' recognition of seven 
as the end of infantia and 13-17 as the adoption of the toga virilis. See most recently, B.Rawson, Children 
and Childhood in Roman Italy (Oxford 2003), l34-145. 
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regent (trrfrporroc;) for his nephew.35 Yet, Attalus II ruled well past his nephew's coming 

of age by any reckoning, and this raises the question whether Attalus III was reluctant to 

assume the Pergamene throne. In short, the answer seems to be no. Part of the reason for 

not claiming his birthright must stem from his uncle's aptitude and success at 

governance. As discussed above, Attalus II was an immensely successful ruler who 

managed to extend his kingdom and sphere of influence, restore relations with Rome, 

consolidate his own royal power, and turn Pergamon into the leading Hellenistic city in 

the East. While his uncle remained king, however, Attalus III appears to have become 

active in the administration of the kingdom in the latter part of his reign - perhaps a 

product of the elder Attalus' exceptional age.36 The evidence for this paliicipation comes 

from a royal letter to the boule and demos ofCyzicus, dating to 142.37 Not only was the 

royal correspondence written by the younger Attalus, but it states that he was consulted 

by his uncle on the appointment of hereditary priests.38 Other epigraphic evidence from 

35 The tenn is found in Strabo, 13 .4.2: ElIfrpolIov O£ Kur£oTlla£ [EU\l£V£<;] KUt rou lImOO<; v£ou 
r£A£w<; QVro<; Kut r~<; apx~<; roy aO£Acpov ''AnuAov ('Eumenes established his brother Attalus as guardian 
of his young child and of his kingdom'), and KUr£Al1I£ [EU\l£v£<;] OE r~v apx~v r0 EmrpolI£u8£v"Cl 'AnaAtp 
('Eumenes left his kingdom to Attalus, who had been under guardianship'); cf Dittenberger's 
reconstruction of OGIS 264 (11. 17-19): [alI£8av£ [Eumenes] KUru] IAtllIWV r~v [\lEv ~UalAtlUV rGn EUUroU 
uiGn]1 'AnaAwl, Kur' E[mrpOlI~V O£ EKtlVW1]. 

36 Attalid kings typically employed kinsmen in their council, just as Eumenes II, for example, had 
co-ruled with Attalus II shortly before his death. See Allen, Attalid Kingdom, 129-135. Attalus II would 
have been in his 79th year in 142, our fIrst example of Attalus Ill's active role in government. 

37 OGIS 33liii = Wells, RC no. 66. 

38 Line 7: ''AnuAo<; 6 8£1:0<; \lOU auy Kal r~l E\l~l YVW\llll (Attalus, my uncle, with my approval'), 
and line 14: rllA1KOlJrwy Kayw KUt ''AnuAo<; 6 8£1:0<; \lou ('So thought my uncle and myself'). The ends to 
which we can take this evidence are admittedly short. The priest in question, Sosander, was an Attalid 
kinsman (auvrpocpo<;, auyy£v~<;) and based on other surviving epigraphic material Attalus III was unusually 
concemed with religious affairs, so that the elder Attalus might have deferred such a minor issue to his 
nephew. On Attalus' extraordinary concem for religion see Hopp, Untersuchungen, 109f, and below, n. 51. 
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the reign of Attalus II refers to "Attalus son ofEumenes" (i.e. Attalus III), in consultation 

with Attalus II, as a locus of authority in the state.39 The evidence that we have for his 

minority, limited though it is, reveals at the very least that Attalus was presented 

officially as having and exercising some authority in Pergamon, and that what authority 

he did exercise was in line with the policies of Attalus II and in no sense radical. It 

suggests, furthermore, no eagerness on Attalus' part to ascend the throne during his 

uncle's regency-turned-reign, and implies only contentment with the arrangement. 

Thus far, the actions of Attalus III have in no way seemed extraordinary, which is 

radically different from the traditional characterization of his reign. How, then, did 

Attalus carry himself during his brief five year reign as king of Pergamon? Diodorus 

tells us that his reign was one of such cruelty and bloodshed that he was hated not only by 

everyone subj ect to him but also by the neighbouring peoples as well. Beset by paranoia, 

records Diodorus, Attalus carried out a purge of the Pergamene aristocracy, employing 

mercenaries to kill his generals, governors, advisors and friends, along with their 

families.4o Justin, epitomizing Trogus Pompeius, repeats the accusations found in 

39 OGIS 264, 11. 16-21; no. 319, 11.15-17; no. 329,11. 40-41; no. 331 iii, 11. 7, 14; Allen, Attalid 
Kingdom, no. 15,11.36-41; no. 24, 11. 1-3; Denk. aus Lyk., no 75, 11. 4-5. Collected in Allen, Attalid 
Kingdom, Appendix I, nos. 28-36. OGIS 33liii and Allen, no. 24, in particular state that a decision was 
made with the approval of Attalus III while Attalus II was still king. 

40 Diod. 34-35.3: "On Kanx -d]v 'Aoiav ''AnaAo~ 6 ~aolAEU~ rrpoocp(i1:w~ olaoEOEWEvO~ T~V apx~v 
aAAoTpiav EOXE oHx8£<JlV TWV rrpo~E~a01AEUKOTWV. Kat yap £KE1VOl XPf]OTOTf]n Kat cpIAav8pwrriq: 
XpWj.lEVOl Tal~ ~aolAEial~ EvWOalj.lOVf]Oav· OUTO~ of: yEVOj.lEVO~ Wj.lo~ Kat j.llalCPOVO~ rrOAAou~ TWV Uno T~V 
~a<nAEiav TETaYj.lEVWV aVf]KEOT01~ (iUj.lcpopal~ Kat ocpayale; rrEpIE~aAE. TWV 8E rraTP<9V cpiAWV TOUe; 
ouvaTwT(hou~ urromEuoa~ w~ KaT' alnou n ~OUWOaj.lEvOU~, EKPIVE OE1V arraVTa~ £KrroOwv rrol~oao8at. 
£mAE~aj.lEVO~ ouv TWV ~ap~apwv j.llo8ocpopwv TOU~ aypIWTaTOu~ Ei~ cpOVOV, arrA~OTou~ of: d~ XPf]j.laTWV 
rrEplOuoiav, TOUTOU~ £V nolV oiK~j.la<n KaT£Kpu¢EV Ev TOl~ ~a<nAEiol~, TWV of: cpiAWV TOUe; 
urromwoj.lEVOUe; j.lETErrEj.lrrETO. rrapayEVOj.lEvWV of: TWV CPIAWV ... rraVTae; arrEKTEIVEV, EXWV urrf]pETae; 
oiKEioue; Tfje; ioiae; j.llalcpoviae;. EU8ue; of: TEKva Kat yuvalKae; TOUTWV rrpOo£Ta~E Tfj~ aUTf]e; nj.lwpiae; 
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Diodorus but adds also that he became reclusive following the deaths of his wife and 

mother and took to malicious pharmacology, learning to mix noxious brews and even 

testing them on his own friends. 41 The veracity of these allegations has come under 

increased scepticism in the last thirty years, and many now emphasize their anecdotal 

nature.42 Despite this, these texts cannot be dismissed outright; 43 although Diodorus and 

a~lWO'al. TWV be ?fAAWV CP1Awv TWV Err' E~ouO'l~ O'TpaTlWTWV ~ rroAEwv TETaW£VWV ou<; jlev 
EbOAOcpovl1O'ev, OU<; be O'UAAa~wv 1LaV01Kl0U<; aVE1AE. b1U be T~V wjlonrra jl10'118E1<; OU jlovov urro TWV 
apxojl£VWV aAAU Kat TWV rrAllO'lOXWPWV TaVTa<; TOV<; UrrOTETaW£VOU<; Errol11O'E jlETEWPOU<; rrpo<; 
Ka1voTOjllav. ('In Asia King Attalus, soon after his accession to the throne, adopted an attitude markedly 
different from that of his predecessors. For they, by practising kindness and benevolence, had prospered in 
their kingship; he, however, being cruel and blood stained, visited on many of those subject to his rule 
irremediable disaster or death. Suspecting the most powerful of his father's friends of having formed 
designs against him, he decided that all must be put out of the way. Accordingly, he selected the most 
savagely murderous of his barbarian mercenaries, men who were also insatiate in their thirst for gold, and 
concealing them in certain chambers of the palace sent in turn for the friends who were under suspicion. 
When they appeared ... he had them all killed, for his underlings were as bloodthirsty as himself, and he 
gave immediate orders to inflict the same harsh treatment on their wives and children also. Ofthe other 
friends, those who had been appointed to commands in the army or as governors of cities, he had some 
assassinated, while others he arrested and put to death with their entire households. Because of his cruelty 
he was hated not only by everyone subject to him but by the neighbouring peoples as well. Thus he stirred 
all his subjects to hope for a revolution' .). 

41 Justin 36.4.1-3: Per eadem tempora, qUibus in Syria regni mutatio inter novos reges 
alternabatur, in Asia rex Attalus florentissimum ab Eumene patruo acceptum regnum caedibus amicorum 
et cognatorum suppliciis foedabat, nunc matrem anum, nunc Beronicen sponsam maleficiis eorum necatam 
confingens. Post hanc scelestam violentiae rabiem squalidam vestem sumit, barbam capillumque in modum 
reorum submittit, non in publicum prodire, non populo se ostendere, non domi laetiora convivia inire aut 
aliquod signum sani hominis habere, prorsus ut poenas pendere manibus interfectorum videretur. Omissa 
deinde regni administratione hortosfodiebat, gramina serebat et noxia innoxiis permiscebat, eaque omnia 
veneni suco infecta velut peculiare munus amicis mittebat. ('During the same time in which the Syrian 
kingdom was alternating among new kings, in Asia King Attalus polluted a most flourishing kingdom he 
had received from his uncle Eumenes (II) with the killing of his friends and the executions of his relatives, 
pretending sometimes that his old mother, and sometimes his wife, Berenice, had been destroyed by their 
wicked conh·ivances. After this atrocious outburst of rage, he assumed a poor dress, let his beard and hair 
grow as if under prosecution, never went abroad or showed himself to the people, held no feasts in his 
palace, and behaved in no respect, indeed, like a man in his senses - so that he seemed to be paying penalty 
for his crimes to the Manes of those who had been murdered. Abandoning, then, the government of his 
kingdom, too, he dug about in his garden, mixed grasses, combining noxious and harmless ones together, 
and sending them all indiscriminately, infected with poisonous juices, as special presents to his friends. '). 
Vetruvius (4 .. 1) refers to Attalus' wife as 'Arsinoe' not Berenice. 

42 See for instance, Rigsby, Asia Provincia, 122-127; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 80-81; Gruen, 
HWCR,593. 
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Justin/Trogus likely used different sources, their stories must be part ofthe same tradition 

that emerged after Attalus' death.44 Ascertaining the source or the reason for that 

tradition is guesswork at best, but there is no reason to expect,primajacie, that the 

tradition has much to do with the 'truth'. For epigraphic sources do not suggest any sort 

of public malice, either foreign or domestic, against Attalus III. Quite the contrary is 

found, in fact, as inscriptions reveal that he was honoured with statuary and annual feasts 

by his people, was acclaimed a victorious general, and helped his kingdom's cults with 

tax exemptions and asylum rights for temples.45 A closer examination of the material 

will reveal that the 'truth', skewed though it is from both sources, must reside closer to 

the latter than the former. 

Diodorus' report on Attalus' brutal accession to power is probably an 

embellishment by the author in order to explain the eventual uprising of Aristonicus, 

43 These sources were largely believed by early modem scholars including: T. Mommsen, R. G. 7 

(Engl trans I) III: 277: "Attalus was a tyrannical Asian Sultan"; Chapot, La Province romaine proconsulaire 
d'Asie (Paris 1904), 11: "fantastique et brutale"; Greenidge, History of Rome (London 1904), 1:175: 
"disordered mind", "carnival of slaughter"; even recently Gruen, HWCR II: 592: "an eccentric, or perhaps 
worse." 

44 The exact date of composition for Diodorus' work is unclear, but the last event mentioned was 
the foundation ofa colony of Roman citizens at Tauromenion after the inhabitants were expelled by 
Octavian in 36 Be (16.7.1). Trogus likely composed his work sometime around the tum of the millennium 
(ca. AD 2). See I.M. Alonso-Nunez, "An Augustan World History: The 'Historiae Philippicae' of Pompei us 
Trogus" G&R 2nd series 34 (1987), 59-61. 

45 An honourific inscription from the Elaean demos (OGIS 339) records that Attalus was given a 
pair of bronze statues (11. 7-9) bearing inscriptions lauding his virtue, bravery, prudence and munificence 
(11.21-26) as well as establishing his cult in the Temple of Asclepios Soter (1. 8) and declaring for him an 
annual festival (11. 15; 38-9) with processions (1. 15), sacrifices (1. 17; 38-39) and prayers for his health, 
safety, victory and strength (11.30-31). Interest in his mother's cult (Zeus Sabazios): OGIS 331 III; in his 
ki.'l: OGIS 331 IV; asylum for native Persian cult OGIS 333; tax exemptions for Temple of Apollo:Wells, 
RC,69. 
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whom he had previously discussed in light of the 'slave crisis' of the 130s.46 Attalus III 

had ruled in conjunction with his elderly uncle as early as 142, which means that he had 

worked with his uncle's advisors for five years without incident before assuming the 

crown, making it unlikely that he would have needed to purge the aristocracy of 

enemies.47 It is possible that upon his accession Attalus felt the need to remove potential 

threats, as many kings no doubt felt they had to, but this need not be considered either 

widespread or extraordinary. Justin's report, too, probably has a kernel of truth: that 

Attalus became reclusive after the death of his wife and mother is not so difficult to 

believe, nor is it difficult to imagine that after their deaths he turned his focus to his 

scientific studies to the detriment of his duties of government. Certainly, Attalus' 

extended mourning period, if Justin is to be believed, was longer than the four months 

that custom likely dictated.48 Yet Justin is not specific whether Attalus was formally 

mourning his family during his social reclusion, and the prospect seems unlikely. 

Attalus' reaction, though at odds with social norms, should more likely be seen as part of 

a natural human reaction to loss - one that he was able to indulge in at the cost of his 

46 Diod. 34/35.2.26 (below, p. 41, n. 21); so Hopp, Untersuchungen, 119. 

47 The one exception to this is the crucifixion of the dissident grammarian Daphidas, whose distich 
against the Pergamene kings is often attributed to Attalus III. Strabo 14.1.39: ITOPCPUPEOll-lWAWITE<;, 
C(T[OpplV~l-laTa ya~l1<; / J\uCill-laxou, J\ul5wv apXETE Kat <pPUylll<;. ('Purpled with stripes, mere filings of the 
treasure ofLysimachus, ye rule the Lydians and Phrygia'. Loeb transl.). But see Braund, "Three Hellenistic 
Personages: Amynander, Prusias II, Daphidas" CQ 32 (1982), 350-7, who cautions that the events 
surrounding Daphidas do not certain ly date to Attalus III. 

48 A third century Be inscription :lI-Oln Gambreion (Sy1l3 1219 = LSAM 16), just 25 kms south-east 
of Pergamon, for instance, sets the temporal limits for mourning at four months for men and five months 
for women. Contra: Herodotus (6.58), who indicates that the public mourning for a royal death in Asia was 
just 10 days, although his passage directly concerns a royal death in Sparta. 
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reputation.49 Attalus, moreover, had been raised on the polymath of Hellenistic 

teachings, including science, so that (as Rigsby points out) his obsession with 

pharmacology and toxicology is not a queer character flaw, but a continuation of 

Hellenistic tradition. 50 

Justin's claims of mindless murder, though, must certainly be narrative 

embellishment; the very survival of Aristonicus to conspire later casts doubt on his 

characterization of Attalus as a paranoid killer. Aristonicus must surely have shown 

some hint of interest at Attalus' throne before his death, which a paranoid psychopath (as 

Justin characterizes Attalus) would not have overlooked. In stark contrast to this 

perspective, the epigraphic evidence reveals a king devoted to his own cultic issues and 

those of his state. He followed the Attalid tradition of apotheosizing his predecessors and 

took great interest in his mother's native cTIlr,S-t-r.l1ere is, aamlttedly, one pIece of 

epigraphic evidence for unorthodox behaviour on Attalus' part, namely a Pergamene 

decree comparing him to a god (a6vvaoc; nAn 9EGn).52 Allen, though, has demonstrated 

49 Noted also by Hopp, Untersuchungen, 117-118. On Greek mourning practices, see recently K. 
Derderian, Leaving Words to Remember: Greek Mourning and the Advent of Literacy (Boston 2001). 

50 K. Rigsby, Asia Provincia, 123. For the sources on Attalus' pharmacological and toxicological 
studies see Hansen, Attalidi, 145, nn. 60-71. 

51 Apotheosis: AM33 (1908) 376-79, no. 1. This decree dating to Attalus' reign refers to the priest 
ofthe "deified Philadelphoi", who are now generally considered to be the brothers Eumenes II and Attalus 
II. Hansen, Attalidi, 142-143; Hopp, Untersuchungen, 109, n. 12. Mother's cult: OGIS 331iv. This 
devotion to his mother's native cult is surely in part what earned Attalus his appellation 'Philometor'. 
Hopp has suggested that his focus on her cult and his own cultic actions were an attempt to be remembered 
after his death. This argument seems ex postfacto based on his early death at thirty-five, which he of 
course surely could not have predicted, and is probably more reflective of hue religious conviction and 
devotion to his mother. Hopp, ibid, pp. 113, in fact suggests that Attalus had general cultic enthusiasm. 

52 OGIS 332, II. 8-10: '(va ~[l] cr6vvao<; TGn 8£Gn('so that he might be worshipped with the god'). 
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that this was the natural progression of the Attalid ruler cult begun three generations 

earlier; and in any case, it is methodologically unsound to conclude from this lone 

inscription that Attalus was a maniacal and self-obsessed individual as presented in the 

literary texts.53 It is more likely that there were some internal problems during Attalus' 

reign that forced him to respond with force and that in the final years of his life he 

appeared more reclusive, to the detriment of his state. Rigsby is probably correct in his 

belief that Attalus has suffered the same fate as other final dynasts, whose history was 

written by their usurpers; in Attalus' case, tales of murder and intrigue were created and 

personality quirks and moments of weakness were embellished, most likely by pro-

Aristonicus supporters to swell support for the usurper. 54 Attalus, by all rights, was 

compos mentis on his death in late Spring 133. His mother and his wife had predeceased 

him by a few years and Attalus had neither re-married nor produced any offspring, 

natural or otherwise.55 Thus, in an established Hellenistic tradition, Attalus left his 

kingdom, his personal property by Hellenistic legal practice, to another 'kingdom' -

53 Allen, Attalid Kingdom, 145-158, 155-156. The assertion by Badian, Review ofHopp, 
Untersuchungen, that the use of "extravagant honorary inscriptions to counterbalance the hostile portrait in 
the literary sources ... is as naIve as it would be to use the official laudations of Comrade Stalin in his 
lifetime, or his official pronouncements, to counterbalance the other evidence" (p. 201), is overly 
antagonistic and misguided. Badian, more than most, is aware of the Hellenistic tradition ofmler worship 
and the complexities of the epigraphic habit. The typicality of the honours noted in OGIS 332 has been 
shown by L. Robert in BCH 108 (1984),472-89; 109 (1985), 468-81. Rigsby, Asia Provincia, 123, adds 
that that the accolades are perhaps "rather chaste and conservative on the score of royal cult". 

54 Rigsby, Asia Provincia, 126. 

55 It is interesting that Attalus never re-married or at the very least had an illegitimate child to 
continue his familial dynasty. Part of the answer is surely his early death, having had a sexagenarian father 
and an octogenarian uncle. 
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Rome.56 More needs to be said on the motive of the bequest but before proceeding, we 

must review what precisely Attalus included in his will. 

• • • 

Attalus' famous will is mentioned a score of times by over a dozen different 

ancient authors. 57 All but two of these authors state that Attalus bequeathed his kingdom 

to Rome;58 the exceptions, Sallust and Porphyrio, claim that Rome forged the will after 

his death, a claim credible enough that it cast doubt on the veracity of the will up to the 

late nineteenth century.59 An inscription unearthed by Frankel in the 1880s has now, 

56 Kingdom as king's personal property: Liebmann-Frankfort, "Valeur juridique et signification 
politique des testaments faits par les rois helIenistiques en faveur des Romains" RJDA 13 (1966), 75, with 
notes. 

57 Livy, Per. 58 and 59; Strabo 13.4.2; Plut., Ti.Gr. 14; App., Mith. 62; B.C. 5.4; Florus 1.35.1-5; 
Justin 36.4.5; Pliny, NH 33.148; Val. Max 5.2 ext 3; VeIl. Pat. 2.4.1; Orosius 5.8.4; Eutropius 4.18; 
Festus, Brev. 10.2; Ampelius 33; De vir. ill. 64.3-5; Julius Obseq. 28; Sen., Contr. II 7.7; Sallust, Hist. 
4.69; Porphyrio, Comm. Horace Carm. 1.1.12; 2.18.5. 

58 On the overly-pedantic question of who exactly at Rome received the inheritance, see the 
comments by Liebmann-Frankfort, "Valeure juridique", 75-6, 82-83,92-94, Hopp, Untersuchungen, 126, 
and Braund, "Royal Wills", 23. On this point Braund's comment should be taken to heart: "Attalus' will, if 
it did not explicitly name the populus Romanus as his heir, will have named 'the Romans', like Physcon's: 
to the Roman mind, this could only mean the populus Romanus." 

59 Sallust, Hist. 4.69: Eumenen, cuius amicitiam gloriose ostentant, initio prodidere Antiocho, 
pacis mercedem: post, habitum custodiae agri captivi, sumptibus et contumeliis ex rege miserrumum 
servorum effecere, simulatoque impio testamento filium eius Aristonicum, quia patrium regnum petiverat, 
hostium more per triumphum duxere. Asia ab ipsis obsessa est (,Eumenes, whose friendship they 
(Romans) boastfully parade, they first betrayed to Antiochus as the price of peace; later, having made him 
the guardian of a captured tenitory, they transformed him by means of imposts and insults from a king into 
the most wretched of slaves. Then, after an un-natural will was forged, they led his son Aristonicus in 
triumph like an enemy, because he had tried to recover his father's realm. They took possession of Asia. '). 
Porphyrio, Comm. Hor. Carm. 2.18.5: Attalus rex Asiae regnavit, cuius hereditatem populus Romanus 
cepit. Dicendo autem "heres" et "occupavi", suspicionem dat, qua existememusfalso testamento 
Romanos hanc sibi hereditatem vindicasse (' Attalus was the king of Asia, whose hereditary rights the 
Roman people seized. However, by saying the "heir" and "I occupy" it gives suspicion, by which we 
should judge that the Romans acquired their heredity from him through false testament'). Porphyrio's 
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though, demonstrated its existence. Although the inscription does not explicitly mention 

Attalus' will (81<x8~Kl1), it does state that after his death he granted freedom to the city of 

Pergamon and increased their civic territory and that these acts had to be ratified by 

Rome; this can only be a reference to Attalus' last will and testament.60 Claims, 

therefore, that Rome fabricated the will after Attalus' death are no longer valid; however, 

there does remain the question of Roman influence on Attalus' decision. Admittedly, 

there is no strong evidence to suggest a positive or a negative response, but the Senate's 

slow (vis-a-vis Ti. Gracchus) and surprised reaction to Rome's inheritance - the focus of 

the next chapter - would suggest that Attalus made his will without any formal pressure 

from Rome.61 Any influence on Attalus would have come from individuals - senators 

seeking glory from an Asian command, or businessmen wanting to exploit the territory 

financially. Harris believes that Attalus was surely influenced by his Roman friends, 

among whom he includes Scipio Aemilianus (who received gifts from Attalus while on 

campaign in Numantia in 134) and Ti.Gracchus (whose father had praised Eumenes II 

following his mission to the East c. 165).62 But while Attalus surely maintained his 

father's friendships at Rome, there is no solid evidence for influence peddling, and the 

testimony is especially weak in that he misinterprets the context of Horace's passage (See Nisbet and 
Hubbard, A Commentary on Horace: Odes, book ii [ Oxford 1978],295). 

60 LPerg 249 = OGIS 338, 11. 3-7: E:m:]i ~aalAEu<; '}\uaAo<; I (Il1Aoj .. U1TWP Kai EUEPY£Tfj[<; 
jlE8w]nXjlEVo<; E:~ o:vl8pwrrwv rrOA£AOlltEV T~[jlrraTp(]ba ~jlwv E:Aw8£pav Irrpocropicra<; aUTfjl Kai 
rroAE[mK~Y] xwpav ~v EKplV[EV,] I bEl bE E:1tlKupw8fjval T~V bla8~[Kfjv] urro 'Pwjlaiwv ("[Since] King 
Attalus Philometor and Euergetes, who has left the realm of mortal men, left behind our city as free, having 
included in it even what he judged as the community countryside, (though) it is necessary that the will be 
ratified by the Romans') .. 

61 Liebmann-Frankfort, "Valeur juridique", 85. 

62 Harris, War and Imperialism, 149. Attalus' friends: Polyb .. 33.18 .. 3; gifts to Scipio: Cic .. , Deiot .. 
10; Lucian, Macrob. 12); Ti. Gracchus' mission: Polyb. 30.30.7-8; below, p. 52, n. 60. 
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suggestion that Ti.Gracchus had any direct influence on the contents of Attalus' will is 

highly speculative and fodder only for conspiracy theorists; Gracchus was as surprised as 

most at the good fortune Attalus' will presented him.63 

There is, furthermore, the question of whether Rome was even aware of Attalus' 

will. Plutarch states that upon Attalus' death a Pergamene envoy, Eudemus, brought the 

will with him to Rome, making rather clear that Rome had no prior knowledge of it. 64 

Yet some scholars suggest that Rome was not only aware of the will but that a copy of it 

must have been kept at Rome, drawing a comparison with Ptolemy Physcon (discussed 

below), who had made Rome his heir and remitted a copy to them for safekeeping. 65 

There is a problem with the comparison, however, as Physcon, at the time childless like 

Attalus III, left his territory (Cyrene) to Rome in order to protect himself from his 

ambitious brother, Ptolemy VI Philometor, king of Egypt.66 Attalus did not make his will 

to protect himself from Aristonicus, whose stirrings began after Attalus' death and who, 

if he had known Attalus' territory went to Rome, would surely not have asserted his 

spurious claim and faced war with a far superior enemy - Aristonicus, we shall see, was 

63 Plut., TiGr. 14-15. 

64 TiGr 14.1: 'EITEL O£ TOU <D1AOll~TOpO<; 'AmxAou TEAEUT~CYUVTO<; EUOYJ!.lO<; 6 IIEPYUllYJvo<; 
av~vEYKE Otae~KYJV tv n KAYJpov61lo<; Ey€ypurrro TOU ~UCY1AEW<; 6 'Pwlluiwv Ofjll0<;. ('And when Attalus 
Philometor died, Eudemos of Pergamon brought over his will, in which the Roman people had been 
recorded as heir by the king. '). On Rome's ignorance of Attalus' will: Hansen, Attalidi, 149; Magie, 
RRAMI: 32; II: 781, n. 94; Braund, "Royal Wills", 22; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 83, who intimates that 
Rome knew of the will, but not its particulars; Gruen, HWCR II: 599. 

65 See especially Badian, Foreign Clientelai (Oxford 1984), 173-174, and Harris, War and 
Imperialism, 149. 

66 On this 'Insurance Policy Theory', see below n. 81. 
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an opportunist, not a fool. 67 Because Plutarch is so clear on the point and the comparison 

between Attalus and Physcon is problematic, we should operate on the assumption that 

Rome did not have a copy of the will, although the question cannot be answered with any 

certainty unless further evidence is discovered. 

We turn, then, to the content of Attalus' will. Despite the numerous references to 

it in ancient texts, no source, unfortunately, states what precisely Attalus bequeathed to 

the Romans. On the contents of the will we must rely on chance references from the 

literary and epigraphic texts and the precedent of a royal bequest in the will of Ptolemy 

Physcon.68 A passage from Florus allegedly contains a short excerpt from Attalus' will, 

but this brief passage is fraught with difficulty and its authenticity has rightly been 

questioned.69 In Attalus' will we would expect to find Hellenistic testamentary formulae 

and legal practices, but the phraseology in Florus instead mimics Roman tradition. The 

passage is frequently accepted by scholars on the basis that its phraseology is consistent 

with a passage from the Elder Seneca (Contra. 2.7.7), who, in the scenario ofthe 'foreign 

merchant' , presents a sample will containing the phrase, "omnium bonorum meorum, 

67 See Braund, "Royal Wills", 49-50, who rejects the 'insurance policy notion' as a viable 
motivation for the wills of Attalus III, Ptolemy XI Alexander II of Egypt (d. 80179) and Nicomedes IV of 
Bithyrua (d. 74). Contra: Liebmann-Frankfort, "Valeur juridique", 85; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 8l. 

68 It is uncertain whether the will belongs to Ptolemy VII or VIII Euergetes II and he is thus 
simply referred to as Physcon. Physcon's will: ed Pl'. Oliviero, la stele di Tolemeo Neoteros, re di Cirene 
(Bergamo, 1932) = AE (1932), 80 = SEG IX 7. English translation in Sherk, RGEA, no. 31. Recent 
discussions: Braund, "Royal Wills", 16-21, and Gruen, HWCR II: 702-708. 

69 Florus 1.35.2: Attalus rex Pergamenorum, regis Eumenisjilius, socii quondam commilitonisque 
nostri, testamentum reliquit: "Populus Romanus bonorum meorum heres esto. In bonis regiis haec 
fuerunt. "(,Attalus, King of Pergamon, son of King Eumenes, once our ally and supporter in war, left a will 
which said, "Let the Roman People be heir to my estate: the following possessions now constitute the royal 
property."'). On the acceptance of the passage see, for example, Hopp, Untersuchungen, 128, who refers to 
Cardinali, Aristonico, 277. For a refreshing dissentient discussion of Fiorus' passage see Braund, "Royal 
Wills", 22. 
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Olnnis pecuniae meae sola heres esto.,,70 The phraseology is undoubtedly the same, and 

both concur with a standard Roman testamentum, i.e. 'Titius heres esto' (Gaius, Inst. 

2.117), but this only confirms that Florus' passage cannot be a Latin copy of Attalus' 

Hellenistic will.71 Attalus' testament would have been closer to the phraseology of 

Ptolemy's will (KanXA.£lTrW 'Pw11alo1<; T~V Kae~OOUGcXV 1101 BaG1AElaV; 'I leave behind to 

the Romans the kingdom left to me'), which emphasises the act of the deceased with an 

active verb and makes the heir the indirect object - this is not the case in Florus' 

formulation. 72 Florus' passage, thus, cannot be a Latin translation of a Greek original. 

This fact, though, does not exclude it from careful study, for the information itself is 

consistent with other ancient sources. 

The volume of ancient literature recording Attalus' will, when taken together, 

gives a clear picture of the basic contents of the will. Attalus bequeathed to the Romans 

not only his kingdom (regium, BaG1A1KcX, &px~), including its subject cities and their land 

(agri, xwpa) - thus excluding temple lands and free Greek cities - but he also left to 

Rome his own personal wealth (pecunia, gaza Attalici, BaG1A1KcX xp~l1aTa) and property 

70 The entire will reads: omnium bonorum meorum, omnis pecuniae meae sola heres esto, quia 
corrumpi non potuit, quia tot sollicitationibus expugnari non potu it, quia tam fideliter pudicitiam custodivit 
(' let her alone be the heir of all my possessions and all of my money, since she could not be corrupted, nor 
could she be conquered by so many temptations, since she guards modesty so faithfully. '). 

71 Attalus, of course, would have composed his will in Greek just as Ptolemy had. 

72 SEG IX 7, II. 13-14. The Roman formula emphasizes the heir and the goods bequeathed with an 
imperative verb; the testator is only mentioned in relation to the goods he is bequeathing (meorum 
bonorum, pecuniae meae). 
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(bona).73 The will no doubt included the royal treasury, the king's personal belongings, 

royal domains, forests, shops and slaves, presumably even the agri Attalici in both the 

Thracian Chersonese and Aegina.74 There appear also to have been provisions in the will 

that some Pergamene cities be left free. The Pergamene inscription excavated by 

Frankel, mentioned above, reveals that upon his death Attalus granted eleutheria to his 

capital city and its surrounding country land (rroAE[lnK~Y] xwpav)75 while Ephesian 

cistophori reveal that Ephesus likely earned its 'free' status from Attalus as wel1.76 The 

freedom of these cities is almost a moot point in practical terms, because, as we will see, 

a recently published inscription from Metropolis demonstrates that the Roman Senate 

freed many, ifnot all of the cities of Asia Minor within months of learning of Attalus' 

Will.77 Regardless of our unfortunately myopic view of Attalus' testament, it is clear that 

73 Regium: Hor, Carm II 18.5; apx~' App, Mith 62; xwpa: OGIS 338, l. 6; pecunia: Livy, Per 58, 
Orosius 5.8.4, de vir ill. 64.5; ~acrtAlK(X xp~paTa: Plut, Ti.Gr. 14; bona: Sen, Contr. 2.7.7, Florus 1.35. A 
large number of cities within the Attalid kingdom were granted their freedom in the Treaty of Apamea, 
including Lampascus, Dardanus, Ilium, Alexandria, Cyme, Smyrna, Clazomenae, Erythrae, Notium, and 
these would not have been included in the will (above, n. 5). 

74 Hansen, Attalidi, 149. Cicero, de leg. agr. 2.50, refers to the Thracian Chersonese as Roman 
public land (agri publici). Aegina had been sold to Attalus I in 210 for 30 talents by the Aetolian League 
and was ruled by the Attalids as a personal possession. Livy 27.19.10; Paus. 8.42.7; OGIS 281; IG IX ii, 
p.L. 

75 There is some debate on this reconstruction. Frankel, I.Perg 249, restored line 6 as npocroplo-u<; 
aUTfjl Kal nOA£[play] xwpav, ~v EKpLV[ev]; Dittenberger, OGIS 338, restores it as npocroplcrm; aUTfjl Kal 
nOA£[mK~Y] xwpav, ~v EKpIV[ev]; Foucart, Formation d'Asie, 300, attempted to reconcile the document 
with Livy (Per 59) and suggested npocroplcra~ aUTfjl Kal n6A£[1~ Kat] xwpav, ~V EKplV[ev]. The 
reconstruction by Dittenberger is surely correct given the context, namely, Attalus III granting to his capital 
city, their surrounding countryside, and making the entire entity free. 

76 Rigsby, Provincia Asia, 40-42, has shown that the era denoted on the coins must represent a 
local civic era and that the era must be the result of a positive action (i.e. bequest) and not simply a negative 
action (i.e. the death of Attalus III). For a detailed discussion of the cistophori see F.S. Kleiner, "The 
Dated Cistophori of Ephesus" ANSMN 18 (1972),23-30. 

77 See below, pp. 57-59. 
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Attalus bequeathed the vast majority of his kingdom to Rome in an unprecedented act of 

foreign policy; what remains to be concluded is why. 

• • • 

As was the case with the contents of his will, no ancient author suggests what 

Attalus' motivations were for bequeathing his territory. Despite this fact, modem authors 

have not failed to propose their own ideas. An exhaustive list need not be provided here, 

but there are three general categories into which the theories fale8 I) Attalus was merely 

recognizing and formalizing the de facto power of Rome in the East, whether out of 

contempt or compassion for his people; 79 II) he desired to stay a socio-economic conflict 

within his kingdom;80 III) he was reacting to Aristonicus' swelling power and trying to 

remove any chance of him ruling.81 None of these categories seems to capture the 

complexities of the circumstances, and they might each be refuted in tum. Those who 

assert that Attalus was recognizing de facto Roman power underestimate the power of 

Pergamon and wrongly assume that Rome sought to expand its control into Asia. 

Pergamon was more than powerful enough, following the highly successful reigns of 

Eumenes II and Attalus II, to defend itself against malcontents in the region; in any case, 

78 An extensive list can be found in Gruen, HWCR II: 593-4, n. 94. 

79 Mommsen, R. G. 7 (Engl Transl) III: 278, Cardinali, "La morte di Attalo III", 278-80; compassion 
Magie, RRAMI: 32; Hansen, Attalidl, 148-149. 

80 Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, 807; Sherk, RDGE, p. 61. 

81 Foucmt, Formation d'Asie, 302; Hopp, Untersuchungen, 124-5; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 81; 
Gruen, HWCR II: 595-596. 
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Rome was reluctant to assume any obligations in the East, choosing instead to have 

Pergamon maintain the status quo at its own discretion. Those who propose the 

outwardly 'Marxist' interpretation, less popular in recent times, lack any material 

evidence for social turmoil in Pergamene society; they work backwards from 

Aristonicus' uprising, assuming (incorrectly) that he was motivated by a desire to better 

the conditions of slaves and other malcontent Pergamene citizens. The third category, the 

'insurance policy theory', is the most appealing of all the suggestions, but its foundation 

is based solely on the comparison between the wills of Attalus and Physcon, and lacks 

concrete evidence in Attalus' case.82 As we will see in the next chapter, Aristonicus, 

although perhaps inwardly contemplating the idea of becoming king, does not appear to 

have taken any action against his half-brother before his death. 

Attalus' decision to bequeath his territory is part of a larger Hellenistic tradition 

of royal bequests dating back to the mid-third century Be. 83 Independently of Rome, a 

practice evolved among (Hellenistic) Anatolian kings to arrange for external guardians 

for their young children in the event of their deaths. 84 These guardians were allies and 

close relations of the Icings, often fellow kings or entire cities. In due course, Rome, as a 

powerful state, was integrated into this tradition, as the populus Romanus was the friend 

82 The tenn was coined by Braund, Royal Wills, 49-50, and is used to represent the idea that a king 
caught up in domestic intrigues would leave behind his territory to a third party, thereby making his death 
unprofitable to his killer; cf Phsycon's will (lines 6-11): "May it be mine with the goodwill of the gods to 
avenge righteously against those who have organized against me an unholy design and have chosen to 
deprive me not only of my kingdom, but even of my life ... I leave to the Romans the kingdom left to me." 

83 Much of what follows is based on the often-overlooked paper by D. Braund, "Royal Wills", 
presented to the British School at Rome (PBSR 1983). 

84 The first instance is illustrated in the will ofNicomedes I ofBithynia (ca. 255), who appointed 
five external guardians for his children. See Braund, "Royal Wills", 44-45. 
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and ally of many an Anatolian king. 85 It is, in part, as an extension of this tutela practice 

that royal wills, including Attalus', developed. 86 The bequest of territory, a step further 

than guardianship, in turn, stems from the Hellenistic practice of childless testators 

looking for a successor among their friends. 87 For a king to think of his territory much 

like a father thought of his son is not a difficult mental leap. By bequeathing his kingdom 

to Rome, Attalus thought that he was doing what was best for his people. In this sense, 

scholars who argue that Attalus was hoping that his territory would be treated as Greece 

had in 167 are partly right but accord more precision to Attalus' motivation than 

necessary - Attalus was leaving it up to Rome to decide the best course. Attalus, though, 

perhaps somewhat nervous about giving Rome such power, had taken some precautions 

for his favourite cities, Pergamon and Ephesus at least, by granting them freedom in his 

will. The choice of Rome was likely encouraged by both a moral debt, owing to its 

numerous benefactions to the Attalid dynasty for over three quarters of a century, and the 

undeniable supremacy that Rome exercised in the East. That a tradition and precedent 

has been found for Attalus' will should remove the unease felt by scholars that Rome 

actively encouraged the shape of his will; for it has been the lack of a precedent that 

seems to have bothered scholars most about the entire affair. Having now established the 

85 Braund, "Royal Wills", 51: "Thanks to the legendary role of the Trojans in the foundation of the 
city, Rome was very much a part of this phenomenon (sc. common legendary or historical ancestry). 
Further, the notion of a familial link between Rome and her kings also existed on a metaphorical level. So, 
when a king looked beyond his family to his friend, the populus Romanus, as his successor, he was looking 
to a friend who might even be deemed part of the family." 

86 Braund chooses not to emphasis this connection, although it is perfectly valid as a pmt of an 
organic development from the guardianship of a child to the adoption (possession) of a child to the 
possession of a territory, the metaphorical child of a childless king. 

87 Sherwin-White, "Anatolia, 167-88",67; Braund, "Royal Wills", 51. 
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historical context, shape and motive for Attalus' bequest, the focus of the next chapter 

will be on its repercussions, in both Pergamon and the political theatre at Rome. 
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CHAPTER II 

133 Be: The Impact of Attalus' Will at Rome and the Accomplishments 

of Aristonicus' Campaign in Asia Minor 

The purpose of this chapter is to follow the history of the province of Asia 

through the crucial year of 133. It was in this year that Attalus III died and left behind 

the will that granted his entire kingdom to the Roman people; it was also in this same 

year that Aristonicus, a half-brother of Attalus III, claimed his right to the Pergamene 

throne and began a de facto revolt against Rome. There are, then, two theatres that need 

to be considered in this discussion, Rome and Pergamon; as such, the chapter has been 

divided into two distinct sections. The first deals with Aristonicus and the development 

of his revolt. Particularly disputed issues here include his character and motivation, the 

timing of his uprising, the nature of his support, and the progression of his revolt from the 

Anatolian hinterland to the cities of the western littoral. The second section of this 

chapter deals with the arrival and impact of Attalus' will at Rome. News of the will 

coincided with the land reforms instituted by Ti. Gracchus and reaction to the bequest 

must be discussed in light of the politically charged atmosphere in Rome. One of the 

most important questions to be answered here is what the Senate had initially planned to 

do with the former Attalid kingdom, and how its decision fits into the larger discussion of 

Roman imperialism. To shed new light on this question, we will look closely at a 

recently published inscription from Ionian Metropolis (20 km north of Ephesus across the 

Cayster Fiver), which reveals that the Senate had passed a decree granting "freedom" to 
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all the cities of the former Attalid kingdom. This senatorial decree is consistent with 

Rome's non-committal approach to the East already discussed. A careful study of the 

year 133 Be is crucial to understanding the development of the province of Asia as events 

at Rome and Pergamon set in motion a series of actions that would shape the decision to 

settle a new province nearly a decade later. 

We begin in the Pergamene theatre with the shadowy character of Aristonicus. 

By all accounts, he was the illegitimate son of Eumenes II by an Ephesian courtesan and 

thus the half-brother of Attalus III. 1 The sources are silent on whether or not he had been 

officially acknowledged by the royal family, but at the very least, there is no sign that he 

had been in any way involved in the running of the kingdom.2 After the death of Attalus 

III, though, Aristonicus assumed the royal name of 'Eumenes III' and minted his own 

coins in the hinterland of eastern Lydia bearing his new royal title - BA( CYlA£V<;) 

EY(jlEVE<;).3 It is also now clear from the Metropolis decree - to be discussed in more 

1 Literary sources for Aristonicus: Livy, Per. 59; Strabo 14.1.38; Diod. 34.2.26; Plut., Flam. 21.6; 
App., B.e. 1.18; Mith. 62; Tac, Ann. 4.55, 12.62; Florus 1.35.4-5; Justin 36.4.6; 37.7.1; Val. Max. 3.2.12; 
Vel. Pat. 3.4.8; Frontinus, Strat. 4.5.16; Orosius 5.10; Eutropius, Brev. 4.20. There are many epigraphic 
sources relating to Aristonicus' uprising, but only a few that explicitly name him: Sy1l3 694, II. 16-17 
(Elaea); H von Gaertringen, HGE no. 111, n. 4-5 (Pergamon); SEG 36 no. 555, n. 8-10 (Kassope); I.Metr, 
hauptseit, n. 15-16 (Metropolis); EA 3, pp. 157-165 (= SEG 34 no. 1198)(Gordos); (?) LEph 202, 11. 1-2 
(Ephesus). 

2 The recent argument ofR. Sanders, "The Identity Of'APIO'ro ... (I Eph. 202)" AneW3 (1997),51-
54, identifying 'APIO'TO[ in LEph. 202 as Aristonicus is overly speculative, as noted in SEG 47, no. 1625. 
Dozens of common Greek names begin with the stem Aristo- , and Aristonicus in any case seems 
inconsistent with the traces of a 'delta' reported by Rigsby, "The Era of the Province of Asia" Phoenix 33 
(1979),45-46 (= SEG 29, no. 1096). 

3 The identification of the eistophori coins bearing the legends BA EY with Aristonicus 
(,Emnenes III') was fITst made by E.S.G. Robinson, "Cistophori in the Name of King Eumenes", 
NumChron 14 (1954),1-8; see now F S. Kleiner and S.P. Noe, The Early Cistophorie Coinage (New York: 
American Numismatic Society, 1977), 103-106. F. Collins, "Eutropius and the Dynastic Name Eumenes of 
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detail below - that Aristonicus carried out an elaborate crowning ceremony for himself 

early in his uprising (rrEpm::8£lKo-roC; Ecxun7n ~cxalAdcxv).4 Unfortunately, it is impossible 

to precisely date these events. Appian provides the best chronological identification, but 

even this is vague and states only that Aristonicus' uprising began sometime around the 

death ofTi. Gracchus in the early summer of 133;5 the Metropolis inscription is equally 

difficult because the order of events appears to have been manipulated for propagandistic 

purposes, although it is clear that the crowning ceremony occurred very early in the 

.• 6 
uprIsmg. 

Ancient authors are surprisingly quiet on the character of Aristonicus, concerning 

themselves largely with the validity of his pedigree. Florus, however, describes him as "a 

high-spirited young man of royal blood" (regii sanguinis ferox iuvenis), and there seems 

to be no good reason to disagree with him - Aristonicus' successes during his four year 

reign are ample illustration.7 By contrast, modem historians frequently pass their own 

judgements on Aristonicus and characterize him under various rubrics: to some he is a 

proto-socialist reformer who took up the cause of the slaves in Asia Minor and sought to 

the Pergamene Pretender Aristonicus", AncW 4 (1981), 39-43, has demonstrated that the name 'Eumenes 
III' is also recorded by Eutropius (4.18 and 4.20). 

4 LMetr, 1. 17. 

5 App., B.C. 1.18: Kai TabE jlEv ~v, OTE 'APloTOV1KO<; 'PWjlalOl<; 1tEpi Tfj<; apxfj<; f:1tOAejlEl Tfj<; £V 
'Acrl<;i ('These things [s.c. Ti. Gracchus' death] took place at the time when Aristonicus was contending with 
the Romans for the government of Asia'). Ti. Gracchus died during the tribunate elections for 132, which 
Appian records (B.C. 1.14) happened in the summer (8£po<; b' ~v i]bll Kai 1tpoypacpaiblljlaPXWV f:<; TO 
jl£AAOV). 

6 See below, p. 56. 

7 Florus 1.35.4. Compare Magie, RRAMI:148, who generally comes down hard on Aristonicus 
but is forced to admit that he was <fa man of boldness and ability"; cf F. Collins, The Revolt of Aristonicus 
(Diss. Univ. of Virginia, 1978), 75: "exceptionally brave and enterprising". 
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create a utopian community of the Sun;8 to others he is a Pergamene nationalist who 

sought to repel the Romans from his dynastic right;9 to others still he is an ambitious 

pretender to the throne, who capitalized on turmoil in the kingdom in order to claim the 

Pergamene throne after Attalus' death.lo Aristonicus' character is complicated by the 

fragmentary nature of the evidence surrounding his supporters and his goals, the 

ambiguity of which accounted for his early success but ultimate failure. Aristonicus, 

though, was above all a claimant to throne of Pergamon, one in a long line of Hellenistic 

"pretenders" most recently seen in Andriscus (pseudo-Philip) of Macedonia but 

stretching as far back as Heracles, "son of Alexander", who appeared mysteriously at 

Pergamon in 309. 11 Aristonicus was an opportunist, who capitalized on an excellent 

opportunity for power and advancement, but whether his motives were noble or not is 

difficult to assess. 

Who, then, was this man able to rally to his cause? Perhaps surprisingly, 

Aristonicus appealed to many elements of society, as a beacon for both the discontented 

and the conservative. For although Aristonicus' support was said in antiquity to have 

8 See especially Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, 1:807-809; Vogt, Ancient Slavery and the Ideal of Man 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1975),95. In general see the historiographic review by Collins, The Revolt of 
Aristonicus, 8-32, which is comprehensive up to the mid 1970s and Mileta, Pergamon nach dem 
Aristonikosaufttand, (Diss. Leipzig, 1988), 1-7, whose review extends to the mid 1980s. 

9 See especially T.W. Afi'ica, "Aristonicus, Blossius, and the City ofthe Sun" International 
Review of Social HistOlY 6 (1961), 110-124. 

10 This has become the more accepted view. See especially Magie, RRAMI: 148-9; Gruen, JIWCR 
II:593-7. 

11 For standard works on Andriscus' Revolt see: G. Cardinali, "Lo Pseudo-Filippo", RivFil39 
(1911): 1-20; G. de Sanctis, Storia dei Romani IV, 3: 123-127; and more recently Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 
31-36. For HeracIes see Diod. 20.20. 
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come chiefly from rebellious slaves and revolutionaries - a group to whom we shall 

return shortly - to many Aristonicus surely represented the status quo. As 'Eumenes III' 

he attracted to his side men who relied on the monarchy for their positions, status and 

livelihoods - included among these were portions of the upper class, sometimes narrowly 

defined as the 'court party', residents and workers of royal lands, and the army. Support 

from the upper classes is largely adduced from a famous Pergamene decree of 133 (OGIS 

338), which advises those who have left the city, or intend to leave the city, that "their 

rights and their property will fall to the state".12 The reference to property confiscation 

and revocation of citizenship must be directed at the upper (propertied) class and the 

threat reveals a fear of, or reaction to, an upper-class instability caused by Aristonicus' 

uprising. 13 In particular among this group would have been the friends (phi/oi, 

suntrophoi) and kinsmen (suggeneis) of the royal family, royal advisors (anagkaioi) and 

ministers of the cities and topoi, the so-called 'court party', who naturally turned to 

Aristonicus as the dynastic successor of Attalus III. 14 

The same Pergamene decree suggests also that Aristonicus had an influence on 

the military classes around Pergamon. Lines 10-19 of the inscription record that the 

12 OGIS 338, n. 27-30: EyAEAolrracHv urro TOV K<XlPOV TJ1<; {TEAEUTil<;} TOU ~a<HAEw<; I ~ EYAlrrwolV 
T~}l rroAlv ~ T~Y xwpav, clval auTOu<; Ka[i] I aUTlx<; (hl}lou<; TE Kat TlX EKaTEpwv umxpXOVTa TJ1<; I rroAEw<; 
('Those who left up to the precise time of the death of the king or leave from the city or countryside, these 
men and women, are to be both stripped of their rights their things fall to the state. '). 

I3 On the role of the upper class in Aristonicus' uprising see especially C. Dumont, "A propos 
d' Aristonicos" Eirene 5 (1966), 189-196; and more recently C. Mileta, "Eumenes III und die Sklaven. 
Neue Uberlegungen zum Charakter des Aristoniikosaufstandes", Klio 80 (1998), 47-65. 

14 F. Collins, Revolt of Aristonicus, 77-78. For the role of these groups of men see variously the 
royal correspondence of the Attalid dynasty recorded in Wells, Re, 188-279, nos. 46-69. On their position 
in the Attalid government see Allen, Attalid Kingdom, 129-135. 
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Pergamene boule granted citizenship status to many of the 'military class', including the 

soldiers in the city and the countryside (rwv oTpanwrwv ro'1<; KarOl-KOUOlV r~ll rrOA1Y Kat 

r~y xwpav), settlers registered in the garrisons (ro'1<; ava<pEpollEV01<; EV rWl <ppOVP1Wl Kat 

r~l rrOAEl r~l apxa1a1 KarolKol<;), the guardians (rrapa<pvAaKlrCXl<;) and other mercenary 

troops (aAAol<; EmKoupOl~).15 The most obvious reason for this grant is that these men 

were susceptible to the call of Aristonicus, and the Pergamene demos had to offer them 

citizenship status to ensure their 10yalty.16 The successes of Aristonicus further suggest 

that he had the support of the military. His victories on land and at sea suggest that he 

had not only the support of at least part of the Attalid army, but also the naval fleet and its 

sailors. As part of his troops, Aristonicus, not unlike his predecessors, had Thracian 

mercenaries, who were no doubt keen on the de facto anti-Roman stance of Aristonicus' 

revolt. 17 This appearance of anti -Romanism also drew entire cities to him, just as Justin 

records ofPhocaea. 18 Even more cities would have quickly come to his side, we are told, 

were it not for their fear of Rome. 19 The cities that did support Aristonicus were 

generally those of the hinterland in eastern Mysia, Lydia and Caria, and the territory of 

Phrygia. Cities like Thyateira, Apollonis, and Stratonicea were the heart of Aristonicus' 

15 On the translations of these classes see LSJ, S.v.; Dittenberger, OGIS 338, s.v.; Sherk, RGEA no. 
39. 

16 Delplace, "Le contenu social et economique du soulevement d' Aristonicos: opposition entre 
riches et pauvres?" Athenaeum n.s. 56 (1978),26-27. 

17 Frontinus, Strat. 4.5.16; Val. Max. 3.2.12; Oros., ad Pag. 5.10.3. See also Potter, "Where did 
Aristonicus' Revolt Begin?" ZPE 74 (1988), 293-295. 

18 Justin 37.l.1 

19 metu Romanorum: Justin 36.4.7. 
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support and the centres of his minting program; they were 'monarchist' centres, whose 

ruling citizens were Greco-Macedonians dependent on the Attalid crown.20 

In contrast to the support from 'conservatives', slaves and the impoverished 

formed a large part of Aristonicus' following. Indeed, much has been made about 

Aristonicus' use of slaves; many 'Marxist' scholars have suggested that his uprising was 

part of the larger slave revolts ofthe 130s and that Aristonicus was a social reformer who 

sought to ameliorate the conditions of slaves and the poor.21 Aristonicus' use of slaves, 

therefore, needs to be qualified; without a doubt he used them, Diodorus tells us as 

much,22 but they became a strong element of his movement only after his military 

setbacks on the coast, and he was a part of the 'slave crisis' of the 130s only in so far as 

he used its momentum to his own advantage. Slave revolts were a major problem in the 

Mediterranean in the l30s, most profoundly in Sicily, but also at major slave centres like 

Delos and Athens, yet there is no clear evidence of any wide-spread social unrest in the 

20 L. Robert, Villes d'Asie Mineuri (Paris 1962), 261-8; Rigsby, Provincia Asia, 125; M. Sanchez 
Leon, "Aristonicos: Basileus Eumenes III" Hispania Antiqua 13 (1987), 135-157; Florus, 1.35.4: 
Aristonicus ... urbis regibus parere consuetas partimfacile sollicitat (,Aristonicus ... easily won over some 
of the cities which had been accustomed to obey kings. '). 

21 The best example of the 'Marxist' hypothesis is Vogt, Ancient Slavery; see also M. Rostovtzeff, 
SEHHWIl,801j Recent scholarship on this aspect of Aristonicus' revolt has focused on the 
'Heliopolitanai', which Strabo (14.1.38) reports as the name given by Aristonicus to his followers and 
corresponds to a utopic treatise by a certain Iamblus. Most recently, the Polemaios decree (Col. 2, line 37) 
from the sanctuary of Claros refers to a OOUAWV rroAl<;, which some have suggested might be the 'City of 
the Sun', but might also refer simply to a campaign against slaves in the city. See Africa, "Aristonicus, 
Blossius and the City of the Sun",passim; Roberts, Claros, 37-38 (with notes); and C. Eilers, Roman 
Patrons of Greek Cities (Oxford 2002),134. 

22 Diod. 34.2.26: TO 1t(XparrA~(nOV O£ rE.YOVVE Kat KaTU T~V 'Acrlav KaTu TOU<; alJTOu<; Katpou<;, 
'APlCJTOVtKOU ~Ev avnrrOlllCJa~Evou T~<; ~~ rrpoCJllKoUCJll<; ~aOlAEta<;, TWV O£ OOUAWV OlU TU<; EK TWV 
OECJrroTwv KaKouXta<; CJuvarroVOllCJa~Evwv EKEtVCj.l Kat ~EyaAOl<; aTUx~~aOlrroAAU<; rrOAEl<; rrEpl~aA6vTWV 
(' Similar events took place throughout Asia at the same period, after Aristonicus laid claim to a kingdom 
that was not rightfuily his, and the slaves, because of their owners' maltreatment of them, joined him in his 
mad venture and involved many cities in great misfortune. '). 
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Attalid kingdom ca. 133.23 The only evidence we have for slave and lower-class 

discontent is Attalus' erratic behaviour and an Amyzon inscription recording the 

crucifixion of a slave;24 the former has been shown in the previous chapter to be vastly 

overestimated, and the latter is indicative of daily life and hardly suggests mass unrest.25 

Aristonicus did use slaves, but Strabo (14.1.38) is equally clear that he solicited their 

support only after he had lost control of the coastal theatre and moved inland, probably in 

late 131?6 To these slaves he certainly offered freedom, and to the dispossessed he must 

certainly have offered some amelioration; any more specific suggestion is mere 

guesswork?7 Aristonicus thus had a range of supporters, broadly falling into one of 

either 'conservatives' ('court party', army, hinterland cities) looking to keep the status 

quo or 'revolutionaries' (slaves and resourceless) looking for change. Although this 

broad appeal brought many different groups into his camp, it made a long-term focus 

impossible. He simply could not deliver both continuity and change, and as his revolt 

progressed and his supporters became aware of this fact, the Roman side became the 

more attractive position. 

The early progression of Aristonicus' uprising was swift to the point that when a 

Roman investigative commission arrived in early 132, he already controlled a large part 

23 Diodorus 34.2.19. On slave revolts see J.C. Dumont, Servus: Rome et l'esclavage sous la 
repub/ique, L'Ecole Franvais de Rome 103 (Paris, 1987), 161-306, esp. 200-220. 

24 F. d'Amyzon, no. 261. 

25 Roberts, F. d'Amyzon, 261, "un episode de la vie quotidienne". 

26 Strabo, 14.1.38 (below, p. 90, n. 72). 

27 The claim, for instance, by Delplace, "contenu social et economique", 44, that Aristonicus was 
offering land reform to acquire support is completely without evidence and a dubious conclusion. 
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of the kingdom. By the end of 133, in just six months or so, Aristonicus appears to have 

secured his power-base in the Anatolian hinterland, secured or otherwise seriously 

threatened the Ionian coastal cities, and perhaps even personally attacked Mysian cities in 

the north. 

Some of Aristonicus' earliest actions were likely taken in the Pergamene 

hinterland. Strabo states that he first 'fell upon Thyateira, Apollonis, and other 

fortresses", and there is no reason to disbelieve him.28 This region, as we have just seen, 

was filled with prospective supporters from both sides of the spectrum. His contentment 

with the loyalty of the region, and his early action there, is confirmed by the evidence of 

his royal coins. To legitimate his 'reign' and fund his endeavours, Aristonicus minted a 

royal coin series, which lasted the length of his four year 'reign'. His second, third and 

fourth year coins carry the ethnics of hinterland cities: Thyateira, Apollonis, and 

Stratonicea, respectively.29 The first year in his series has always proven difficult to 

identify, but it seems more likely that the coin Kampmann discussed over twenty-five 

years ago is the elusive 'Year A', rather than the troublesome BA LY AP series so often 

suggested. The latter probably originated from the city of Blaundos and, in any case, 

dates to the 150s and not the 130s.3o Kampmann's coin, bearing the title BA EY, the 

28 Strabo 14.1.38: ltpGrrov J1Ev ouv ltapa£lO"Em:GEV £1<; euaT£lpa, £iT' 'AltOAAWviba EGX£V, tiT' 
aAAwv £cpiHO cppoupiwv. For more on this passage see below, 90-95. 

29 See Kleiner-Noe, ECC, 103-106, pI. XXXVIII, nos. 1-9. 

30 This coin from Synnada has frequently been attributed to Year A of Aristonicus - BA( GlA£U<;) 
LY(vvaba?) AP(lGTOVIKO<;) - despite its shared die with Synnada Series 6 and Pergamon Series 11 b, which 
date to ca. 160-155 (ECC, 81, pI. XXX 6-8). On its association with Blaundos see LeRider, "Un groupe de 
cistophori de l'epoque Attalide" BCH 114 (1990), 695-698. 
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ethnic 8YA(tElpa), and (possibly) an 'A' in the lowest curl of the left snake, is the more 

attractive choice .31 Although the identification of the alpha is controversial and the 

ethnic of Thyateira on both coins might suggest the coins date to the same regnal year, 

the unique die cast of the coin demonstrates that it was struck in a different year from the 

beta coinS.32 Here then, it seems that Aristonicus' first and second year coins were both 

minted in Thyateira, which Strabo says is the city he first fell upon - one of the reasons 

that he moved the minting operation to Stratonicea in his third year was, as we will see, 

because Thyateira was attacked by a Roman led Greek force. 33 If Kampmann's analysis 

is COlTect - and it seems likely that it is - then Aristonicus was in Thyateira before the 

end of his first year in September 133, and probably much earlier given that his coins 

needed time to be designed, struck, and distributed.34 The placement of a mint, 

furthermore, presupposes control of the region, and Aristonicus' choice of Thyateira for 

his first and second year minting operation demonstrates the security and safety he felt in 

this region. 

31 Kampmann, "Aristonicos a Thyatire", 38-42. As noted recently by C.P. Jones, Review of 
LMetr., the claim by S. Bussi, "La monetazione di Aristonico", RIN 98 (1997), 109-122, that this coin 
belongs in Year 'delta' (4) of Aristonicus' series is unconvincing. Bussi's dating, furthermore, is based on 
that assumption that Aristonicus attacked Thyateira after the Battle of Cyme in (supposedly) 133; but see 
below, pp. 90-95, for comments on Strabo's chronology and a date of 131 for the Battle of Cyme. 

32 Kampmann, "Aristonicos a Thyateira", 40-41. 

33 Below, p. 79. 

34 The Pergamene calendar was not synchronized with the Roman calendar; it was likely based on 
the Macedonian calendar, which reckoned the year as beginning at the autunmal equinox (ca. 21 
September) rather than 1 January. Therefore Aristonicus' regnal years ran from Oct-Oct, beginning with 
134~133. See Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology: Calendars and Years in Classicai Antiquity (Munich 
1972), 125-127. 
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Despite Aristonicus' control of the hinterland very early in his uprising, it is 

possible that he began his revolt from outside the region. Strabo's report, for instance, 

that he "fell upon" Thyateira (rrapaEl<JErr£crEv Eie; evchElpa) suggests that he was not 

initially in the area.35 There are, in fact, other examples in the literature of Aristonicus' 

uprising that similarly express the idea that he invaded from without; aside from Strabo, 

there is Justin (Asiam invasit), Orosius (Asiam pervaserat), and now the inscription from 

Metropolis ('AP1<JTOV1KOV bE rrapaYEYOVOTOe;)?6 D. Potter has suggested that Aristonicus 

actually began his uprising from Thrace and "invaded" the Attalid kingdom, and he is 

perhaps correct.37 An inscription from Sestos, a city on the Thracian Chersonese, reveals 

that the city feared a Thracian attack because of "sudden and grievous circumstances" 

following the death of Attalus III - surely a reference Aristonicus' sudden uprising.38 

Similarly, an inscription from Cyzicus, situated in northern Mysia along the Propontis 

littoral, records that the city sent a representative to the Roman governor of Macedonia, 

M. Cosconius, when it was beset with war (rrEpl<JT(Xvroe; rroAEllov) and surrounded 

35 Strabo 14.1.38. A review of the TLG reveals that Strabo's rrapaacrrnEcrev is a hapax 
legomenon; the verbs E:wrrtrrrw and rraparrtrrrw are often used to mean 'attack' (LSJ s.v.), particularly in 
conjunction with the preposition E1C;, however in this case, where we have both prefixes, the rrapa might 
suggest a movement from somewhere. It is clear that to move against somebody, with the sense of motion 
toward, implies that one is coming from somewhere else. 

36 Strabo 14.1.38; Justin 36.4; Orosius 5.10; l.Metr. 11. 15-16. On Metropolis see the comments by 
C.P. Jones, Review oflvMetr., 481, "the verb means more than simply 'appeared': in Hellenistic Greek it is 
often accompanied by a pIn'ase indicating 'from' or 'to' ," suggesting that "the pretender had 'come' from 
somewhere else". This pattem was first noticed by D. Potter, "Where did Aristonicus' Revolt Begin?", 
293-295, who cites only Justin. 

37 See above note. 

38 OGIS 339,11. 16-18: rwv rE ~acrlAEWV E1C; 8EOVC; }!Eracrnxvrwv Kat r~c;rr6AEwc; I £V E:1tlK1VMvWl 
KalpGn yevo}!£vf]C; blU n: roY arro rwv YE1TVUflV[WV 8pcnKWV cpopOV I Kat rwv aAAwv rwv E:K r~c; atcpV10tou 
rrEpwnXCiEWC; E:1tlcrravrwv xaAErrWv. 
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(rrEpu::xol1EVT]c;).39 Here the polemos must refer to Aristonicus' uprising because the 

appeal to a Roman governor rather than Attalus III presupposes the latter's death; again, 

it likely occurred early in the uprising because a second appeal was subsequently sent to 

the Roman Senate, which had already acted by 132.40 

Regardless, though, of where precisely Aristonicus began his revolt, he soon 

gained control of the Lydian interior beginning with Thyateira, followed thereafter by 

Apollonis and Stratonicea among others.41 After securing the hinterland, he set about 

gaining control over the wealthier Ionian coastal cities, carrying out strikes along the 

western coast from Myndos in the south to perhaps even Pergamon in the north.42 Some 

cities, like Phocaea, went willingly to the would-be king.43 These cities were not 

insignificant, as Appian suggests when he has Sulla give a speech to "leaders of the cities 

of Asia" in which the dictator rebukes their cities for having given aid to Aristonicus for 

39IGRP 4.l34, 11. 3-11: £vM~w<;Kal. KaAw<; uvacrTpEcp6}lEV[0<; £V] I TE ml<; upxal<; Kal. ml<; 
np£cr~£ial<; Kal. }lEnX mum nEplcr[nx]lvm<; nOA£!lOu mv<; nOAim<; oih(o)<; Eaunj) ~OUA6!lEV[O<;] I 
[UK] oAou8[ 0] <; [YE ]v£cr8al T~V TE npo<; TO nAfj 80<; EiSvOlav [Kal. np08u}liav EcpU] IAacr( cr)E Kal., Tfj<; n6AEw<; 
nEplXO}l£Vf]<;, oUbtva A6yov nOlf][cra}lE]lvo<; TWV [K1VMv]wv, Ei<; nx KOlVfjl cru}lcp£povm aUSalp£Tw<; 
E[nEow] IKEV [E]au[ TOV] , np£cr~Eucra<; TE npo<; MapKov KocrKWVlO[ v TO Jlv E}l MaKEooviq T6TE crTpaTf]yOV, 
naVTa nx crU}lcp[£povmJ I Tfjl n6AEl olmpa~aTo. 

40 Lines 11-18. 

41 Seen. 27. 

42 For more detailed discussions of Aristonicus' progress along the Asian coast see Collins, Revolt 
of Aristonicus, 74-88; L. and J. Robert, Claros, pp. 29-35. 

43 Justin 37.1.1: Capto Aristonico Massilienses pro Phocaeensibus, conditoribus suis, quorum 
urbem senatus et omne nomen, quod et tunc et antea Antiochi bello infesta contra populum Romanum arma 
tolerant, deleri iusserat, legatos Romam deprecatum misere veniamque his a senatu obtinuere (' After 
Aristonicus had been captured, the people of Massilia sent ambassadors to Rome to intercede for the 
Phocaeans their friends, whose city and even name the senate had ordered to be destroyed, because, both at 
that time and previously in the war against Antiochus, they had taken up arms against the Roman People' .). 
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four years. 44 Although he is vague on the identities of the cities, it is nevertheless clear 

that Rome felt a great many of them had freely capitulated to Aristonicus. To be fair, 

however, those who did not side with Aristonicus by choice were compelled. Florus 

specifically records Myndos, Samos and Colophon as taken by force, while Aelius 

Aristides records Aristonicus' attack on Smyrna, and Strabo notes his occupation of 

Leucae.45 An inscription from Elaea, furthermore, records the efforts of the demos 

against Aristonicus, which suggests that the city, if not taken, was certainly harassed by 

him.46 Likewise, it is even possible that he approached the gates of Pergamon; an 

epigram from the Attalid capital gives thanks to Athena for her protection when "the 

great army of Aristonicus approached".47 According to Justin, in fact, Aristonicus had so 

44 App., Mith 62: "'H}.!El<; crrpar0 npwrov £<; 'Acrlav nap~A8o}.!EV 'Avnoxou roO LUpWV ~acrlAEw<; 
nop80Dvro<; u}.!iX<; ... u}.!El<; bE, 'AnaAou roO qnAo}.!~TOpO<; r~v apx~v ~}.!lv £V bla8~Kal<; KaraAmovro<;, 
'APlcrroV1K~ Ka8' ~}.!wv rEnapcrlv hEcrl cruvE}.!aXElrE, }.!EXPl Kat 'AplcrrovlKo<; £aAW Kat u}.!wv 01 nAdou<; E<; 
ava)'Kf]V Kat <pO~OV nEpl~A8ErE" ('We first came to Asia with an army when Antiochus, king of Syria, was 
despoiling you ... You, on the other hand, when Attalus Philometor had left his kingdom to us in his will, 
gave aid to Aristonicus against us for four years, until he was captured and most of you, under the impulse 
of necessity and fear, returned to your duty.'). 

45 Florus 1.35.4: Myndon, Sam on, Colophona vi (Aristonicus) receipt. Ael. Arist 19.11 (EmcrroA~ 
nEpt L}'!UPVf]<; npo<; rov<; ~acrlAE1<;): cruvapa}.!Evf] }.!Ev roD npo<; 'Avrloxov noAE}.!ou, cruvapa}.!Evf] bE roD<; 
npo<; 'AplcrrovlKov, nOAlOpKla<; rE uno}.!Elvacra Kat }.!axa<; OU <paUAa<; aywvlcra}.!Evf] ('We joined with you in 
the war against Antiochus (III), and we participated along with you against Aristonicus, having withstood 
the sieges and participating in not insignificant battles. '). Strabo (14.1.38) reports that after his defeat at 
Cyme, Aristonicus was banished from Leucae (below, p. 93, n. 69); cf Vel. Pat. 2.4.1: Aristonicus, mortuo 
rege Attalo ... eam (Asia) occupaverat. 

46 Sy1l3 694, 11. 15-18: [o}.!]olw<; bE Kat £V r[wl noAE]}.!wl rWl np[o<;] I ['Ap hcrrovlKov r~[ v niXcra]v 
dcr<PEpO[}.!EVO<;] I [cr]noub~v }.!EyaAo[u<; UITE]crrf] K1VbU[vou<;] I [K]at Karu yflv Kat K[aru 8]aAacrcrav. There 
has been some measure of debate on the city concerned in this inscription. It now seems certain, thanks to 
the study by L. Robert, BCH 108 (1984), 489-96 (= Docs. d'Asie Min. 477-484), that the stone is in fact 
from Elaea. See also K. Rigsby, Provincia Asia, 127-130. 

47 H. von Gaertringen, HGE no. 111,11.3-6: avE}.!vf]cra<; rw}.! nporEpo}.! na8Ewv.1 [~]}.!o<; bE 
crrparo[ <; ~]A[8E]v 'APlcrroV1KOU ITOAU<; WbE,I[ cr00<; UrrE~E8] p<;t[}.!ov] cral<; UIT08f]}.!ocruval<; I [TO ]l[ <;] 
Al]lu[r]a[l<; }.!w]8ov Kam8Et<;. Cf OGIS 338, which some have suggested is evidence of the proximity of 
Aristonicus. 
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many successful battles against uncooperative cities that he seemed to be a legitimate 

king.48 In sum, we have evidence that Aristonicus attacked and (we might also assume) 

occupied in some manner the following coastal cities (see Map 1): Myndos, Colophon, 

Smyrna, Erythrae, Leucaea, Phocaea, Elaea, Gordos, Cyzicus, Sestos, and perhaps also 

Pergamon and Karaoba.49 It should be noted that many of these were 'free cities' by 133 

and were probably recorded by ancient authors because of this extraordinary status; this 

list, therefore, no doubt represent only a small fraction of the total number. 5o 

The number of cities attacked, captured, or occupied was significant, but we must 

be clear that we cannot say with certainty that all of these cities were attacked in 133. It 

is likely, in fact, that some of these attacks belong to the years 132 and 131. Strabo 

records that after a loss to the Ephesians at the Battle of Cyme Aristonicus was confined 

to the interior of the former kingdom, and the event therefore serves us a terminus ante 

quem for events on the coast. The traditional date for this battle is late 133, but, as we 

will discuss below, this stems from our misinterpretation of Strabo' s text and the battle 

48 Justin, 36.4.7: Cum multa secunda proelia adversus civitates ... fecisset iustusque iam rex 
videretur. 

49 Myndos: Florus 1.35.4 (noting also the island of Sam os); Colophon: Florus 1.35.4; Claros, 
Mennipos col. I, 11. 14-17; Smyrna: Strabo 14.1.38; A. Aristides 19.1;lSmyrna (IK 28.2),609 (?); 
Erythrae: IGRP 4.1537; Leucae: Strabo 14.1.38; Phocaea: Justin 37.1.1; Elaea, Sylz1694; Pergamon: H. 
von Gaertringen, HGE, no. Ill; OGIS 338 (?); Karaoba (Mysia): TAM5.1.444 (?); Gordos: SEG 34, 1198; 
Cyzicus: IGRP 4.134; Sestos: OGIS 339. Compare inscriptions from Halicarnassus (CIG 2.2.2501) and 
Methymna (SEG III, 710), which record giving aid to the Romans but do not appear to have been directly 
attacked by Aristonicus (below, pp. 91-92, nn. 64-65). 

50 Of these cities, the following are regarded as "free" by 133: Myndos, Samos (Sy1l3 588; Livy 
33.20.11), Cyzicus (Polyb. 25.2.13), Colophon (Livy, 38.39), Erythrae (OGIS 223), Smyrna (OGIS 228 & 
229), and Pergamon (OGIS 338). In general see Magie, RRAMII: 958, n. 75; the index in Bernhardt, 
Imperium und Eleutheria (Diss. Hamburg, 1971) and idem, Polis und romische Herrschajt, 28-33. 
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more likely occurred in late 131.51 As such, we have no longer to assume that all of 

Aristonicus' coastal action happened in 133 - a significant part of it, to be sure, but not 

all of it. 52 Aristonicus was no doubt still making gains and occupying cities into 132 and 

131. 

Justin suggested that Aristonicus was so successful that he "appeared to be king", 

and this indeed seems true. 53 Cities appear to have sent embassies to Aristonicus as if he 

were a legitimate locus of authority. One such embassy, as Eilers has recently suggested, 

is recorded in the Colophonian inscription in honour of Menippos. 54 The inscription 

records that before his various embassies to Rome Menippos went on many trips 'to the 

Attalid kingdom and not a few (other) cities' (rrpEcr~E{ae; TETEA.EKEv ... rrOA.A.ae; b£ tie; T~V 

'AnaA.IK~V ~aOlA.dav Kat. rr6A.ae; OUK oAiyae;).55 As Eilers has noted, T~V 'AnaA.IK~V 

~acrlA.dav is an unusual formulation, and if Menippos had travelled to Attalus III we 

would expect him to be named directly. 56 Instead, it seems possible that the term is being 

used to describe a praise-worthy embassy to an embarrassing individual- Aristonicus-

who held power in the Attalid territory. A similar such circumstance can be found in the 

51 See below, p. 90-95. 

52 See below, pp. 78-83. 

53 Above, n. 47. 

54 Eilers, RPGC, 125-6. 

55 Claros, Menippos, col I, II. 14, 16-17. 

56 For example: OGIS 339 (Sestos), 11. 25-27: £V T£ ra1:<; noA£}.!lKa1:<; n£plcrnxcr£lcnv av~p aya9o<; 
wv 8WT£T£A£K£V n£pi TOV 8fjllov, l£P£u<; T£ ano8£lx9d<; rou I ~acrlAEw<; 'AnaAou a~{w<; av£crTpacpf] rou 
81l110U; l.Priene 111, I. 112: [--- a n]poT£pO[ v] dypa~Ero ~acn~\EU<; ''AnuAO<;, OUl£ OlaKu-dX£l 6 ofjllO<; 
~llwv. 
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recent Metropolis inscription, which praises Apollonios for, inter alia, "undertaking to 

speak and do all things against him who would bestow the crown upon himself 

(Aristonicus)", which very well might have included travelling on embassy to him to 

voice his concerns. 57 Such embassies to Aristonicus demonstrate the perceived 

legitimacy of his claim to the throne - even if it was maintained by the sword. In 133, a 

very successful year for Aristonicus, the former Attalid cities had no indication that 

Rome was coming to their aid and were forced to follow tradition and appeal to 

Aristonicus as their king. 

It is clear that Aristonicus had achieved significant military victories and gained 

control of much of the former Attalid kingdom before he was defeated by the Ephesians 

at Cyme and forced to retreat inland. Within the first year of his revolt, he controlled 

coastal cities from Elaea to Myndos with his naval fleet; his Thracian allies were 

advancing from the north and besieging cities in Mysia; and a secure base was 

established in the hinterland of Asia Minor where he was minting his own royal coins at 

Thyateira. It is uncertain exactly how much of his coastal campaign he had accomplished 

before a Roman commission arrived in the spring of 132, but he no doubt surprised the 

Roman legates to the point where they were forced into the extraordinary position of 

playing a military role. It was not until the an'ival of a consular army in 131, led by P. 

Crassus Mucianus, that Aristonicus was finally forced to give up his control of the coast. 

57 l.Metr, 11. 17-18: mxvm Kcd AEyElV Kcd rrpacrcr£lv urr€crTfJ Kcmx LOU rr£pl1:£8ElK6LO<; £uuTGn 
~UcrlA£iuv rrulpa T~V TWV KOIVWV £u£pynwv 'pwlluiwv Kp{crlV. 
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His success in 133 was remarkable, and the Roman Senate was likely unaware that most 

of it had taken place. 

• • • 

We tum now to Rome, where the news of Attalus' death and his testament were 

brought to Rome by a Pergamene embassy, led by a certain Eudemus, in the spring of 

133. Immediately, Attalus' bequest became entangled in the politics surrounding 

Tiberius Gracchus' land reform legislation. 58 In the previous months, Tiberius had 

passed his controversial lex agraria and in so doing, had dangerously stretched the limits 

of constitutional convention, the Senate's tolerance and his own appearance as would-be 

king. 59 Just before Eudemus' arrival, the Senate had increased political tensions by 

granting his land commission only a nominal budget with which to carry out its mandate, 

thus rendering it essentially impotent.6o For Tiberius, therefore, news of Attalus' bequest 

could not have come at a more opportune time - Attalus' fortune could easily fund his 

58 Plut, TiGr. 14.1 (above, p. 28, n. 64). Although Plutarch provides only the name ofEudemus as 
Pergamene envoy, it would indeed be unusual ifhe were not accompanied by a retinue of subordinates. On 
Eudemus see also l.Perg no. 245, a Hellenistic decree which refers to a BaxXlOV Euo~].loU (fr A, 1. 4), 
perhaps the son of our envoy. 

59 This included circumventing the Senate with his lex agraria and disposing of his colleague, M. 
Octavius. For a general list of loci antiqui see A.H.J. Greenidge and A.M. Clay, Sources/or Roman 
History, 133-70 B.C. 2 (Oxford, 1960), 1-7. 

60 Each of the three commissioners was granted 9 obols per day, Plut., TiGr. 13.3. The motion 
was presented by Tiberius' cousin, P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica (cos. 138), who led the assassination against 
him and who eventually led the five presbeutai sent to Asia to assess the territory in late 133 (below, pp. 
68-69). 
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program without the need to supplicate himself to the Senate for funds. 61 Tiberius wasted 

no time in seizing his opportunity; he immediately (£iSSue;) sponsored, and had passed by 

the assembly, a law to divert Attalid moneys to support his land reform commission.62 

Even more audaciously, he arrogated from the Senate the issue of the Attalid cities, 

insisting that it was the right of the populus Romanus, as heir, to decide their fate. 63 The 

details of this second motion are obscure, but Tiberius' financial straits strongly suggest 

that he feared that the Senate would free the cities and deprive the populus (sc. his 

61 There has been a great deal of speculation about the possible clientela relationship between the 
Attalids and the Sempronii based on the interactions between Eudemus and Ti. Gracchus found in Plutarch 
(TiGr. 14.1-2). The typical view is represented by Badian, FC, 173-4, but recent authors have rightly 
questioned the significance of these ties; see Astin, Scipio Aemilianus, 212-13; Gruen, HWCR II. 599, n. 
J 12; Ka11et-Marx, Hegemony, 103, n.29. Plutarch reports only that Eudemus was seen offering a diadem 
and purple robe to Tiberius, which need not imply that he resided with the tribune, but only that he paid 
him a social visit. See Syll3 656, 11. 25-26, which recounts how ambassadors from Teos went to the atria of 
Senators to plead their case. 

62 Plut. TiGr. 14.1: £u8v<; 6 Tt~EPlO<; bll}laywywv Eia~v£yKE VO}lOV OIIw<; rex ~aalA1Ka xp~}laTa 
KO}lla8EVTa 'Wl<; T~V xwpav blaAayxavouOl TWV IIOA1TWV uIIapXOlIIp0<; KaTaaKEU~V Kat YEwpy{a<; 
<lCPOP}l~v ('At once, Tiberius courted popular opinion and presented a motion so that the royal money, 
when it arrived, should be given to the citizens who received a portion of the public land, to aid them in 
stocking and tilling their farms. '); Livy, Per. 58: Deinde, cum minus agri esset quam quod dividi posset 
sine offensa etiam plebls, quoniam eos ad cupiditatem am plum modum sperandi incitaverat, legem se 
promulgaturum ostendit, ut his, qui Sempronia lege agrum accipere deberent, pecunia quae regis Attali 
juisset, divideretur (,Then, when there was less land than could be divided up without offending the 
commons, because he had stirred them up to be greedy enough to hope for a large amount, he presented a 
law before the Assembly, so that the money which had belonged to king Attalus would be divided among 
those who ought to receive land under the 'lex Sempronia' .); de vir. ill. 64: Tulit ut de ea pecunia quae ex 
Attali hereditate erat ageretur et populo divideretur ('(Tiberius) passed a law concerning the money which 
had come from the bequest of Attalus so that it would be directed and divided among the people'); Oros. 
5.8.4: Gracchus gratiam populi pretio adpetens legem tulit, uti pecunia, quae juisset Attali, populo 
distribueretur ('Gracchus, seeking the favour ofthe people for a price, passed a law so that the money, 
which had come from Attalus, would be dish'ibuted among the people'). Appian, our other major source on 
Ti. Gracchus, does not mention the lex de Attali pecunia, omitting the events from the dismissal of 
Octavius to Tiberius' [mal assembly shortly before his death. The assertion, though, by Carcopino, Autour 
des Gracques, 306-09, that Appian's silence is evidence that such a law was never motioned or passed has 
been rightly rejected by the majority of scholars. On the Senate's conh'ol over the treasury and foreign 
affairs, see Polyb. 6.13. 

63 Plut. TiGr. 14.2: IIEpl. bE TWV nOAEwv, aam T~<; 'AnaAou ~aOlAE{a<; ~aav, OUbEV ECPll Tn 
aUyKAr]re~ ~OUAEUEa8m IIpOa~KElV, <lAM TcfJ b~}lcp YVW}lllv alJTo<;lIp08~aElv ('And as concerned the cities 
of the Attalid kingdom, he (Tiberius) said that it did not belong to the Senate to deliberate about them, but 
that he himself would present a motion before the People. '). 
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commission) of a substantial revenue source. The analysis of this second motion has 

never proceeded further than this cautionary assumption, but the new Metropolis 

inscription allows us to confirm this hypothesis and make further comments on the 

Senate's actions surrounding the Attalid bequest. 

The recently published inscription unearthed from Ionian Metropolis sheds some 

light onto the Senate's debate over the Attalid cities, as well as its role in the crucial 

summer months of 133.64 The inscription is an honourific decree for a certain 

Apollonius, son of Attalus, grandson of Andron, who is praised, inter alia, for his 

character and work on behalf ofthe city, particularly in his efforts while leading a 

regiment of young men in a Roman-led campaign against Aristonicus. The significance 

for our purposes here is what the decree reveals about the events between the death of 

Attalus III and Apollonius' command of the neaniskoi: 

VUV 1E TOU ~£v <PIAOll~TOpOe; ~a(JlMwe; ~ET<XMa~aVTOe;, 'Pwl~alwv OE TWV KOIVWV 
EtJEpynwv TE Kat crWT~PWV arroMVTWV, Ka8arrEp Eooy~aTlcrav, T~V EIAEU8Eplav 
mxcrlv TOle; rrpoTEpoV T<Xcrcro~£vOle; vrro T~V 'AnaAou ~a(JlAElav, 'AP10TOVIKOU OE 
rrapalyryOVOTOe; Kat ~OUAO~EVOU rrap<XlpElcr8al T~V arrOOEOO~EVY]V iJ~lv EAEU8Eplav 
vrro Tfje; crUYKA~ITOU, rravT<X Kat MYEIV Kat rrpacrcrElv vrrEcrTy] KaTeX TOU rrEpITE8ElKOTOe; 
£aUTWl ~acrlAEiav rralpa T~V TWV KOIVWV EtJEpynwv 'Pw~alwv KPlcrlV, 
aVTlAa~~av611Evoe; yvY]crlWe; KaTa T~V TOU I ll~~ou rrp68wLV Tfje; EAEU8Eplae;' 
YEVO~EVY]e; TE xpElae; WcrTE arrocrT<XAfjV<Xl VEaVlcrKoue; Ele; T~V I rrEpt euaTElpa 
crTpaTOrrEoElav 6 llfj~oe; arr' apxfje; npETlKWe; Ta 'Pwllalwv rrpay~aT<X Kat T~V rrpoe; 
auiTOVe; cpIAfav TE Kat cru~~aXlav, Kat ~na Tfje; ~EYlcrTY]e; xap<xe; arroOE~a~EVOe; T~V 
EAEU8Epllav, ~OUA6~EV6e; TE T~V lOlav alpwLV Kat EUVOlav EV TOle; avaYK<XlOTaTOle; 
K<XlpOle;, ~v EXEl rrpoe; I Ta oY]~6crl<X 'Pw~alwv rrp&y~aT<X EvarrooElKvucr8<Xl, 

64 On Metropolis, see Strabo 14.2, who states that it was situated between Ephesus and Smyrna, 
120 stadia from the former; R. Meri9, Metropolis in Ionien: Ergebnisse einer Survey-Unternehmung in den 
Jahren 1972-1975 (Beitrage zur k1assischen Phiiologie, 142 [1982]),1-21, esp. 11-20, and idem, 
Metropolis Excavations: The First Five Years, 1990-1995 (Izmir, 1996); Dreyer, l.Metr., 13-14. 
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EXE1POTOV1']OEV ~yqlova ETr:l Tfj<; TWV VEaV{OKWV I E~arrooTOAfj<; 'ArroAAwvlOV 
'A ' -. ~ ''A s: 65 TTaJ,OU TOU VvpWVO<;. 

The passage thrice states that after the death of Attalus III (Philometor) the Metropolitans 

were granted their freedom (EAEV8Epla).66 Precisely who gave the freedom to them is 

also made clear: the verb boy~a'd~w in line 14 is clearly evidence of a senatus consultum 

(My~a crvYKA~rov), as is the KPlcrlV in line 18, and if the matter were still in doubt the 

VITO rY1<; crvYKA~mv oflines 16 and 17 is explicit.67 The Metropolis inscription, therefore, 

reveals that sometime after the death of Attalus III a senatus consultum was passed at 

Rome granting freedom to the Metropolitans as well as "to all those previously subject to 

the kingdom of Attalus" (ITiXcrLV ml<; ITpon::pov racrcro~£vOl<; VITO r~v 'AneXAov BacrlAElaV, 

1. 15). This motion must have been what the patres were debating when Tiberius 

arrogated the issue of the Attalid cities from them. Tiberius' motion was likely never 

65 Lines 13-24: "And now after the death of king Philometor, the Romans, (our) Common 
Benefactors and Saviours, have given back, exactly as the Senate decreed, "freedom" to all those 
previously arranged under rule of Attalos. When Aristonicus appeared and wanted to snatch away the 
freedom given back to us by the Senate, (Apollonios) undertook to speak and do all things against him who 
would bestow the crown upon himself contrary to the decree of the Romans, (our) Common Benefactors, 
helping lawfully toward the freedom according to the will of the People. When it became necessary to send 
off our youths to the camp near Thyateira, the People having chosen from the beginning the side of the 
Romans and their friendship and allegiance, and with the greatest joy receiving back their freedom, and 
wanting (to show) their own choice and loyalty in these urgent circumstances, which they were able to 
exhibit for the Roman republic, they elected as leader of the expedition of youths Apollonios, son of 
Attalos, grandson of Andron." 

66 Compare also line 33, T~<; CorOOEOO!1EVf]<; EAEu8Eplu<;. Three times in the inscription "freedom" 
is said to have been "given back" (Coro010W!11), perhaps referring to the integration ofMetropoIis into the 
chora of Ephesus in the third century, which, in turn, became part of the Attalid territOlY by the Treaty of 
Apamea in 188. Dreyer, ivMetr., 28-29, n. 72. See also Merit;:, Metropolis in ionien, 14-16. 

67 For the phrase 06Y!1u OUYKA~TOU as a direct translation of senatus consultum see Sherk, RDGE, 
p. 15 (no. 6); for the use of the verb 00Y!1UT1~W to designate a senatorial decree see the examples in 1. Metr, 
29, n. 75, to which might be added Sherk, RDGE, nos. 14 (lines 12,20,96), 16 (line 53) and 23 (line 54). 
The tenn Kplmv call be a synonym for 06Y!1u and in any event need not be considered a technical word, but 
merely a reference to the "decision" or "judgement" ofthe Romans (see 1. Metr. 29, n. 76, for examples). 
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ratified, and this senatus cansultum was passed after his death in late June or July 133.68 

The decree, however, does more than elucidate Tiberius' legislation; with its content 

(EAw8£plcx) and its scope (naow), it adds a new layer of complexity to Rome's response 

to the Attalid bequest, particularly in the crucial year of 133. 

In terms of a terminus post quem, the senatus cansultum granting freedom to the 

cities of the former Attalid kingdom must follow the death of Attalus III, which the 

Metropolitan inscription confirms by recording the freedom "after the death of king 

Philometor" (vuv T£ TOU llEV <P1AOll~TOpOe; ~CX01AEWe; ll£TcxAAa~cxVTOe;, 1. 13). This 

terminus can be pushed back even later if we assume, with good reason, that news of 

Attalus' death did not reach Rome until the arrival of Eudemus in the late spring or early 

summer of 133.69 Establishing a terminus ante quem from the information provided by 

the inscription is more difficult. Based on the formulation of the decree (lines 15-18), it 

seems that the freedom decree was passed before Aristonicus rose in revolt. Lines 15 -16 

record that: "Aristonicus appeared and wanted to snatch away the freedom given back to 

us by the Senate" ('AP10TOV1KOV OE ncxpcxY£YOVOTOe; KCXt ~OVAOll£VOV ncxpcxlp£108cxl T~V 

anoO£OollEVllV ~lllV EAw8£plcxv vno Tile; OVYKA~TOV), suggesting that the Senate passed 

its decree before Aristonicus began his uprising. Similarly, lines 17-18 state that 

Aristonicus "crowned himself contrary to the decree of the Romans" (KCXTa TOU 

n£plT£8£lKOTOe; Ecxvn7.n ~CX01A£fcxv ncxpa T~V TWV KOlVWV £U£PY£TWV 'PWllcxiwv KpiolV), 

68 On Tiberius' death see the following note. 

69 Plut, TiGr. 14.i. Eudemus must have arrived before Tiberius' death during the tribune elections 
for l32, which Appian places in the summer of that year (above, n. 5). 
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again intimating that Aristonicus rose in revolt after the Senate had passed its decree. 

This chronology, however, is suspect. If the chronology of the Metropolis inscription 

were followed faithfully, it would require Attalus to have died, news of his death to have 

travelled to Rome, his bequest to have been manipulated by Gracchus and have been 

passed by the Senate, news of the subsequent SC to have travelled back to Asia Minor, 

and finally disseminated to the Ionian coastal city, all before Aristonicus rose in revolt. 

While this is possible, it seems highly unlikely. It is more likely, as Dreyer notes, that the 

Metropolitans have altered slightly the chronology of events to make their cause seem 

more just.70 The decree presents the Metropolitans as nobly fighting against Aristonicus, 

whose claim to the throne they invalidate not by questioning his pedigree, but by making 

it appear as though he is acting against the legitimate holders of power in the former 

Attalid territory - the Romans. 

A definitive terminus ante quem is thus difficult to assert. As such, it is tempting 

to associate the senatorial decree mentioned in the Metropolis decree with the well-

known senatus consultum Popillianum. This decree concerns instructions given to 

'strategoi setting out for Asia' to the effect that nothing was to be carried out contrary to 

the acts of the Attalids up to the day before the death of Attalus III. 7I It was passed in 

late 132, during the consulship of C. Popillius - the relator - and represents the Senate's 

70 Dreyer, l.Metr. 28-9. 

71 Sherk, RDGE 11 = OGlS 435 (below, p. 77, n. 31). The question is posed by Dreyer, l.Metr., 
83: "Es ist die Frage, ob dieses SC in Zeile 14 bis 16 angesprochen wird, mithin das SC des neuen Dekretes 
auf den Herbst 132 datiert werden kaun." 
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mandata to P. Crassus, who would set out with two Roman legions the following year. 72 

This is the first known decree passed by the Senate after Attalus' death, and it would be 

convenient if the freedom mentioned in the Metropolis inscription could be seen in the 

SC Popillianum. Unfortunately, this is not the case. There is no indication, either 

explicit or implicit, that the decree concerns the freedom of the former Attalid cities, nor 

whether the cities have already been freed - unfortunately, the SC Popillianum provides 

no help determining whether freedom had or had not been granted before its publication 

in the autumn or early winter of 132. Without a major event to anchor our decree, it 

seems best to follow the chronological spirit of the Metropolis text: the senatorial decree 

concerning the freedom of the Attalid cities belongs to the events immediately 

surrounding the initial uprising of Aristonicus and his crowning ceremony, shortly after 

the death of Attalus III.73 The late 132 date of the SC Popillianum is too late after the 

events of Aristonicus' uprising (14-18 months) to be considered a terminus. The freedom 

granted to the Metropolitans and other Attalid cities was, therefore, part of a separate 

senatorial decree, preceding the SC Popillianum, and passed in the summer of 133. 

The exact content of this senatorial decree (we might now call it the SC de 

libertate civitatum Attalicarum) is obscure apart from two basic elements: a) it concerned 

a granting of the status of' eleutheria' ( freedom); b) this status of freedom was given to 

all (rrexow) those cities previously under Attalid rule. The scope of the decree, covering 

72 The decree is now fIrmly dated to the autumn or winter of 132 (for more precision see, p. 89, n. 
57). The question of the decree's date has centred around the identification of the relator recorded in lines 
3 and 11, who has now been shown by M. Warrle, "Pergamon urn 133 v. Chr" Chiron 30 (2000), 566-571 
and pI. 4, to be Publius (not Gaius) Popillius, cos. 132. 

73 Dreyer, LMetr, 83. 
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all former Attalid cities, is remarkable, and here again it seems possible that the 

Metropolitans have embellished the senatorial decree - in this case its scope, in order to 

make their efforts appear more considerable (fighting for the freedom of all Attalid cities) 

and the actions of Aristonicus all the more vile and infelicitous (snatching away freedom 

from all Attalid cities). Yet what little evidence we have suggests otherwise. Note that 

the lex portoria Asiae, dating to the Neronian era but containing passages from the 

earliest laws ofthe province, clearly divides the former Attalid kingdom into four 

segments - royal lands (basilica chora), tribes (ethnai), peoples (demoi), and 'free cities' 

(poleis eleutherai) - and there is no mention of 'un-free' or subject cities.74 This is, 

admittedly, arguing ex silentio, but it is nevertheless difficult to explain why the tax law 

explicitly states 'free cities' rather than just 'cities'; both subject and free cities alike paid 

the portoria so there is no technical reason to differentiate between the twO.75 This 

passage is almost certainly a part of the original settlement for Asia, issued shortly after 

the foundation of the province, and seems to corroborate the scope of the SC de libertate 

74 H. Engelmann and D. Knibbe, "Das Zollgesetz der Provinz Asia: Eine neue Inschrift aus 
Ephesos" EA 14 (1989), 1-206 = SEG XXXIX, 1180 §1O 11. 26-28: ('>Kanx yfjv Elcraywv £V rou'Wu; rOle; 
rarrOle; rrpocrq>wl[VEtrW Kat cmoypaq>£crew EV oTe; av rEAWVlOV rrpo rfje; xwpae; rfje;J rrpo rwv ~aO"lAEtae; ~ 
EACUe£pWV rraAEWV ~ EeVWV ~ 8~}lwv umxpxn, Errt rou rEAwvou ~ Eml[ rparrou, oe; /Xv r£AOUe; Etcrrrpa~Ewe; 
XaplV Errt rou rEAwVtOu EKJdvou XWpte; 86AOU rrovfJpou rrpoycypa}l}lEvOe; n ('anyone coming in by land 
must register and declare (their goods) in those topoi in which a customs house exists for the former royal 
telTitory or free cities or tribes or People, and to the tetonos or epitropos, who should record (the payment) 
at the customs house when the collection is done without any greivous deceit' .). Note the comment by 
Knibbe, who argues that this is a verbatim exerpt from the tax code issued by Rome when the Attalid 
telTitory was integrated into the Roman empire (EA, p. 73): "Damit diirfte ein lange Diskussion beendet 
sien; man wird schlieBen durfen, daB Attalos III. allen Stadten seines Reiches in seinem Testament die 
Autonomie zugesichert hat. 

75 S.l De Laet, Portorium: Etude sur l'organisation douaniere chez Ie Romains, surtout a 
l'epoque du haut-empire (Bmgge, 1949),90. 
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recorded in the Metropolis decree.76 One should also recall a noted passage from Livy's 

Periochae, which states that all of Asia was to be left free after it had been bequeathed by 

Attalus.77 Scholars who have been made uneasy by the nature of epitomes have 

traditionally treated this passage cautiously; 78 yet the Periochae passage appears to 

corroborate the senatus consultum noted in the Metropolis inscription, suggesting that all 

the cities of the former Attalid territory were granted their freedom. In this instance, it 

would appear that Livy's epitomator has recorded the shadowy image of the Senate's 

freedom decree, which Livy surely recorded in his original work. It therefore seems best 

to accept the language of the Metropolis decree and understand the grant of 'freedom' to 

apply to many, ifnot all, of the former Attalid cities. 

The question remains whether the SC de libertate represents the Senate's 

ratification of Attalus' will or the Senate's independent judgement about the status of 

Asia; that is, did the impetus for the large scale grant of eleutheria come from Attalus, or 

the Roman Senate? Among those who have hypothesized that many cities were freed by 

76 That these lines date back to the earliest settlement of Aquillius is communis opinio, e.g., 
Engelmann & Knibbe, EA 14 (1989), 71-74, 164; Nicolet, "Le Monumentum Ephesenum et la delimitation 
duportorium d'Asie" MEFRA 105 (1993), 929-959; cf lines 69-72 which also refers to the earliest 
settlement ofthe province; S. Carrelli, "Alcune osservazioni sulportorium Asiae" B. Virgilio (ed), Studi 
Ellenistici VIII (Pis a-Rome 1996), 176-180. 

77 Per. 59: Aristonicus Eumenis regis filius Asiam occupavit, cum testamento Attali regis legata 
populo Romano libera esse deberet. 

78 For a rejection of the Periochae passage, see especially Hopp, Untersuchungen, 127, with notes. 
Those who tend to believe the passage do so always with reservation, see: Sherwin-White, "Anatolia 167-
88", 67; Gruen, HWCR, 600, n. 13. On epitomies see P.A. Brunt, "On Historical Fragments and Epitomes" 
in CQ n.s. 30 (1980): 477-494. 
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Attalus' will, the answer is unquestionably the former. 79 The Metropolis decree, 

however, undermines this common assumption; it is clear that the Metropolitans 

attributed the grant of freedom to the Senate - there is no sign of gratitude given to 

Attalus III. Like the scope of the decree, this patt of the Metropolis inscription is also 

corroborated by literary evidence. For Appian twice records that the Asian cities were 

given to Rome: the first in a speech from Mark Antony to representatives of the 

'Hellenes' and the E"8vcn of Asia; the second in a similar speech from Sulla to Greek 

representatives gathered in Ephesus.80 If the cities were given to Rome then their status 

too must have been left up to Rome, and, as such, their freedom must have been granted 

by the Senate's wishes and not according to Attalus' will. 

Freeing cities, furthermore, was certainly nothing new to the Romans, and in fact 

corresponds well to their practice of avoiding obligations in the East discussed in the 

previous chapter. The second century has several notable examples: Quinctus Flamininus' 

decree at the Isthmian Games (197), the Treaty of Apamea (188), the reorganization of 

Macedonia and treatment of Illyria (167), the pronouncement of Gallic independence (166), 

the pronouncement of freedom' to many Greek cities after the Achaean War (146), and 

79 For example, Braund, "Royal Wills", 52; Sherwin-White, "Anatolia 167-88", 67; idem, RFPE, 
80-81; Will, Histoire Politique H.418; Gruen, HWCR, 600; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 101. On the question 
of the status ofthe Attalid cities in general, see especially Bernhardt, Polis und HerrschaJt, 285-294, esp. 
285-87. 

80 B.C. 5.4.16: UilU<; ilil1v, CD UVbp£<; "EAAT]V£<;, 'AnaAo<; 6 ~aO'lAEu<; upwv tv 81a8rlKal<; aIT£AlITE 
(Your king Attalus, 0 Greeks, left you to us in his will'); Mith. 62 (above, n. 43). 
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perhaps others after 146 recorded in the lost books ofLivy.81 Even more significant is 

Rome's response to a similar bequest from Ptolemy Apion, King of Cyrene, in 96: "the 

Senate decreed that the cities of that kingdom should be free".82 Here again the information 

is not without ambiguity, but it seems that Apion indeed left his cities to Rome according to 

the formulation of his father's (Ptolemy Physcon) will, which did not include any sort of 

freedom clause for his cities, and the lack of evidence to the contrary.83 With the testimony 

of the Metropolis decree, and other supporting evidence, it now seems clear that not only 

were many, if not all, of the Attalid subject cities freed in 133, but that the decision to do so 

was made by the Roman Senate, acting independently of Attalus' will. 

Why would the Roman Senate make such a decision? Presumably, if the Senate 

had been dead-set against freeing the cities it would not have done so, irrespective of Attalus' 

wishes. The immediate answer would seem to be related to Aristonicus' uprising; by 

granting them freedom, Rome instantly endeared the majority of Attalid poleis to its side and 

demonized Aristonicus, who had "snatched away the freedom returned by the Roman 

Senate". Yet these events are so chronologically close to one another that it is questionable 

81 Isthmian Games: Polyb. 18.44.2; Livy 33.30.1-2; Apamea: Polyb. 21.46.2-10; Livy 38.39.7-12; 
Macedonia: Livy 45.22.3,29.4,33.3; Diod. 31.8.1-6; Plut. Aem. Paull. 28.3; Illyria: Livy 45.26.12; Galatia: 
Polyb. 30.2,28; Livy 45.44.21; Diod. 31.14; Greece: Syll3 684 = RDGE 43,11. 15-16; Bernhardt, "Der 
Status des 146 v. Chr. unterworfenen Teils Griechenlands bis zur Einrichtung der Provinz Achaia" Historia 
26 (1975), 150-163; Gruen, HWCR II.523-27. 

82 Livy, Per. 70: Ptolemaeus Cyrenarum rex, cui cognomen Apionis juit, mortuus heredem 
populum Romanum reliquit, et eius regni civitates senatus lib eras esse iussit. See also Justin, 39.5 and 
Tac., Ann. 14.18. For a review of Api on's will see S. Oost, "Cyrene, 96-74 BC" CPh 58 (1963),11-25, and 
more recently D. Braund, "Royal Wills", 23-24, both of whom note that the notion that Apion freed the 
cities in his will is "only an unsupported hypothesis" (Braund, 23) and suggest it was more likely senatorial 
action. Apion's testament is the next known 'royal will' following Attalus'. 

83 See Bernhardt, Polis und Herrschaft, 287-88; Braund, "Royal Wills", 23-24. 
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whether the Senate even knew of Aristonicus' uprising when it ratified Attalus' will and 

passed the SC de libertate. At best, this might be a secondary reason. 

Upon receiving the unexpected news of Attalus' will, the Senate likely fell back on 

its tried and tested practice of avoiding formal obligations. This practice has been 

extensively discussed and need not be re-tread here.84 It remains only to be said that 

throughout the second-century Rome frequently avoided formal annexation in favour of 

granting independence, securing friendships and allegiances, and exercising an informal 

influence as hegemon over client kingdoms. It is true that the recent annexations of Africa 

and Macedonia (146) stand in contrast to this trend, but both of these territories had been 

given ample opportunity to live in libertas and concordia so that when they revolted for what 

proved to be the final time, Rome no doubt felt compelled to annex them for reasons of 

foreign security. 

A less significant, though certainly relevant, reason for the grant of freedom was the 

state of affairs in Rome in and around 133. By the time Attalus' testament had reached 

Rome in the late spring or early summer of 133, military campaigns were being carried out in 

Numantia, Sicily, and Italy, which had caused a shortage of grain and manpower in the 

state. 85 These over-stretched resources, coupled with the tension, and ultimately violence, 

84 See in passim Badian, RlLP2; Harris, War and Imperialism; Gruen, HWCR; above, Chpt 1. 

85 Numantia: Scipio Aemilianus had taken up the campaign there during his consulship in 134 and 
was still campaigning into the spring of 133 - for sources see MRR 1.490, 494; Astin, Scipio Aemilianus, 
125-160; Sicily: Rome was still working to suppress the surprisingly successful slave revolt led by Eunus, 
which had limited the grain supplies ii-om that province, and was not suppressed until 132 - for sources see 
MRR 1.497-8; Dumont, Servus, 197-270; Italy: in 133 an uprising of 4000 slaves near Minturnae is 
recorded, which required the appointment of two consulares with special imperium - see Oros. 5.9.4; Obs. 
27-27b; Badian, "Tiberius Gracchus and the Beginning of the Roman Revolution;' ANRWI.1 (1972),684, 
n.46. In general, see P.A. Brunt, Italian Manpower, 426-434, esp. Table XIII (432-433). 
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associated with Ti. Gracchus and his reform program, must have made the Senate's decision 

to grant a broad gift of freedom to the Attalid cities quite simple. While the Senate was 

unaware that a military operation would ultimately be needed in the region, the patres no 

doubt wanted to avoid the controversy and complications associated with annexing a territory 

- that the action opposed the designs ofTi. Gracchus and his supporters surely helped to 

make the decision more popular. 

In light of the resources spent combating insurgents in Spain, Sicily and Italy, some 

might question whether the Senate intended the 'freedom' of the former Attalid kingdom to 

include freedom from tribute. As some have suggested, Roman libertas (EAw8Epia) did not 

necessarily ensure immunitas (avEl<Jepopia).86 This fmer point of Roman foreign affairs is far 

from communis opinio, but our example deserves attention if only because this case will 

undoubtedly be used in future debates on the subject. Though we cannot know for certain 

the original designs of the Senate, a few points can be raised against the idea that immunitas 

was excluded from the grant offreedom.87 First, while the Metropolis decree no doubt refers 

to a senatorial decision, it is nevertheless a Hellenistic honourary decree and not a true copy 

of the senatus consultum; as such we cannot conclude that the term 'eleutheria' is being used 

in the Roman sense rather than the Hellenistic sense, which traditionally includes freedom 

86 On this point see Jones, "Civitates Liberae et Immunes in the East" in Anatolian Studies 
presented to WH Buckler (Manchester, 1939), 109; Badian, FC, 88; Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 212-2l3; 
Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 60-61. Contra: Dalmheim, Gewalt und Herrschaji, 187-190, 155-164; Bernhardt, 
Historia 29 (1980), 90-96. On the Greek equivalent of the Latin, 'immunitas', see Mason, Greek Terms for 
Roman Institutions (Toronto 1974), 103-104. 

87 Looking at the later organization of the province by Aquillius is fruitless since his alTangment 
was part of a post-war settlement and was both a punitive measure against combatant cities and a means of 
recuperating the expense of war. 
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from taxation.88 It should also be noted that a grant of immunity would be in keeping with 

the motive of the decree, which was to limit Roman obligations over the territory - the 

collection of taxes required a network of Roman publicani in the region and the Senate's 

attention in Rome to hear disputes; the collection of tribute, moreover, created a tacit moral 

obligation to help the region should it be attacked. It is likely, furthermore, that Rome was 

not entirely aware of the wealth of the Attalid territory, if indeed it was as prodigious as is 

often assumed. 89 Rome was no doubt aware of the riches of the Pergamene kings, but no 

commission was sent to the region until 132, and the Senate was therefore likely unaware of 

exact values at the time the SC de libertate was published.9o It must be emphasised that this 

decree represents the Senate's reaction to the will before any investigative commission had 

been sent and without any knowledge of the future struggles in the territory; as such, we must 

imagine that the Senate planned to continue the arms-length approach to the region that it had 

followed since the end of the third century. In the summer of 133, the Senate followed its 

status quo and took a cautious approach to its new territory: the cities were declared free and 

(probably) immune. 

News of the Senate's decree was transmitted to the region by a commission offive 

legates (pente presbeis).91 At the head of this commission was the Pontifex Maximus and 

88 Gruen, HWCR 1:133-142. 

89 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 117-121, questions the size of the Asian revenue recorded by Cicero 
(imp. Cn. Pomp. 14; Flacc. 91; Verr 3.12). 

90 Noted also by Badian, RlLR2
, 48. 

91 14.1.38: EIIEITa IIp£a~EJ(; 'PWlluiwv II£VTE ~KOV ('And then came five Roman ambassadors'). 
The chronology presented by Strabo has caused needless concern. Strabo places the arrival of this 
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chief opponent ofTi. Gracchus, P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica Serapio (cos. 137), whom the 

Senate wanted out of Rome in the aftermath of Tiberius' death.92 There is some controversy 

over when precisely this commission left, owing to the claim by Plutarch (TiGr 20.3) that 

Nasica was one of the investigators who inten-ogated Blossius, Tiberius' Stoic advisor, in 

early 132.93 Plutarch, however, has no doubt confused Nasica with C. Laelius (cos. 140), a 

staunch anti-Gracchan who led the witch-hunt against his supporters in 132, and whom 

Cicero (de Arnie. 37) and Valerius Maximus (4.7.1) record as the lead investigator. The 

Metropolitan inscription corroborates this earlier (winter 133) departure date, since it is clear 

that the demos knew of its freedom very early in Aristonicus' uprising. Leaving in late 133, 

moreover, would have permitted the Senate's decree to act (though it had not been the 

intention of the Senate) as a draw to the Roman side against the illegal, insurrectionary and 

tyrannical 'pretender', Aristonicus. Yet as we have seen, by the time news of their freedom 

had reached the Attalid cities, Aristonicus' uprising had achieved remarkable success. As 

Eumenes III, he had managed to gain the loyalty of many social groups, establish a strong 

backing in the eastern hinterland of his new kingdom, and make significant headway into the 

Ionian coast. Rome was unaware of the scope of his success and the legates sent out by the 

Senate were to be surprised when they reached Pergamon in early 132. 

commission qfter not only Aristonicus' initial uprising, but also his defeat at Cyme and subsequent creation 
of the Heliopolitanae, assault on Thyateira and a second series of defeats at the hands of the Anatolian 
kings. If this were the case, the commission could not be associated with Nasica's mission to Asia. 
Strabo's chronology is easily reconciled if we consider Strabo as presenting two narrative strings (see 
below, p. 93, nn. 81-82). 

92 Plut., Ti.Gr. 20.3; 21.2; Val. Max. 5.3.2e; de vir. ill. 64.9; Pliny, Nfl 7.120; Cic., Flacc. 75; de 
Rep. 1.6. 

93 For a summary of the controversy, see Gruen, HWCR II.600-601, n.115. 
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CHAPTER III: 

Roman Action in Asia 132-129 Be 

For the sake of clarity, let us review briefly what has been discussed so far. In the 

summer of 133, Aristonicus proclaimed himself king of Pergamon despite the will of 

Attalus III, which dictated that the Attalid Kingdom fell to the populus Romanus. 

Beginning near the Thracian border, Aristonicus immediately gained control of the 

Lydian interior starting with Thyateira. Once secured, the region was easily maintained 

since Aristonicus presented himself as 'Eumenes III', the legitimate successor to Attalus 

III, and the rightful dynastic king of the Pergamene realm. Accompanied by former 

soldiers, Macedonian settlers, royal administrators, the lower classes, and other 

malcontents, Aristonicus set about striking coins in the region bearing the name 

'Eumenes' to mark his royal assent - even performing a crowning ceremony to legitimize 

further his claim. As the new 'king' no doubt realized, ifhis reign was to last he had to 

convince, or coerce, the coastal cities into accepting his royal claim. He thus turned his 

attention to the Ionian coast, apparently convincing Phocaea and other cities accustomed 

to the rule of kings to support him. Those who did not suppOli him willingly were forced 

to do so. Beginning in the south, Aristonicus worked his way up the coast securing, in 

turn, various cities from Myndos to Sestos. It is difficult to say how much of this was 

carried out in 133 and how much in 132, but Rome's reaction and the distances covered 

suggest that not all of it belongs to 133. 
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One major goal in this chapter is to create a comprehensive narrative that is 

consistent with our evidence. To this end, we shall take a close look at the troublesome 

passage of Strabo regarding the Battle of Cyme, and suggest a much better, and later, date 

for the event. Another objective is to identify and (more importantly) analyze what 

action was taken against Aristonicus by Rome. Here we will look in depth at the various 

missions sent to Asia, including the 132 commission (noted briefly at the end of the 

previous chapter) and the legionary commands of 131, 130, and 129. By examining 

these, we will see that Rome was unaware of the scope of the uprising until at least the 

end of 132, after which it sent, in a timely fashion, troops to quell it. Contrary to the 

suggestion of some, though, the Senate's motive was not greed or annexation; the orders 

to the consuls were clearly to maintain the status quo in the region, but settle the situation 

quickly. The decision to annex the kingdom came much later, after Rome had begun its 

campaign against Aristonicus; the eventual settlement was as much one of post-war as 

inheritance. Recently published inscriptions from Asia Minor as well as new analyses of 

existing inscriptions and literary texts fuel these discussions. Like the previous chapters, 

here the evidence allows us to follow the Roman process in great detail: from legates 

raising local troops, to the orders given to Roman commanders, to the hardships of local 

communities contributing supplies. Such detail helps us to understand the frustration of 

the Senate at the length and cost of the war, and the subsequent organization of the 

tenitory by Aquillius. 

As noted in the previous chapter, the Roman Senate dispatched a legatio of five 

men at the end of 133 in reaction to Attalus' will. About this legatio we know very little; 
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we know that it occurred and who led it. The maj or puzzles are identifying its other 

members and sorting out exactly its purpose and accomplishments. We begin with the 

first problem, aided by the new evidence of the Metropolis inscription. The leader of this 

legation was P. Scipio Nasica (cos. 137), whom Plutarch says was shuffled quickly out of 

the Capital following his leading role in the murder of Ti. Gracchus and whose name is 

recorded on an inscription uncovered in Pergamon. 1 The remaining four members of this 

group cannot be identified with any certainty, but the new Metropolis inscription 

provides some clues and we might suggest some potential candidates. The decree records 

the praenomina of three Roman presbeutai who are most likely members of this legatio: 

Publius, Gaius and Appius? Publius is surely P. Scipio Nasica, but with nearly four 

dozen Gaii holding magistracies between 167-110, there can be no reasonable 

identification with 'Gaius'. With only three Appii in the same time period, however, an 

identification with 'Appius' holds more promise. Of the three known Appii, Ap. 

1 Plut., TiGr. 21: ou yap anEKpurrmvm KC('[a ra<; arravr~crEl<; 01 liVepwrrol r~v oucrl1£vElav, aAA' 
£~f]yplaivovm Kat KarE~Owv orrou rrpocrruxOlEV, £vay~ Kat rupavvov Kat l1El1l<XYKom cpOVCj.l crW]lam<; 
acruAou Kat 1EpoD ro aYlwmmv Kat CPP1KwoEcrmmv £v rn rrOAEl rwv 1Epwv arroKaAoDvrE<;. ourw l1Ev 
urrE~~AeE r~<; 'ImAia<; 6 NaCYlKa:<;, KairrEp EvOEOEl1EVO<; ml<; l1EYicrml<; 1Epoupyi<Xl<; ('for men never 
concealed their hatred when meeting this man, but they were incensed and cried out at him wherever he 
happened to be, cursing him as a tyrant and one who, by the murder of an inviolate and holy person, the 
holiest and most awe-inspiring of temples in the City. So Nasica snuck out ofItaly, though he was bound 
there by most important holy functions.'); cf Val. Max. 5.3.2; de vir. ill. 64.9. Pergamene inscription: 
IGRP 4.1681= ILS 8886: [P. Cornelius P. f. Scipio] Nasica l[egatus Pontifex Maximus] I [IT. KopV~AlO<; 
LKmiwv] ITorrAiou NacrlKa<; rrpECY~Eur~<; ap[X1EpEV<; l1Eylcrm<;]. The inscription is probably the grave stele of 
the consularis, who we know died while on this embassy. 

2 Engelmann, I. Metr. , transcribes the third name as ITarr<l>o<; (Papios), an obscure Roman nomen 
not heard of after the third century Be; but as Eilers has noted (Review of I. Metr. ,JRS, forthcoming), it is 
strange for the inscription to record two praenomina and a nomen. The present emendation to 'Appius' 
({n}'A<n:>nlO<;) is equally possible, requiring the transposition ofthe frrst pi and alpha, and is consistant with 
the previous two praenomina. Contra: Jones, Review of I. Metr, 469-485, who argues that 'Papos' (ITarro<;) 
is a Greek commander. For more on the association of these individuals with Nasica's legation, see below, 
pp.75-79. 
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Claudius Pulcher (cos. 143), the father-in-law of Ti. Gracchus, should immediately be 

rejected - as the only recorded member of the commission, Scipio Nasica (cos. 138) must 

surely have been its most senior member, and, in any case, Pulcher's involvement in the 

Gracchan land commission and his antipathy toward Nasica as leader of Tiberius' 

assassins would have prevented his participation. Equally unlikely is Ap. Claudius 

Centho, a praetor of 175, who would have been at a very advanced age in 132.3 The 

'Appius' mentioned in the Metropolis inscription is most likely Ap. Claudius (RE 11), 

who was appointed consul suffectus in 130 following the death ofL. Cornelius Lentulus.4 

Little is known of him, but MUnzer (RE) suggested that he was a member of the Claudii 

Pulchri and a first cousin to Ap. Claudius Pulcher (cos. 143). That he was suffect consul 

in 130 means that he must have held the praetorship no later than 133 and was therefore 

probably apraetorius when he joined the legation.s Aside from P. Nasica, Ap. Claudius 

and 'Gaius', L. Aurelius Cotta (cos. 144) and M. Cosconius (procos. Macedonia 135-

133) have also been suggested as possible members of the legation.6 The latter is a 

particularly good candidate because of both his familiarity with the conflict early on (it 

will be recalled that as governor of Macedonia he supplied aid to Cyzicus in early 133) 

3 A.E. Astin, The Lex Annalis before Sulla (Brussels 1958), 31-44, has argued that the same values 
laid out in Sulla's legislation were in effect during the second century (under the lex Villia of 180) - viz. 39 
was the minimum age for a praetor. If, therefore, Appius Claudius was 39 years old when he held the 
praetorship in 175, then he would have been 82 years old in 132. On this Ap. Claudius see also Polyb. 
33.13.4-10; App., Mith. 3; andMRR 1.450,451 n. 3. 

4 Cassiod.; Obseq. 28; restored by Degrassi in Fast. Cap.; MRR I.502 

5 This is consistent with his position in the Metropolis Decree second to Nasica, who was of 
course the senior consularis 

6 Mattingly, "Scipio Aemilianus and the legacy of Attalus III", LCM 10 (1985), 118. 
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and the discovery of an inscription in his honour from Erythrae on the Ionian coast. 7 

Erythrae (opposite Chios, in Ionia) lies in no way close to Sestos, where Cosconius is 

known to have acted, and his presence in the city is perhaps due to his involvement in 

Nasica's commission. 

We tum now to the second major puzzle with the commission: defining its 

objectives and accomplishments. Unfortunately, for this problem the literary sources are 

largely silent. Strabo is the only author to record the commission and the only 

information he provides is its number (pente), office (presbeis), and relative chronology 

(preceding Crassus' campaign of 131).8 Fortunately, here our discussion is aided by 

epigraphic evidence. Three inscriptions in particular, from Pergamon, Synnada, and 

Metropolis, provide valuable pieces of information. The inscriptions from Pergamon and 

Synnada both show that the commission was concerned with, and carried out, political 

and diplomatic activities; the Metropolis inscription, for its part, reveals an interesting 

martial role played by the legati. 

Warrle has recently published a Pergamene inscription that contains a substantial 

amount of information about the former Attalid capital immediately following Attalus 

Ill's death.9 For our purposes, the significant passage is what happened after 

7 IGRP 4.1534: '0 O~J.lOe; I MapKOV KOO"KWVlOV faiou uiav 'Pwllalov I ap£T~e; EvEKEV Kat Euvoiae; 
T~e; de; EauTov (,The people honour Marcus Cosconius, son of Gaius, a Roman, on account of his courage 
and goodwill toward the city'.). On Cosconius' aid to Cyzicus, see above, p. 45. 

8 SU'abo 14.1.38 (see below, n. 72). The rank ofthese men is consistent with the rank recorded on 
P. Scipio Nasica's grave stele (above, n. 1). 

9 Warrle, "Pergamon urn 133",543-576. 
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"circumstances brought about democracy". 10 We are told that the honourand, 

Menodoros, was appointed as synedros and afterwards was elected to the 'bouleuterion 

set up according to Roman law' (£V n7n Kaxo:: T~V 'PWll<XlK~V VOll08EO'lav ~ouAEVnIPlwl). 

Warde has argued, rightly, that this new political system established at Pergamon was 

done so under the auspices ofNasica's commission. ll In other words, the inscription 

alludes to the activities of the 132 legation. The only other possibility is to identify this 

law with M'. Aquillius and his ten legates, but this is unlikely because Menodoros' 

interaction with these men is explicitly recorded later in the inscription. 12 The pente 

presbeis were thus administratively and diplomatically engaged at Pergamon, helping the 

city establish a government outside of a monarchical system.13 This sort of activity by a 

10 Lines 11-17: ~.u::ram:aovrwv T£ TWV rrpaY!1(X-rwv £ie; bl1JloKpaTlav I [Ka]t TOU bfjJloU auv€bpoue; 
X£lpoTOv~aavTOe; TWV aplaTwv aVbpwv KaTml[T]g~[l1] ~at Ml1VobwpOe; Kat JlEnX raura EV TWl KaTU T~V 
'PWJlatK~V vOJl08mlav ~ouA£uITl1P1Wl Y£VOJl£VOe; blU T~V rrpoe; T~V rraTplba £UVOlav rroAM TWV 
aUJlCP£pOVTWV I ~HlyJjpYl1a£v a£t VYl~ Kat Ka8apuv EKTl8€Jl£voe; Kplalv, Y£voJl£voe; bE Kat EJl rrpm~dlq:.l~ Kat 
h€pale; XP£lale; EKT£vfj Kat cplAOnJlOV £aUTov rrap€ax£TO OUT£ Klvbuvov I [v]rr£pp8€Jl£Voe; OUT£ 
KaKorra81av OUT£ bamXVl1V EKKAdvwv ('And when circumstances brought about democracy and the People 
elected councillors from the best men even Menodoros was appointed, and afterwards taking part in the 
bouleterion set up according to Roman legislation, because of his goodwill for the fatherland he worked 
with many of the gathered men, continually setting out sound and exact judgement. He was even eager 
both in embassies and other services, exhibiting his own ambition and setting neither danger nor distress 
nor cost of illustrious things over it.'). The term in line 11 is surely an allusion to the death of Attalus III. 

11 Warrie, 'Pergamon urn 133', 565-571. His suggestion, though, that this might be part ofthe lex 
provinciae for Asia has rightly been questioned by P. Gauthier, Bull Ep. 2001, no. 366. 

12 Lines 18-22. 

13 P. Gauthier, Bull Ep 2001, no. 366, p. 556, "dans lequelles representants des cites de l'ancien 
royaume purent apporter aux legati information et requetes en vue de l'establissement du nouvel ordre 
romain". An inscription from Sestos (OGIS 339 = LSestos no. 1), which records how the honourand 
"eagerly received the embassy from the strategoi dispatched by the Romans into Asia and the presbeutai 
who are being sent" (Tae; T£ rrpm~dae; av£b€X£TO rrp08ulJlwe; rrpoe; T£ TOUe; aTpaTl1youe; TOUe; 
arroaT£AAOJlEvOUe; vrro 'PwJlalwv de; T~V 'Alalav Kat TOUe; rr£JlrroJlEvOUe; rrp£a~£UTae;, 11. 20-22) cannot be 
used as a parallel. The strategoi are undoubtedly those consuls who were sent to defeat Aristonicus and the 
identity of the presbeutai must be Aquillius' ten legati in 129. The placement ofthe presbeutai after the 
strategoi (were they Nasica's colleagues we would expect them to be placed first according to chronology) 
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legatio is not unique. A similar action was taken by L. Aemilius Paulus while leading his 

legation in Macedonia in 167; Paulus helped to organize a constitution of Macedon, 

including the selection of synedroi to the local senates. 14 

The actions of the pente presbeis were not wholly confined to Pergamon and the 

immediate environs; a revised reading of an inscription from Synnada, situated just north 

of the Maeander River in central Phrygia, suggests that the commission granted 

something of value to this city, and perhaps other cities in the eastern part of the former 

Attalid kingdom. IS The text contains a senatus consultum, which is traditionally believed 

to concern the Roman re-acquisition of Phrygia (119 or 116) after the death of 

Mithridates V in 120. This interpretation, however, suffers from several textual and 

contextual difficulties including: the Senate's motive for annexing Phrygia, especially (in 

the case of the 116 date) so late after Mithridates' death; the identification of the relator, 

Licinius, as a praetor despite the need for two names in the lacuna of line 6; the similarity 

in language with the SC Popillianum (132); and its presence on the same stone as this 

earlier senatorial decree. A second copy of this inscription discovered nearly 30 years 

and the present tense ofthe participle rrqmOI1Evou<; ('being sent') make this clear. Compare: Foucart, 
Formation d'Asie, 324; Schleussner, "Die Gesandtschaftsreise P. Scipio Nasicas im Jahr 133/2 v. Chr. und 
die Provinzialisierung des Konigsreichs Pergamon" Chiron 6 (1976), 110 n. 60; contra: Dittenberger, loco 
cit; Krauss, ISestos, p. 49; Jones, Review oflMetr., 481, n. 27. 

14 Livy 45.32. 

15 For a more detailed analysis of this problem, see Appendix 1. R.M. Ramsay, "Cities and 
Bishoprics ofPhrygia, Part II", JHS 8 (1887),496 = OGlS 436 = IGRP 4.752 = RDGE no. 13 = NIP no. 1.,\ 
The stone was originally discovered by Ramsay on his travels through the region in the 1880s, but was 
subsequently lost until it was re-discovered by Drew-Bear (much more heavily damaged) and republished 
in his Nouvelles Inscriptions de Ph,ygie in 1978. On this inscription see especially Drew-Bear, "Three 
Senatus Consulta concerning Asia" in Historia 21 (1972), 75-87, where he identifies the first five lines of 
this inscription as lines 6-10 ofthe SC Popillianum (OGlS 435 = RDGE no. 11). 
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ago I6 does not help to solve any of the these difficulties, but in fact adds two more , 

problems because of the presence of -rfj<; 'Aala<; where [M18p1baTl1]<; has been traditionally 

restored: I7 This poses some problems because (a) the name of the king at issue is no 

longer certain and (b) the Romans would not have referred to the portion of Phrygian 

territory that Mithridates controlled as "Asia", which ca. 116 (the traditional date of the 

document) was the name for the entire province. IS 

These difficulties require a new approach to the document, and this new approach 

suggests that the decree concerns Nasica's commission. The second copy of the 

inscription gives us our starting point by disproving the association of the decree with 

Mithridates. The decree, though, clearly concerns the acts of a former king, who must 

have some relationship with Synnada, 'Asia', and the SC Popillianum. To this end, it 

seems very possible that the SC Licinianum concerns the death of Attalus III (who ruled 

over Synnada, and whose kingdom became the province of Asia), and the settlement of 

his territory. The only difficulty with this interpretation is the restoration of C. Licinius 

Geta (cos. 116) as the relator of the motion in line 6 of the first inscription. A closer look 

at the text of the original copy of the inscription, however, reveals the possibility of a 

16 Drew-Bear, NIP no. 2. 

17 Thus OGIS 436, U. 8-9: ooa ~aOlA£u~ M19paM't11J<; eypatjJ£v il EOWK£V notv il acp£ll[K£v, Iva 
mum Kup1a J.!£lvn OUTW Ka8w~] £owp~oaro £l~ £O)«XTf]V TtJ.!£pav. Compare NIP no. 2, 11. 5-7: [ooa 
M18paloaTf]~ (7) nepl.] 1ii<; 'Ama<; EvvpatjJ£v il EOty[K£V now il acp£lK£v, Iva Taum Kupla J.!£vn OUTW I Ka8w~ 
£ow]p'~oaro d~ £OxaTf]V TtJ.!?[pav ... ]. 

18 These problems were identified by KaUet-Marx, Hegemony, 241 n.77, who suggested that "it is 
attractive therefore to suppose that the senatus consultum Licinianum also concerned the Attalid kingdom," 
but did not explore the possibility further. 
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misreading of this name. 19 Rather than reading an alpha as the first letter of line 6 we 

can instead read a lambda, a common error in Greek epigraphy, in which case our 

Licinius is not a [G]aius ([f']AIOL), but rather a [Pub ]lios ([IIOB]AIOL);2o instead of the 

consul of 116 we have the consul of 131, P. Licinius P .f. Crassus Dives, who left Rome 

with an army bound for Asia Minor in late spring of his consular year. Likewise, the 

[deka] presbeutai who are generally thought to be those who accompanied M'. Aquillius 

in 129-126 should in fact be the [pente] presbeutai led by Nasica?l Thus the senatus 

cansultum is not a decree confirming the validity of Mithridates' last acts and those of 

Aquillius' legates, but the acts of Attalus III up to his death and whatever measures were 

carried out by Nasica's commission.22 

The discovery of the stones in central Phrygia suggests that N asica' s commission 

had done something in the region. If they had not, why were the inscriptions set up in the 

city? What actions were taken is not revealed and we are therefore left to speculate on 

the particulars. It seems likely that the commission granted some sort of benefit to the 

city. It is possible that whatever was granted to Synnada, and probably other cities in 

19 NIP no. 1,11.6-7: [- - - r]ci:lO~ AIKivvlO~ IIorrl\iou I [uio~ rEra~ vrraTOl (?)]. 

20 Drew-Bear has included photographs ofthe stones appearing in his work; the stone in this case 
(pI. 1.1) is broken diagonally through the disputed letter giving the impression of a horizontal hasta (making 
an 'A' into a 'N). A comparison with other alphas in the photograph, though, clearly shows that no other 
alpha was inscribed with a diagonal hasta; all ofthem are carefully drawn with a perfectly horizontal hasta. 
The text from the second inscription (NIP no. 2, pI. 1.2) corresponding to this section is missing. 

21 NIP no. I, line 10: [m::pi n: TWV 1\0l1tWV tva Kpivwow oi rrEvn:: (?)] lIpEa~£ural. Ei~ 'Aaiav 
81a~; NIP no. 2, 11.7-8: [rrEpi TE TWV I\Ol1tWV tva Kpivwatv 01 rr€vTE (?) I rrpEG~£uhal Ei~ 'Aatav 
81a~ci:VTE~ 

22 The date of this decree should now be identified as early 131; that is, before Crassus left for 
Asia Minor, but after the presbeutai (minus Nasica, who had died in Pergamon) returned to Rome in late 
l3l. For more on this, see below, pp. 86-87. 
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turn, was part of the standard responsibilities of investigative commissions to investigate 

charges and settle significant disputes. A similar grant was made by Sulla a generation 

later, who, as a legatus, had given considerable rights to the Temple of Amphiaraus in 

Oropus. 23 It is, of course, also possible that the grants had something to do with 

Aristonicus' uprising. As we will see below, it is now clear that Nasica and his 

colleagues raised a local army and faced Aristonicus, and it is possible that any benefits 

given by the legati were intended to entice locals to sign up. This would be particularly 

needed in the Phrygian hinterland, where, as we have seen, Aristonicus' support was 

strongest. It remains entirely speculatory, of course, whether the Romans would have 

had to entice support from the Asian Greeks (rather than vice versa), but the location of 

the stones in Aristonicus' heartland makes this at least possible. 

As alluded to already, the third inscription - from Metropolis - reveals that the 

commission was forced to playa martial role against Aristonicus. Like the inscription 

from Synnada, this interpretation comes from a revised reading of the text and we will, 

therefore, have to look at the inscription in some detail. We will recall that the decree 

records that Apollonius made every effort against Aristonicus, including commanding a 

contingent of neaniskoi in a campaign near Thyateira, at the head of which were Publius, 

23 SC de Orapiis, RDGE 23. Sherk summarizes that the inscription "tells us that Sulla, in 
fulfillment of a vow, had once given to the Temple of Amphiaraus in Oropus a considerable amount ofland 
which was to be inviolable. In addition, all the revenues of the city, the sun-ounding ten-itOlY, and the 
harbours of the city were to be turned over to the god Amphiaraus .... After Sulla's return to Rome from the 
East this grant was confirmed by the Senate in a senatus consultum" (p. 136). 
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Gaius and Appius?4 Unfortunately, Apollonios was killed in the struggles around 

Thyateira, and at the time of the inscription the demos of Metropolis had decreed that his 

bones should be recovered 'as soon as the presbeutai sent by the Senate have made a turn 

against Aristonicus and brought stability to the region,?5 There are, therefore, two places 

in the text where identifications can be made with contemporary Romans. Dreyer has 

assumed that they are different groups. He has proposed that Publius, Gaius and Appius 

are members of the army of P. Crassus Mucianus, which arrived in 131; the name 

'Publius', he argues, refers to the consul and the other two names are his subordinates. 

These men (argues Dreyer) were in charge of a Roman-led 'allied force' that was 

defeated at Thyateira and ultimately driven back to the coast where Crassus was later 

captured and killed. The second group of presbeutai, those whom the demos is eagerly 

awaiting, Dreyer identifies as M. Perperna and his entourage, who replaced Crassus as 

commander of the Roman army after the latter's death, and who was responsible for 

defeating Aristonicus in mid-130. 26 

These identifications have fundamental problems?7 First, it would be highly 

unusual, in the case of Crassus, for a Roman consul to be named without his rank and 

24 Lines 26-27: Aa~wv TOU<; UITOmYEvT(,«; EauTGn VEavloKou<; Kat a<p1KOpEVO<; rrpo<; IIOITAlOV Kat 
ralOV Kat {II}'A<IT>mov TOU<; ovm<; I EITt TOU OTpaTEupaTO<;. 

25 Lines 42-44: Kat OITEUO('(l I ITEpt T~<; TWV OOTWV avaKop18~<;, W<; /Xv TaXl<Jm 01 ITapayeyovoTE<; 
aITo OUYKA~TOU ITpE<J~wmt 81a TrJV i81av av8pdlav Kat apET~V IT0l1']<Ja~EV01 T~V KaTa 'AP10TOV1KOU 
TpOIT~V Ei<; dp~VIlV Ka:t Euvo~lav KamoT~owolV HI ITpawam. 

26 Dreyer,I. Metr. , 66-78, esp. 71-73. 

27 Cj Jones, Review oflMetr., 480: "Dreyer's dating of the text to the spring of 130 involves 
several assumptions not walTanted by the text: that the army near Thyatira is mainly a Roman one; that it 
has been in difficulty; that Crassus as its commander can be named without any distinction between him 
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ignobly lumped together with his subordinates in a formal decree. Second, and even 

more difficult to explain, is why Perperna, as a Roman consul, would be explicitly 

referred to as a presbeus, corresponding the Roman rank of legatus?8 Roman ranks are 

typically discriminated in civic decrees, as a contemporary Bargylian inscription shows; 

it clearly distinguishes between the consul (strategos hypatos), lieutenant (strategos 

antistrategos) and legate, the latter of which is without any identification at al1.29 A copy 

of the orders given to Crassus and Perperna (SC Popillianum), furthermore, explicitly 

refers to these men as strategoi;30 an inscription from Priene also clearly refers to 

Perperna as strategos (consul or general) and, similarly, strategos anthypatos 

(proconsul).31 Unless the Metropolis decree is unique, it is extremely unlikely that 

Crassus or Perperna should be identified with anyone in lines 26 or 43. 

Dreyer was obviously making the identifications fit what he though was the most 

likely scenario, which for him was driven by the battle near Thyateira. It is interesting 

that he actually raised the possibility that the group of presbeutai in line 43 could be 

Nasica's commission, but eliminated it because he believed that the military action 

and his two colleagues; and that Perperna for his part can appear merely as one of several 'legates from the 
Senate"'. For a more thorough discussion of the difficulties of Dreyer's interpretation see also Eilers, JRS 
forthcoming. 

28 See Dreyer, LMetr., 73, who argues unconvincingly for the Metropolitans' ignorance of Roman 
rank. On the translation ofthe rank ofrrp£cr~£uT~<;, see Mason, Greek Terms, 153-155. 

29 Jones, Review of LMetr., 479, who notes also the similarities between the Bargylian and 
Metropolitan decrees; LIasos 612 = SEG 44 no. 867,11.14-17,22-28. On the rank of the legate, Q. Caepio, 
see TAM 5.528. 

30 See below, p. 86. 

31 RDGE 11 (SC Popillianum.), 11.6-7, 16-17: EVToAal. £GOvTat ml<; E1<; 'AGlaV rrOpEuoJl£VOl<; 
(n:panlYo1<;. LPriene 109, 11. 92-92: rro[ol1Jl~G]a<; rrpo<; TOV aVTov GTpaT[l1Yov MaapKov IIEprrEp]lvav 
MaapKou GTpaTl1YOV av8urraT[ov E1<; IIEpyaJlOV 
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around Thyateira was carried out under the command of Publius Crassus in 131. As 

Jones points out, though, this is not what the text says. No Roman army is mentioned, 

the text states only that Greek combatants were placed under the command (bd TOU 

CYTp<xn:-6~HXTo<;) of three Romans: Publius, Gaius and Appius. This sort of arrangement 

was not uncommon. A similar situation is described in a contemporary decree from 

Maeonia, where a local Greek contingent led by a Sardisian, Hephaestion, was ordered by 

the Roman legate Q. Caepio to defend a local Lydian fortress. 32 Clarifying this point 

removes the troublesome terminus post quem (131) established by Dreyer and removes 

any objections to the identification of the men in lines 26 and 43 with Nasica and his 

colleagues. 

The presbeutai in line 43, therefore, are surely the pente presbeutai referred to by 

Strabo and identified as Nasica's commission. The only other possible identification is 

with Aquillius' decem legati (129), and this can be ruled out because the inscription 

clearly states that the presbeutai had some sort of interaction with Aristonicus 

(rrOt'1CYcXl1EVOl T~V K<XT<X 'AP1CYTOV1KOU Tporr~v), which Aquillius' legates could not have 

had because Aristonicus had been captured and transported back to Rome before their 

arrival in 129.33 As we have already noted, the three individuals in line 26 are also 

members ofNasica's commission. Dreyer had assumed that they were different groups, 

but there is nothing to suggest this. Furthermore, since we have identified the presbeutai 

in line 43 with the 132 commission, the names in line 26 must be either contemporaneous 

32 TAM5.528; Jones, Review ofLMetr., 480. 

33 Strabo 14.1.38 (below, n. 72); cf Florus 1.35.6, Orosius 5.10, Justin 36.4.9-12. 
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with, or earlier than, this commission; they must also be subsequent to Attalus Ill's death. 

Because there is no evidence of any Romans officials in Asia between Attalus' death in 

the spring of 133 and Nasica's commission in (at the latest) the spring of 132, it seems 

reasonable to assume that these men are members of the commission, and that the 

'Publius' is P. Scipio Nasica himself. 

Having now established that the Metropolis decree refers to Nasica's commission, 

we might note that the commissioners' efforts near Thyateira were quite significant. The 

date of the battle (132) is consistent with numismatic evidence that reveals a shift in 

minting locations.34 In the autumn of 132 - the beginning of his third regnal year-

Aristonicus moved his minting operation from Thyateira to Apollonis.35 It seems 

probable that the assault on Thyateira recorded in the Metropolis inscription led to the 

move. Although the inscription suggests that Aristonicus was successful in his defence 

of Thyateira, we might imagine that the embattered city was no longer suitable for 

housing his treasure and minting his coins.36 He therefore moved his operation twenty or 

so kilometres northwest to the more secure city of Apollonis. 

It would appear, then, that Nasica and his colleagues were forced to assume a 

military role upon their arrival in the former Attalid kingdom, not only commanding the 

Metropolitans and their allies, but also meeting and even engaging Aristonicus in battle. 

This sort ofmattial role for a legatio is rare, but not without precedent; in extraordinary 

34 Above, pp. 43-44. 

35 On the autumn date, above p. 44, n. 33. 

36 The inscription does not say whether or not Apollonius and his men achieved victory, and its 
absence from an honourary decree suggests that they did not. 
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circumstances legati could assume military command.37 A generation or so before 

Nasica's legation (168), C. Popillius had been sent by the Senate to settle a dispute 

between Antiochus and Ptolemy, but events did not proceed smoothly and he was forced 

to gather several ships under his command to rescue plundered ships;38 likewise, a 

generation after Nasica's commission the younger M'. Aquillius, who was sent as an 

ambassador (legatus) to restore Nicomedes of Bithynia and Ariobarzanes of Cappa do cia 

to their respective thrones, ended up commanding troops in the (failed) defence of 

Bithynia against Mithridates VI (89-88).39 It is quite possible too that Nasica's own 

father, P. Scipio Nasica (cos. 162 and 155), had been a legatus when he was forced to 

raise an impromptu Achaean force to halt the Macedonian advance after negotiations had 

failed. 40 

Despite the evidence for this extraordinary military role, it cannot have been the 

commission's original purpose to suppress Aristonicus. The Senate was probably 

unaware of the scope of his uprising when the commission set out in the winter of 133. If 

the Senate had expected a fight, they would have sent an army with a strategos and not a 

handfulofpresbeutai. Nasica and his fellow commissioners were sent to the former 

37 See Th. Mommsen, R.St.R. II.690, III.1222; Schleussner, 'Die Gesandtschaftsreise', 106 n. 49; 
Jones, Review of 1. Metr. , 482. 

38 Livy 44.19.13; 29.1-5: quibus paterat Papilius aut suis aut Eumenis navibus succerrebat. See 
MRRI.430. 

39 App., Mith., 11-17; Justin 38.3.4, 4.4-5; MRR 11.35-36, 43. 

40 Zon. 9.28: TOV LKmiwva TOV NacrlK<Xv ErrE~\jJav Eipf]Vf]KW<; rrw<; Ta EKEI clOK~crovm; cf Livy, 
Per 50. Broughton, MRR I.459, records the elder Nasica as tribunus militaris without comment but there is 
no evidence for his rank and it is equally, if not more, likely that he was sent to negotiate as a legatus. So 
Gruen, HWCR 1I.433. 
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Attalid territory as an investigative commission; as was typical of such legations, their 

mandate was no doubt to investigate charges, examine the situation and take the 

necessary measures to establish order.41 In the aftermath, the legati were forced to carry 

out extraordinary measures to protect Roman allies and possessions. 

While the legati spent most of 132 gathering information on the situation in Asia 

Minor, and possibly sending back to Rome intermittent updates, the Roman Senate was 

also made aware of the situation in Asia through various embassies from cities in the 

region.42 Early in Aristonicus' uprising, Machaon, a leading citizen of Cyzicus, and the 

same individual who had earlier convinced M. Cosconius to intervene on behalf of his 

city, travelled to Rome on his own "to make clear the uprising around the city".43 

Machaon was apparently well received because he is praised for soliciting a benevolent 

(qnAcXv8pwT[ov) response from the Senate and one consistent with the goodwill between 

Cyzicus and the Roman people.44 This embassy to Rome cannot be dated with precision, 

but it must postdate the initial plea to Cosconius in the spring of 133 and predate the 

arrival of any Roman force, which Machaon is subsequently praised for joining; the 

41 Vavrinek, La revolte d'Aristonicos, 33; Gruen, HWCR 11.601. 

42 Compare Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 357: "a host of embassies descended upon Rome"; Daubner, 
Bellum Asiaticum, 76-78. 

43IGRP 4.134, II. 15-16: npo8vJlw<; Err£owKEV Erri T~V rrp£G~£lav £au[Tov K]lai EJlcpavlcra<; T~V 
n£pi T~V nOAw Kanxcr<cr>TaOw. Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie, no. 296. On the fIrst embassy to Cosconius, 
see above, p. 45. 

44 IGRP 4.134,11.16-18: EAap£v an:oKplcn[v cp]11Aav8pWTWV Kai aKOAou8ov Tn T£ TWV rroAlTWV 
npo<; TOV ofjJl[OV T]lwv 'pwJlalwv £uvol<f Kai Tn £auTOU rr£pi Ta KOIVa CPIAOTlJll<f. 
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assurances given to Machaon by the Senate probably involved a commitment of troops at 

the beginning of the 131 campaigning season.45 

Similar embassies are recorded in decrees from Gordos (Mysia) and Claros, 

although in both cases the dates are less certain. From Gordos an unknown son of 

Anaximbrotos is recorded as taking a leading role in the war against Aristonicus and 

travelling to Rome in the public interest in order to keep the demos in the good graces of 

the Romans.46 The decree from Claros in honour of Menippos states that it was shortly 

after Attalus' death that the honourand made the first two of his five embassies to Rome, 

through which he succeeded in 'protecting the city's privileges' .47 As Kallet-Marx has 

noted, the chief 'privilege' of the city must have been the freedom it received from Rome 

in the Treaty of Apamea (188) following the war against Antiochus III (though it might 

also encompass the civic privileges accompanying the freedom-status in the SC de 

libertate).48 If it does include the latter then the second embassy must post-date the 

occupation of Colophon by Aristonicus in 132 - in either case, the first embassy surely 

came shortly after Attalus' death when Aristonicus threatened the city.49 No great degree 

45 Contrast Canali di Rossi, Ambascerie, p. 253, who suggests that Nasica's commission is the 
result ofthe plea of this embassy. 

46 SEG 34 no. 1198,11.8-13: Kai tv TGn rrpo<; 'Aplcrl[TOV1KOV Ev]crnxvn rrOAE}lWl rrpwTaywI [V10TWV 
Kai rr]pecr~e6wv rrepi TWV K01Vft I [crU}l<j>ePOVTW]V cruvecp[6Aa~]£V TOV I5fj}loV I [tv eUVOlq: rrpo<; 'p]W}lalo[u<; 
TOU<; K]OlVOU<; eUePYEI[w<; mXvTwv·]. Canali di Rossi, Ambascerie, no. 297. 

47 Claros, Menippos, Col. 1., 11. 20-22: l5i<;}lEv urrEp aUTfj<; Tfj<; rroAeW<; e1<; 'Pw}lf]V rropwl8d<; Kai 
Tf]p~cra<; a8paucrm nx TOU 15~}lOU Cj>lA<Xv8pwlrra. Canali di Rossi, Ambascerie, no. 298. 

48 Livy 38.39.8 = Polyb. 21.47.4. Ka11et-Marx, Hegemony, 103. 

49 Attack on Colophon: Justin 37.l.i; Embassy as early as 133: Ka11et Marx, Hegemony, 103; 
Eilers, RPGC, 129-130. Canali di Rossi, Ambascerie, 254-256, identifies the date of the embassy as "ca. 
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of precision can be applied to the dating of these three embassies, but all three likely fall 

between the period from the death of Attalus III to the first Roman campaign in the 

region (ca. 133-131). The Senate no doubt received embassies from other cities of the 

former Attalid kingdom, particularly 'free cities', like Cyzicus and Colophon, which 

sought aide against the assaults of Aristonicus; these embassies must have come 

intermittently throughout 133, 132 and 131, after which point a Roman legion landed in 

Asia Minor. 

The commission returned to Rome likely at the end of 132 with a report on 

Aristonicus' success in securing the western coast of Anatolia. 50 As military 

commanders, the [egati had achieved some success, forcing Aristonicus to move his 

minting operation from Thyateira to Apollonis after combatting his forces near Thyateira, 

but they were in no way capable of stopping his momentum. In response to the 

Commission's report and the petitions of those who had sent embassies, the Senate 

decided to send a military force to the region. Thanks to the settlement of the Sicilian 

slave revolt and the uprising in Numantia the previous year, men were available for the 

overseas campaign. 51 

129", but gives no reason for his late terminus. See also Robert, Claros, p. 99; J.-L. Ferrary, CRAI1991, 
563. 

50 It is of course possible that they merely sent a report of their actions to the Senate at the time, 
and that they stayed in the region until Crassus arrived in l31, but it seems more likely that at least part of 
the commission returned to deliver a report to the Senate in person. 

51 Collins, The Revolt of Aristonicus, 61, has suggested that these men might have been the 
legionnaires who had recently fought in Sicily because of the relatively easy nature of their recent 
campaign and their position along the route to Asia Minor. Brunt, Italian Manpower, 429, has suggested 
that 2 legions were allotted to the campaign against Aristonicus. Compare Orosius 5.10: cum instructissimo 
[Crassus] missus exercitu. 
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The Roman campaign proper against Aristonicus began rather inauspiciously as 

problems with the command of the mission immediately surfaced and caused delays. 

According to Cicero (Phil. 11.18), there was a struggle over who should command the 

army between the two consuls of 131, P. Crassus Dives Mucianus and Lucius Valerius 

Flaccus; 52 the former was a prominent supporter of the Gracchi and Pontifex Maximus, 

the latter was a priest of Mars (jlamen Martialis). The people were so divided over the 

appointment that even the great general Scipio Africanus, a privatus at the time, received 

two votes in the comitia tributa.53 Ultimately, Crassus took command of the mission 

after threatening to fme his colleague if he deserted his priestly duties. At least one 

ancient historian, though, suggests that his motives were far from religious; Justin writes 

that the consul was driven to seize the command by blind avarice, and was more intent on 

Attalid booty than the military campaign. 54 Crassus, though, had his supporters, like 

Gellius Sempronius Asellio and others, who praise him for his wealth, nobility, 

eloquence, jurisprudence and piety. 55 Crassus' motives likely involved a mix of glory, 

fame, wealth and duty, but the dispute over the command ofthe army gives the first 

52 Phil. 11.18: Cum Aristonico bellum gerendum luit P. Licinio L. Valerio consulibus. Rogatus est 
populus, quem id bellum gerere placeret. Crassus consul, pontifex maximus, FIacco collegae, flamini 
Martiali, multam dixit, si a sacris discessisset: quam multam populus [RomanusJ rem is it, pontifici tamen 
flaminem parere iussit. Sed ne tum quidem populus Romanus ad privatum detulit bellum, quamquam erat 
Africanus, qui anna ante de Numantinis triumpharat; qui cum longe omnis belli gloria et virtute superaret, 
duas tamen tribus salas tulit. Ita populus Romanus consuli potius Crasso quam privata Africano bellum 
gerendum dedit. 

53 On the proposal of Scipio see the comments by Astin, Scipio Aemilianus, 234, and Mattingly 
"Scipio Aemilianus and the Legacy of Attalus III", 117-119. 

54 36.4.8: [Crassus] qui intentior Attalicae praedae quam bello ... inconsultae avaritiae. 

55 Gellius, NA., 1.13.10: Is Crassus a Sempronio Asellione et plerisque aliis historiae Romanae 
scriptoribus traditur habuisse quinque rerum bonarum maxima et praecipua: quod esset ditissimus, quod 
nobilissimus, quod eloquentissimus, quod iurisconsultissimus, quod pontifex maximus. 
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indication of the Roman willingness to fight in Asia and the proposal of the recently-

victorious Scipio Africanus suggests that a quick victory was desired. 

Crassus' mandate is slightly clearer to us than what had been given to the legati 

who preceded him. Without any evidence, we would assume that he was charged with 

suppressing Aristonicus, likely for the sake of the now free cities of Anatolia; but a Greek 

copy of a senatorial decree, the so-called SC Popillianum, reveals that the Senate was 

also concerned with maintaining the status quo as much as possible. This senatorial 

decree has long been a contentious item in discussions on the eady history of Roman 

Asia. It has variously been dated to 133, 132 and post-129 and has been thought to 

address groups including Nasica's commission, Crassus' army and later provincial 

governors. 56 Thanks to Warde's re-reading of the document, and (the first) published 

photograph of the squeeze, it is now certain that the document belongs to the latter half of 

132, and, as such, addresses Crassus and subsequent generals (strategoi).57 As Warde 

has now demonstrated, the name of the relator of the motion is not [G]aius Popillius, an 

assumed praetor of 133, but [Pub]lius Popillius the consul of 132.58 The date can be 

narrowed down to sometime in November or December of 132 according to the [---

56 For a date of 133 see: Broughton MRR I.492, 496-7, n. 1; Sherk, RDGE, pp. 60-62; Hopp, 
Untersuchungen, 141; Mattingly, "Scipio Aemilianus and Attalus III", 118-119; Won-Ie, "Pergamon um 
133",567-568; for 132 see: Badian, Review ofHopp, Untersuchungen, 202; forpost-129: Magie, RRAM 
II. 1055, n. 25; Gruen, HWCR 11.603-604, n. 130; Ka11et-Marx, Hegemony, 106, App. 'G'. 

57 Other changes to the text must be made according to the discovelY of a second copy of the 
inscription by Drew-Bear, NIP no. 2, pp. 5-8: llEVft for ~l in both lines 9 and 16, and ifbwKUV for ~UGlA£l<; 
in 11. 13-14. 

58 This reading had already been hypothesized by Mattingly, 'Scipio Aemilianus and Attallus III", 
118. 
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]8)..tpptCOV in line 5, which based on the line length can only be restored with 2 (No-) or 3 

(~8K-) characters. 59 

The decree gives orders (EVIOAcxi) to "those strategoi setting out to Asia" that the 

acts of Attalus III up to his death and the dictates of his will are to remain valid and are 

not to be meddled with.6o The plural 'strategoi' here implies that the entolai are for any 

Roman officials proceeding to Asia in the future - the term 'strategos' having quite a 

wide semantic range - and clearly includes the coming expedition of Crassus and any 

potential successors.61 The term in no way implies, as some have argued, the creation of 

a Roman province or the intention of sending annual governors.62 In fact, the decree very 

clearly illustrates Rome's unwillingness to make any sort of administrative changes to the 

territory, instead relying completely on the Attalid system.63 

In addition to this senatus consultum, we now have the emended and re-dated SC 

Licinianum to help us understand the Senate's orders to Crassus.64 This decree, which 

confirms the actions taken by Attalus up to the day of his death and (more significantly 

59 More specifically, the possibility of 'November' or 'December' allows for any date between 16 
October (ante diem septemdecem Kalendas Novembres) and 31 December, the end of the consular year 

60 Below, n. 63. 

61 On the Latin equivalent of the Greek 'strategos' see H. Mason, Greek Terms, 155-162. 

62 Contrast: Mattingly, 'Scipio Aemilianus and Attalus III', 118, who suggests that it pertains to 
future governors as well. 

63 RDGE 11, lines 7-10: TlVE<; Evmi\[ul £aovml ml<; El<; I 'A]aluv rrOpWOjlEvOl<; aTpuT11Yol<;, o[au 
Ev 'Aalm glwJ<; Tfj<; 'AmxAou TEAWTfj<; vrro TWV [~ualAEwv I bl]Wp8w8l'j Ebwp~8l'j acpe8l'j E~l'jjllW[8l'j orrw<; 
mum ~l I KU]pta ('there were orders to those strategoi setting out to Asia, so that whatever was set straight, 
given, exempted, or punished in Asia up to the death of Attalus (III) by the kings so that these things shall 
remain authoritative'.). The same is repeated in lines 13-18. 

64 See above, p. 72-74 and Appendix. 
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here) all other decisions taken by the pente presbeutai, was published after the return of 

Nasica's commission in the consulship ofP. Licinius Crassus (131). Its publication, 

therefore, must fall somewhere between I January 131 and when Crassus led his men off 

to Asia, likely sometime in late spring or early summer ofthe same year. The SC 

Licinianum survives in two inscriptions; in both, it immediately follows the text of the SC 

Popillianum, and it is almost certain that it stands as an addendum to the earlier decree.65 

This accounts for the remarkable similarity in language and phraseology between the two 

decrees.66 The SC Popillianum had provided instructions that everything done by Attalus 

was to remain valid and that the terms of his will were to remain inviolate, but because of 

the administrative actions taken by Nasica and his colleagues, these terms had to be 

enlarged. The SC Licinianum therefore provides that everything done up to the death of 

Attalus should remain valid, as well as what had been arranged by Nasica and his 

colleagues the previous year. Crassus' orders, and indeed all those strategoi who 

followed him, were to protect the legal and administrative status quo of the region except 

where the Roman legates had made appropriate changes. 

When Crassus arrived in Asia in 131 Aristonicus still controlled at least some of 

the Ionian coast - although the consul's ability to successfully reach a safe harbour 

suggests that Aristonicus' power along the coast was not absolute. As we have seen, 

Crassus has been variously described by the ancient sources, but neither side has 

attributed him with any degree of military acumen; on the contrary, he failed to capture 

65 Drew-Bear, "Three Senatus Consulta", 85-87; idem, NIP nos. 1-2, pp. 1-8. 

66 See Appendix, p. 120. 
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Aristonicus and managed to be killed during the campaign. Nevertheless, he brought 

with him a very well trained army (instructissimus exercitus), augmented with troops 

supplied by the kings of Pontus, Bithynia, Cappadocia and Paphlagonia, and managed at 

the very least to push Aristonicus back from the coast. 67 

The major battle of his campaign, though, was no doubt a siege at Leucae, for 

which purpose he requisitioned supplies from Mylasa and perhaps a boat from 

Halicarnassus and other provisions from seaboard communities.68 According to Strabo, 

Leucae was one of the fIrst cities to declare its support for Aristonicus and was the last 

city that he occupied before being forced from the coast - the city was no doubt one of 

Aristonicus' chief coastal strongholds.69 It is perhaps because of the city's importance to 

Aristonicus that Crassus' siege was protracted and his command prorogued into the year 

130. Although the actual outcome of the assault is unknown, it seems likely that Crassus 

67 Crassus' army: Orosius 5.10. Troops from foreign kings: Eutropius 4.20 (injinita regum 
auxilia); Orosius 5.10; Justin 37.1.1 

68 Mylasa: Gellius, NA., 1.13.11-13: Is cum in consulatu obtineret Asiam provinciam et 
circumsedere oppugnareque Leucas pararet ... scripsit ad magistratum Mylattensium, sociorum 
amicorumque populi Romani, ut ex malis duobus, quos apud eos vidisset, uter maior esset, cum mittendum 
curaret ('When Crassus obtained the province of Asia and prepared to besiege and attack Leucae ... he 
wrote to the magistrate of the Mylattenses, the allies and friends of the Roman people, to take care to send 
him the larger of two masts, which he had seen in the city of the Mylattenses.'); Halicamassus: CIG 
2.2.2501: ot rrupuKAl'j8Evn:<; Err/1WYElAUVTO /)WpEUV Tft rroAEl [rr]A~pw[cr]lV T~<; VEW<; o:rrooTEAAOljlEYfj<; 
rrpo<; TOV rrorrAlOv Ol1aA. Kpacrcrov urruTov Kut TOV<; IrrEjlcp8EVTU<; rrpo<; TOV<; Torrou<; ~<; 'Acrfa<; KUTU TOV<; 
J...uovlm<; T~V Eip~Vl'jv ('Those summoned proclaimed a gift to the city, (namely) the requisitioned ship sent 
off for Publius Val. Crassus, consul, and men sent for the topoi of Asia against those who destroyed the 
peace. '). Crassus' nomen has obviously been confused with that of his colleague's, L. Valerius Flaccus. Cf 
the inscription from Methymna on the island of Lesbos (SEG III.2 1929, no. 710) in which the city joined 
Rome in an Asian war and gave to them the things necessary for their own protection (KOlVWVOVVTOC;1 TOV 
cruvEcrnDTo<; aUT01<; Ev T~<; 'Acrfu rrOAEjlOU Kat Ei<; Tluvm EicrCPEPOVTO<; rrOAAa Kat jlEyaAu o:vaAWjlam 
o:vluVKalov EcrTtV ~jlElV TfjpovcrlV, 11. 11-14) - it seems natural that the resources asked of an island state 
would be naval assets. 

69 Strabo 14.1.38. 
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was unsuccessful. Leucae was the city from which Aristonicus was forced to flee after 

being defeated in a naval battle off the coast of Cyme by an Ephesian fleet. 70 It was, 

therefore, still in Aristonicus' possession until the Battle of Cyme, which must have taken 

place after the city had successfully repelled Crassus' assault. Strabo reports, 

furthermore, that Crassus was killed in the region around Leucae and a defeat in a siege 

of Leucae would account for his retreat (decendens ex Asia) at the time of his death.71 

Here we must digress shortly and address one of the major difficulties in 

reconstructing the war against Aristonicus: identifying the date of the 'Battle of Cyme' , 

which has been variously reported as either late 133 or 131. Our onI y source for the 

naumachia is Strabo, who records that Aristonicus was defeated in a naval battle off the 

coast of Cyme by an Ephesian fleet and subsequently forced into the interior, where he 

famously assembled his He1iopolitai. Immediately following this, he reports that 

Aristonicus first fell upon Thyateira, then Apollonis and subsequently other fortresses.72 

70 Strabo 14.1.38. 

71 Strabo 14.1.38. On the location of Crass us' death see also: Frontinus 4.5.16 (inter Elaeam et 
Myrinam in hostium capias incidisset); Val. Max. 3.2.12 (inter Elaeam et Myrinam exceptus). On his 
retreat: Vel. Pat. 2.4.1. Note also Orosius' comments (5.10.4) that Crassus' army deserted him after many 
of their number had been killed (exercitu post plurimam caedem in fugam acto). 

72 MEra OE Lpupvav at AEUKa! rroJ\ixvlOv, 0 arrEatTlaEV 'Aptcrrov1Ko~ pEra r~v 'AnuJ\ou rou 
¢lJ\op~ropo~ rEJ\wr~v, OOKWV roO YEVOU~ ElVa! roO rwv ~acrtJ\Ewv Kat OlavooupEVO~ Ei~ Eaurov rrOlEla8a! 
r~v apx~v' tvrEu8EV PEv ouv E~ErrEaEV, ~n'l8Et~ vaupaxiq m:pt r~v Kupalav urro 'E<pEcrlwv, Ei~ OE r~v 
pEaoya1av tv1WV ij8po1aE Ola raXEWv rrJ\fj80~ arropwv rE av8pwrrwv Kat oouJ\wv Err' EJ\w8Eplq 
KaraKEKJ\'lpEvWV, ou~ 'HJ\lOrroJ\{ra~ EKUJ\EcrE. rrpwrov PEv ouv rrapaElaErrEcrEV d~ eUurE1pa, dr' 
'ArroJ\J\wvloa EaXEv, Eh' lXJ\J\wv E<plEro <ppouPlwv' OU rroMv OE OlEYEvEro xpovov, aJ\J\' Eueu~ at rE rr6J\E1~ 
ErrEp¢av rrJ\fj8o~, Kat N1KOp~01l~ 6 B18uvo~ ErrEKouPllaE Kat ot rwv Karrrra86KWv ~aa1J\El~. ErrE1ra 
rrpEa~El~ 'Pwpalwv rrEvrE ~KOV, Kat pEra raOra arpana Kat i5rraro~ I1orrJ\lO~ Kpuaao~, Kat pEra raOra 
MUPKO~ I1EprrEpva~, o~ Kat KarEJ\uaE roy rroJ\Epov, ~WYPlq J\a~wv roy 'Ap1arov1KOv Kat avarrEp¢a~ d~ 
'PWP'lv. EKE1VO~ PEv ouv tv ref> oEcrpwr'lplcp KarEarpE¢E roy ~lov, I1EprrEpvav OE voao~ 01E<p8ElPE, 
Kpuaao~ OE rrEpt AE6Ka:~, EJtl8EPEVWV nvwv, £rr£OEV tv puxn' MUVlO~ 0' 'A.KUJ\J\lO~, ErrEJ\ewv urraro~ pEra 
b£Ka rrpEcrE~wrwv, OlEra~E r~v rnapXlav Ei~ ro vOv En aUJ1J1Evov rfj~ rroJ\lrEla~ crxfjpa ('After Smyrna one 
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Aristonicus' occupation of Thyateira and Apollonis can be dated numismatic ally since he 

minted coins bearing the ethnics of the cities, e Y A('tclpa) and AITO(A,A,CDV1<;), in his Year 

beta (Oct 133-0ct 132) and Year gamma (Oct 132-0ct 131) respectively.73 Based on 

Strabo and the numismatic evidence, then, it would appear the Battle of Cyme must date 

to late 133. 

This interpretation, however, suffers from a number of drawbacks, not the least 

of which is that it compels us to believe that Aristonicus gathered his military assets and 

achieved his considerable military successes along the Asian coast (discussed in Chapter 

2) in a single campaigning season.74 Also problematic to this interpretation is the Year 

alpha coin published by Kampmann, which carries the ethnic of Thyateira; Aristonicus' 

first year ('alpha') began in October 134 and ended in October 133, which dates the coin, 

and demonstrates that he must have controlled Thyateira before the autumn of 133.75 

comes to Leukae, a small town, which after the death of Attalus Philometor was caused to revolt by 
Aristonicus, who was reputed to belong to the royal family and intended to usurp the kingdom. Now he 
was banished (from Leucae) after being defeated in a naval battle near the Cymaean territory by the 
Ephesians, but he went up into the interior and quickly assembled a large number of resource less people, 
and also of slaves, invited with a promise of freedom, whom he called Heliopolitae. Now he first fell upon 
Thyateira unexpectedly, and then got possession of Apollonis, and then set his efforts against other 
fortresses. But he did not last long; the cities immediately sent a large number of troops against him, and 
they were assisted by Nicomedes the Bithynian and by the kings of the Cappadocians. Then came five 
Roman ambassadors, and after that an army under Publius Crassus the consul, and after that Marcus 
Perpernas, who brought the war to an end, having captured Aristonicus alive and sent him to Rome. Now 
Aristonicus ended his life in prison; Perpernas died of disease; and Crassus, attacked by certain people in 
the neighbourhood of Leucae, fell in battle. And Manius Aquillius came over as consul with ten lieutenants 
and organized the province into the form of government that still now endures. ') 

73 See above, pp. 43-44. Coins: E.S.G. Robinson, "Cistophori in the Name of King Eumenes", 1-8; 
Kleiner and Noe, ECC, 103-106, pI. XXXVIII, 1-9. 

74 Collins, Revolt of Aristonicus, 182. Ferrary, "Rome et les cites grecques d' Asia Mineure au lIe 
siecle" in Bresson, et ai. (eds.), Les Cites d'Asie Mineure occidentale au 11' Siecle (Bordeaux, 2001), 98 n. 
31, has again raised this point when voicing his concerns over Strabo's overly-schematic passage. 

75 On these dates, see above p. 44, n. 33. 
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In contrast to the naval blitzkrieg presented by Strabo is the more appealing idea 

that Aristonicus' coastal campaign developed gradually. We have already seen in 

Chapter 2 that he attacked (Bargylia, Erythrae, Elaea, Sestos) and occupied (Leucae, 

Myndos, Colophon, Samos, Phocaea, Smyrna) numerous cities along the coast, and the 

length of this naval campaign is probably what Justin had in mind when he wrote that 

Aristonicus proceeded without check until at last he appeared a 'true king' .76 We have 

seen, furthermore, that there are numerous examples of heavy Roman action along the 

coast in 131: Gellius' recount of an angry Crassus besieging Leucae, Halicarnassus' 

donation of a vessel to Crassus, and Crassus' death somewhere between Myndos and 

Elaea have all demonstrated that Crassus was involved in a maj or siege at Leucae in 131, 

where he was defeated and forced to carry the campaign further north in the following 

year.77 This evidence directly contradicts the claim that Aristonicus was relegated to the 

interior after 133. Based on this evidence, we should suggest that the Battle of Cyme 

took place in late 131 as part of, or shortly after, the assault on Leucae. Magie has 

plausibly suggested that Crassus carried out a combined land and sea campaign from the 

south, laying siege against Leucae, which forced Aristonicus into a counter attack in 

which Crassus was killed but his navy was victorious.78 In contrast to this more 

appealing series of events, the only pieces of evidence used to supp0l1 the earlier 133 date 

76 See above, pp. 47-48, esp. n. 47. 

77 Gellius, NA. 1.13.11; CIG 2.2.2501; Frontinus, Strat. 4.5.16; Val. Max. 3.2.12; Strabo, 14.1.38; 
perhaps also Eutropius 4.20.1. 

7R Magie, RRAMI.150-1, II.1040, n. 16. See also Collins, The Revolt of Aristonicus, Appendix VI, 
pp.181-186. 
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for the Battle of Cyme are the cistophori of Aristonicus and the interpretation of Strabo. 

It is clear from the discussion above that the coins contradict the idea that Aristonicus 

captured Thyateira in late 133/early 132; instead he captured it a full regnal year earlier 

(134-133) at the beginning of his uprising. It thus remains to revisit Strabo's text. 

The maj or difficulty with Strabo' s excursus on the Aristonicus war is its 

chronology. This difficulty has been noted numerous times thus far and here it must be 

qualified. Strabo, for instance, cannot be correct in stating that Aristonicus assaulted and 

occupied Thyateira, Apollonis and other fortresses, faced heavy opposition from nearby 

cities as well as the armies of the Anatolian kings all before the arrival ofNasica's 

commission in early 132 (especially given his attention in the coastal region, which 

Strabo does not mention).79 In order to preserve the integrity of Strabo's commentary, 

we ought to look at his excursus as a series of parallel narratives.8o First he presents the 

actions of Aristonicus from 133 down to 129 and then the actions of the Romans from 

Nasica's commission (132) to Perpema's victory (129).81 The independent strains 

79 On the difficulty ofStrabo's chronology see Mileta, "Eumenes III. und die Sklaven", 57-58. 

80 This idea was suggested by Vogt, "Pergamon und Aristonicos" Atti del terzo congresso 
internazionale di epigrajia greca e romana (Rome, 1959),50 (= Sklaverei und Humanitat [Wiesbaden, 
1965],65), in response to what he saw as CalTata Thomes' corruption ofStrabo's chronology; although he 
noticed the dualistic constluction of the passage, he nevertheless failed to notice its impact on the 
chronological position of the Battle of Cyme. See also Vavrfnek, "Aristonicus ofPergamum", 118-119. 

81 String 1 (Aristonicus): MEnx OE: ~l1upvav ai AtOKa1 rroAixvlOV, 8 arr£oTl1CYEV 'AP10TOV1KO<; l1E1'a 
n1V 'AmrAou roO <P1A0l1r1TOpo <; 1'EAw1'rjv, OOKWV roO yEvOU<; Eiva1 roO 1'wv ~a<nA£WV Kat 01aV001Jl1EVO<; E1<; 
Eau1'ov rr01£tcy8a1 1'~v apxr1v· Ev1'E08EV 11£V ODV E~£rrEaEV, ~n118Et<; vaul1ax{~ rrEpt 1'~v KUl1a{av urro 
'EcpEaiwv, E1<; OE: 1'~v l1Eaoyawv £V1(~V ~8p01<YE 01a rax£wv rrA~80<; arropwv 1'E av8pwrrwv Kat OOUAWV Err' 
EAW8Epi~ KaraKEKAl1l1£VWV, ou<; 'HAlOrroAira<; EKaAEaE. rrpw1'ov l1E:V ouv rrapaE1cy£rrECYEV d<; eua1'apa, Eir' 
'ArroAAwviOa ECYXEv, Eir' aAAwv EcpiEro cppoupiwv· ou rroAuv OE: 01EYEvETO Xpovov, aAA' EU8u<; at 1'E rroAE1<; 
£rrEl1tjJav rrAfj80<;, Kat NIKOl1ilOil<; 6 B18vvo<; EITEKOUPl1CYE Kat oi 1'wv Karrrra06Kwv ~aCY1AE'i<;; String:2 
(Romans): Errara rrp£CY~E1<; 'Pwl1aiwv rrEv1'E ~KOV, Kat l1ETa raOra CY1'pana Kat urraro<; IIorrAlO<; Kpacycyo<;, 
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converge again with a quick report of the fates of the leading individuals followed by the 

actions ofM'. Aquillius and his legates (129-126).82 This passage is not unique in its 

chronological confusion; in the same Book (14), Strabo's historical digression from 

Coracesium is almost incomprehensible as a straight historical narrative. 83 Here again he 

seems to be organizing his story into blocks of information (i.e. Tryphon and the Syrians, 

collapse of order in Cilicia, the slave trade, Syrian enemies, Roman conquest of 

Cilicia).84 

A closer look at the text of the Aristonicus excurses supports this hypothesis of a 

segmented historical narrative. In fact, the textual evidence suggests a three part division 

rather than just the binary division suggested above. In our passage, Strabo thrice uses the 

adverbial phrase llEV ouv: first to introduce his historical digression; second to mark the 

transition from Aristonicus' flight inland to his exploits in the interior; and third to mark the 

transition from the events of the war to the fates of the major individuals involved. The 

fIrst use, as just noted, marks the point where the historic digression begins and the third, as 

noted above, marks the point where the individual historic strands converge. It therefore 

Ked !.u::1:a nxunx MapKOe; ITEprrEpvae;, 8e; Kat Ka1:EAUaE 1:0V rrOAEj.!OV, ~WYPlq Aa~wv 1:0V 'Ap1a1:0V1KOV Kat 
aVarrE}l1jJae; Eie; 'PW}ll1V. 

82 Re-convergence: EKElvoe; }lEv ouv Ev 1:Q OEO"}lW1:11PI4l Ka1:Ea1:pE1jJE 1:0V ~lov, ITEprrEpvav of: voaoe; 
01Ecp8ElPE, Kpaaaoe; of: rrEpt AEuKae;, Em8E}lEVWV nvwv, £rrEaEV Ev }laxn' MavlOe; 01 'AKuAAlOe;, ErrEA8wv 
urrame; }Ina oEKa rrpEO"E~EU1:WV, olEm~E 1:~V ErrapX1av Eie; 1:0 vuv £n aU}I}lEvov 1:fje; rrOAl1:dae; axfj}la. 

83 Strabo 14.5.2. 

84 He begins with a digression on Tryphon, the Syrian rebel-turned-king (142-137), and continues 
in tum to discuss: Cilician pirates and the collapse of order; the slave trade and the island of Delos; (returns 
to) the Cilician pirates; enemies of Syria; Parthian control of Cilicia; Armenian control of Cilicia; Roman 
conquest of Cilicia and defence of its late action. Note that the digression from Tryphon begins 1:oih:ov }lEv 
ouv 'A vrioxoe; 6 i1 fJW]1:PIOU, and his discussion of Coracesium ends with mU1:cc }lEv ol)v £OO~EV f]}llv Ev 
rrapEK~aaEl 81a ~paXEwv drrElv. See below. 
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seems likely that the second use of the phrase (!lEV ouv) also marks a point where the 

author has segmented his discussion (it also carries further significance as we will see 

below). The term (!lEv ouv) is thus being used as a literary device to mark for the reader 

those points where Strabo is beginning a completely new historical thought. This entire 

trinal narrative would thus be framed by the parallel use of the adverbial phrase !lEv ouv. If 

this is the case, then Strabo' s discussion of the Battle of Cyme and Aristonicus' flight to the 

interior exists outside the chronological framework of the uprising. 

It is generally assumed that Aristonicus' loss at Cyme preceded his assault on 

Thyateira and Apollonis because it came first in Strabo's text.85 Yet this is not exactly 

what Strabo is saying. He makes very clear in his second 'historical bloc' that first 

(rrpwrov) Aristonicus fell upon Thyateira and Apollonis and then other fortresses. Sn'abo is 

presenting this discussion in a very segmented fashion, filled with historical asides as he 

thinks of them, and in the case of his thoughts on Leucae, those are completed with 

Aristonicus' retreat into the mesogeia.86 Mesogeia is not intended to be an antecedent of 

Thyateira and Apollonis, but a completely separate idea; Strabo has completely changed his 

direction of thought from Aristonicus' flight inland to Aristonicus' initial actions in the 

uprising when he fell upon the Lydian cities. There is a parallel for this in Book II (3.8), 

85 Foucart, Formation d'Asie, 320; Canata Thomes, La Rivolta, 53; Rubinsohn, "Bellum 
Asiaticum", 560; Roberts, Claros, 31; Gruen, HWCR, 598; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 100-101; Daubner, 
Bellum Asiaticum, 62-64; contra: esp., Magie, RRAML152. 

86 Compare Duek, "Historical Exempla in Augustan Rome and their Role in a Geographical 
Context" in Deroux (ed), Studies in Latin Literature and Roman History (Brussels 2000), 178: "It is 
possible that when engaged in the description of a geographical site, Strabo would spontaneously attach to 
it famous historical events which were at the back of his mind, without canying out conscious 
historiographic research." 
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the only other instance of rrpGrwv }lEv ouv, where Strabo uses the phrase at the beginning 

of a new section to identity a completely new thought. 87 This new interpretation does not 

require any temporal subordination of Aristonicus' occupation of Thyateira to the Battle of 

Cyme, and we are no longer bound to contort the evidence in order to make the Battle of 

Cyme fit into 133. It can now be easily placed in late 131 where it more naturally fits with 

all of our other material evidence. 

Despite this defeat in the waters off Cyme, the assault on Leucae, and his 

withdrawal to the interior, Aristonicus' support did not immediately dissolve. As Crassus 

limped his way up the coast, he likely tried to suppress resistance where he could. He is 

said to have died somewhere between Myrina and Elaea, well north of Leucae, after 

fighting a series of battles that had forced his army into disarray (inordinate acie).88 The 

date of his death has variously been recorded as extrema anni tempore (Justin 36.4.6), 

decedens ex Asia proconsul (VelI. Pat 3.2), and in Ap. Claudio M Per perna coss. (A UC 

622) (JuI. Obs. 28), any or all of which place it in 130, after his defeat at Leucae. It would 

appear that Crassus was working his way up the coast from Leucae to the safety of 

872.3.7_8: KpaTfp:u 01
, £lcyayov-cu T~V £T£pUV OlKOVj1Evl1V, ~V OUK 010£V "0j111P0<;, OOVA£U£lV 

urr08£CY£l" KUt EO£l, <Pl1CY1, j1Huypa<p£lv OUTW<; "~j1E:V arr£pXOj1EvOV 'Yrr£plovo<;," oiov arro TOU j1£CYl1j1~PlVOU 
rr£pmAlvovm<;. [8] IIpWTOV j1Ev ouv 01 rrpo<; Aiyurrnp Ai810rr£<; KUt UUTOl olXu OlUPOUVTal" (,But says 
Poseidonius, Crates, in introducing into the discussion the question of a second inhabited world, about 
which Homer knows nothing, is a slave to a hypothesis, and, says Poseidonius, the passage in Homer 
should have been emended to read: "both where Hyperion departs," meaning where he declines from the 
meridian. (8) Now, in the fIrst place, the Ethiopians that border on Egypt are themselves, also, divided into 
two groups', Loeb trans!.). There are four other examples of this phrase (j1Ev oOv rrpwmv) in Strabo (1.1.7; 
1.1.11; 16.2.4; 16.2.13) but in these cases, rrpwmv is part of a numerical series. 

88 Crassus' death: Frontinus 4.5 ('between Myrina and Elaea'); Val. Max 3.2 ('between Smyrna 
and Elaea'); Strabo 14.1.38 ('in the neighbourhood of Leu cae'). Disarray of the army: Justin 36.4.8. This 
scenario is suggested by Magie, RRAMI.150; ILl039-40, n. 15. 
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Pergamon, until eventually his army was overwhelmed and he himself perished in early 

130. 

The death of a consul was not an event to be taken lightly, and indeed it seems to 

have been met with some apprehension in Rome. For when news of Crassus' death reached 

Rome, Marcus Perperna, one ofthe consuls of 130, wasted no time and immediately sped 

off to Asia to assume command of the army (raptim ... pervolavit; celeravit).89 It is unclear 

precisely when Perperna arrived in Asia, but a suggestion oflate spring 130 does not seem 

unreasonable - Crassus had been killed as proconsul early in 130 and we should allow at 

least a month, if not more, for Perperna to have arrived, even if his journey was as fast as 

the wind.9o Crassus had managed to achieve some progress against Aristonicus and his 

supporters, but had not been able to capture Aristonicus himself. The satisfaction of his 

capture came to Perperna (though the honour would be stolen by his successor). Perperna, 

we are told, caught Aristonicus off-guard and defeated him in a pitched battle in the 

hinterland. Aristonicus subsequently withdrew to Stratonicea, where he was surrounded 

and besieged by the Roman consul and forced to surrender after becoming emaciated. 91 

89 Orosius 5.10.1; Eutropius 4.20.2. On Perpema see MRR 1.501-502. 

90 Dreyer, I Metr. , 78. 

91 Orosius 5.10.4-5: Per penna consul, qui Crasso successerat, audita morte Crassi et clade 
exercitus Romani raptim in Asiam pervolavit, Aristonicum recenti victoria feriatum in proviso bello adortus 
nudatumque omnibus copUs in fugam vertit; cumque Stratonicen urbem, ad quam ille confugerat, obsidione 
cinxisset, trucidatum fame ad dedition em coegit; Eutropius 4.20.2: postea P erperna, consul Romanus, qui 
successor Crasso veniebat, audita belli fortuna ad Asiam celeravit et acie victum Aristonicum apud 
Stratonicen civitatem, quo confugerat,fame ad dedition em conpulit; cf Livy, Per 59; Strabo 14.1.38; 
Florus 1.35.6: IPriene 108, n. 225-227: MaapKov IIEprrEva MaapKov vlov Ka1:a TWV £vavT{a I Tfjl 
CiuYKA~nflrrpo[E]AOjlEvWV £1tlTl1bEU£lV Kat VIK~CiavITO<; £vbo~w<; Kat KU[pl]EUCiavTO<; TWV rroAEjl{wV 
('Marcus Perpena, son of Marcus pursued those acting contrary to the Senate, famously defeating and then 
gaining mastery over the enemy' .); SEG 36, no. 555.8-11: aTE CiTpaTI1Y0<; ~YE MaapKo<; CiTpaTov I £rr' 
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There has been some debate over whether this Stratonicea was the one in Mysia or Caria, . 

but it now seems clear to be Stratonicea-on-the-Caicus in southern Mysia, the very same 

city from which Aristonicus minted his fInal cistophoric series (Year delta).92 Following 

his defeat, Aristonicus was sent back to Rome where tradition holds he was strangled in 

prison by an order of the Senate. 93 

Following Aristonicus' capture, Perperna managed to gather the remaining Attalid 

treasure (gaza) from the claimant's hoard and ship it back to Rome.94 As Adams has 

commented, this account suggests that Aristonicus managed to hold on to the Attalid 

treasure for over three years of campaigning, thus depriving Rome of a signifIcant portion 

of their inheritance until Aristonicus' final defeat.95 This might have made the auction of 

Attalid wares earlier in 132 even more valuable.96 Aside from the shipment of Aristonicus 

'Apl<rrOVIKov, OV KpU1:~GUvr£(; oopll ':t;'WIlYJv aYOUGIV 010£ BouX£1:1wV arro, I ~i\UG1:0V1:£(; 'o~[vi\]ou 1:£ 1:00 
rrui\ulx80voC; ('because the strategos Marcus led the army against Aristonicus, whom they led to Rome 
after his defeat by the sword at the hands ofthe Bouchetion who were born from Oxylos their ancient 
progenitor') 

92 This has been the consensus among scholars since Robinson identified Aristonicus' coin series 
in 1954. See, for example, Broughton, "Stratonicea and Aristonicus", CPh 39 (1934), 252-254; Magie, 
RRAMI.153; II. 1042, n. 21; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 86; Daubner, Bellum Asiaticum, 125; Jones, Review of 
LMetr., 484. Contra: Holleaux, Etudes II.193. 

93 Orosius 5.10; Eutropius 4.20.2; Strabo 14.1.38; SEG 36 no. 555; cf Vellius Paterculus 2.4.1 and 
Sallust, Hist 4.69, who state that Aristonicus was led in Aquillius' triumph in 126 - though this need not be 
mutually exclusive with his death in prison after Aquillius' triumph. 

94 Justin 36.4.9. 

95 Adams, 'Aristonicos and the Cistophori', 309-310. 

96 Pliny, NH 33.53.149: Tum enim haec emendi Romae in auctionibus regiis verecundia exempta 
est urbis anna DCXXlI ('For at that time [death of Attalus III] all scruples entirely disappeared in regard to 
buying these articles at the royal auctions at Rome - the date was the 622nd year of the city (132 Be)'). It is 
admittedly difficult to place much faith on this passage, but there seems to be nothing standing against the 
possibility that Nasica's commission managed to send back some of Attalus' more liquid assets for sale at 
Rome. Note also a fragmentary passage from Varro (fr. 58): ex hereditate Attalica aulea clam ides pellae 
plagae <vasa> aurea. 
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and the Attalid fortune back to Rome, Perpema also appears to have carried out some 

administrative functions from Pergamon, including something of consequence for Priene.97 

Tacitus makes a passing mention that he had granted certain sanctuary rights to temples and 

sacred lands, and an inscription from Priene seems to suggest (the text is very mutilated) 

that a certain Herodes travelled to Perperna to gain something of consequence for his city.98 

Unfortunately for Perperna, he was not able to enjoy his victory over Aristonicus or achieve 

much as an administrator, for he died of disease (ex morbo) at Pergamon shortly after his 

conquest.99 The war against Aristonicus had now claimed the lives of two Roman consuls. 

Despite the successes against Aristonicus' supporters by P. Crassus, and his final 

defeat and capture by M. Perperna, it was M' . Aquillius whom Appian describes as the 

'subduer of Asia' (6 T~V 'Aalav EAWV).lOO To judge from Justin's account ofthe uprising, 

Aquillius would have been very glad that his name had become associated with the 

conquest of Asia. For Aquillius had envied the good fortune that Aristonicus' defeat had 

97 On his placement in Pergamon see Eutropius 4.20.2 and LPriene, no. 108, 1.228. This latter 
inscription from Priene and LPriene 109, 11. 93, suggest that Perperna did something for the city, but 
nothing is specifically mentioned. 

98 Tacitus, Ann. 3.62: et memorabantur Perpennae, Isaurici multaque alia imperatorum nomina 
qui non modo templo sed duobus milibus passuum eandem sanctitatem tribuerant; LPriene 109,11.92-95: 
n:aAlv XE1POrov118El.<; 8£wpo<; &:[n:£GTaAl1- - -Kat a]ln:o[8111.l~cy]a<; n:po<; TOV aUTov CYTpaT[l1Yov MaapKov 
IIEpn:€p]lvav MaapKou CYTpaTl1YoV av8un:aT[ov Ei<; II€pyaj.lov UTEp] I 61jJwvlou K<;tt [E:]~<;t.19u ou [j.lo]v[ov] 
('Having been voted back again theoros he was sent off. .. and he travelled off toward the same general 
Marcus Perperna, son of Marcus, consul, into Pergamon without money allowance and oil not only ... he 
behaved famously .... '). The reconstruction of Ei<; II€pyaj.lov is based on Eutropius (4.20.2) and Orosius 
(5.10.5), who record that Perperna spent time in Pergamon, where he picked up a disease and died. 

99 Strabo 14.1.38; Orosius 5.10.2; Eutropius 4.20.1; Justin 36.4.11. 

100 B. C. 1.3 .22. On Aquillius see MRR 1.504, to which should be added a fragment fi'om Asconius 
(24C) suggesting that Aquillius had held a quaestorship and aedileship before his praetorship. See FX. 
Ryan "The Quaestorship and Aedileship ofM'. Aquillius (Cos. 129)" Hermes 124 (1996), 115-116. 
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brought to Perpema, and made all efforts to hurry to Asia and take Aristonicus from 

Perpema's hands. 101 

Upon arriving in Asia, Aquillius' principal tasks were to eliminate the remaining 

resistance and organize the territory into an administrative system. The latter is outside the 

scope of this study, but the former - the 'mopping-up' operation as one scholar has called it-

deserves some attention. 102 The literary accounts provide us with almost no evidence for 

Aquillius' military actions in Asia, ancient historians are focused instead on his organization 

of the province and his subsequent legal troubles;103 the epigraphic record, however, has 

several notable mentions of the consul and his men and demonstrate that despite Aristonicus' 

capture, large areas of resistance remained and required a lengthy campaign to suppress. 

Because, furthermore, ofthe local character of these inscriptions, Aquillius' efforts (and 

Roman practices in general) appear far more dynamic than the annalistic tradition presents. 

A well-documented inscription from Bargylia, a coastal city in central Caria, 

records that Aquillius campaigned in Mysia Abbaitos and the surrounding region. 104 The 

101 Justin 36.4.10: Quod aegre ferens successor eius M'. Aquilius consul ad eripiendum 
Aristonicum Perpennae, veluti sui potius triumphi munus esse deberet, festinata velocitate contendit. 

102 Collins, Revolt of Aristonicus, 71. 

103 Florus (below, n. 106), however, relates the cruel, though expedient, quality of Aquillius' 
military practices, but unfortunately says nothing of any real substance. Despite being granted a triumph 
(Fast. Triumph.) on his return, Aquillius was brought up on charges de repetundis for allegedly receiving a 
bribe from Mithridates V to whom he gave 'Greater Phrygia' in the settlement of the province. See: Ps. 
Ascon (Greenidge & Clay, Sources, p. 25); App., Mith. 12, 57; B. C. 1.3.22; Cic., Div. Caec. 69; pro Font. 
38; Alexander, Trials, no. 23. 

104 REA 19 (1921),1-19 = LIasos 612 = SEG 44, no. 867, 11. 13-15, 19-20: Maviou TE I 'AXUAAlOU 
TOU 'Pwpaiwv O'TpanlYou avaSEl)~aVTo<; £rr[1] MuO'ia<; I Ti1<; KaAoup£Vf]<; 'A~[~]alTibo<; E1<; TOU<; avw 
Torrou<; ... Kat rro]AM: Kat pEyaAa rro~O'avro<; EUf]pEp~paTa Kat nx oxupwl[paTa rraVTa] bOKOUVTa ElVal 
bU()'(XAwITa [Kunx] KPO:TO<; AU~OVTO<; ('And thereupon Manius Aquillius, a Roman strategos, broke camp 
for Mysian Abbaitia, to those places further inland ... and he had many great successes, and all of the fortress 
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region was a part of the 'meso geia ' that formed Aristonicus' core support and appears to have 

given Aquillius some trouble - the forested and mountainous nature of the region no doubt 

proved advantageous to the natives and a very difficult obstacle to Aquillius' regimented 

troops. IDS The inscription demonstrates that Aquillius levied local auxiliary troops to 

augment his own forces for combat against those "fortresses thought hard to conquer", and 

though he had great success in conquering and gaining control over the region, he was forced 

to resort to disreputable (infama) measures. 106 It is unclear exactly how long this northern 

campaign lasted, but the resort to 'unnatural' means to suppress it suggests that Aquillius 

might have been frustrated at its duration. The Bargylian decree, furthermore, refers to the 

"return of the soldiers" (l. 34) only near the end of the text, following the actions of Cn. 

Domitius and Q. Caepio (below), which again suggests a later date - 128 at least. 107 

Aside from the northern hinterland, where we might expect to find Aristonicus' 

supporters, Caria also seems to have been a locus of dissent. IDS This is a more surprising 

location for Aristonicus' supporters, because the cities of Caria had been 'free cities' dating 

thought to be hard to conquer he seized and ruled' .). Briant and his colleagues, "une inscription inedite", 
257, have suggested that 6Xupwpccca might conespond to the urbes mentioned by Florus (1.35.7) as 
difficult to suppress (below, n. 106). 

105 On the geography of this region see: Magie, RRAMI.43-44 and L.Robert, "Hadrien Zeus 
Kynegesios" BCH 102 (1978), 442-448 (= Docs. d' Asie Mineure, 138-145). 

106 Florus 1.35.7: Aquilius Asiatici belli reliquias confecit, mixtis - nefas! - venenofontibus ad 
deditionem quarundam urbium. Quae res ut maturam, ita infamem fecit victoriam, quippe cum contrafas 
deum moresque maiorum medicaminibus inpuris in id tempus sacrosancta Romana arma violasset 
(' Aquilius brought about an end to what remained of the Asiatic war after having mixed poison - 0 

monstrous thing! - into the springs of an number of cities in order to compel surrender. This act, although 
it proved expedient, thus rendered the victory disreputable, since he, contrary to the laws of the gods and 
the customs of our ancestors, by resorting to unclean drugs, had outraged Roman arms which up to now 
had been held sacrosanct. '). 

107 Briant, et a!., "Une inscription inedite de Carie", 258. Contra: Holleaux, REA 21 (1919), 15. 

108 On this point, see especially Briant et aI., "Une inscription inedite de Carie", 257-259. 
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back over thirty years (167), when they along with Lydian cities had been removed from 

Rhodian control. i09 Nevertheless, the Bargylian inscription records that when Aquillius left 

for Mysia he left behind his lieutenant (avncrTpaT11YO~), Gnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus, to 

manage the remaining troops and "whatever dangers might come". There has been some 

question on the nature of Domitius' command because of a frustratingly positioned break in 

the text that makes unclear whether he was avncrTpaT11YO~ tv Till [xwp]a[l], or [Kapi]a[l], or 

even [Avbi]a[l], or ['Iwvi]a[l]; a clear restoration here would identify where Domitius was 

serving and therefore where unrest was still strong. 'The (nearby) territory' (chara) is the 

generally accepted restoration and seems to be the best for the simple reason that it is hard to 

imagine why Domitius would be mentioned in a Bargylian decree ifhe were not in the 

region. liO 

Domitius himself eventually left the region, perhaps with a contingent of men, and 

gave command to the Roman legate Quintus Caepio, who was clearly beset with yet more 

unrest, since he was forced to issue another levy of the Bargylians for more troops. I II 

109 Polyb. 30.5.12; Livy 34.15.1; 35.25.6; App., Syr. 44; Mith. 62. 

110 Holleaux (Et. Epig, II.179-198), Dittenberger (OGIS II, p. 551), L. Robert (Etudes, 463-5), 
(LIasos no. 612) and Briant et al. ('Dne inscription inedite de Carie', 257-8) all record Xffiput. Contra: 
Foucart, Formation d'Asie, 326-335; Magie, RRAMILl038-39 n.14. 

111 LIasos 612, 11.21-27: [KOIVro<; Kaurlwv --- bl<Xlb£~a]p£vo<; TAv EV[K£X£lPlG ]pE[ vfJv T ]Gll 
[r]valwl [apx~v, rrAfj8o<; iKavov I aTpa]nwTwv El;~T£l, T[Av MvaplV] raUTfJv aVaAfJl/Jop£vo<;· [EvaTavTO<; 
T£ JialAlV T]OU rroAEpou, auvE[~]<XlV£V 8{AH~m8<Xl TAv rroAlV [i]l.twV ~apEw<; bHX TO I EK] Tfj<; KOlvTou 
Kaurlwy0<; E1tlrayfj<; KaTU TO auv£XE<; ['pwpalol<; ~pa<; aulaT]paT£UKEv<Xl, E~arrmTaA8<Xl bE uno TOU b~pou 
Kal urro[ YEYpacp8al aTpanwlT ]a<; £1<; TOV rroA£pov KalrrIA£lova<;, Err{fJ}KoAOu8fJKEval [bE urropiav] 
('Quintus Caepio succeeded to the command from Gnaeus, and sought a sufficiently large number of 
soldiers, which force he took into the field; and when war again broke out, it happened that our city was 
heavily burdened by our continuous campaigns with the Romans in accordance with the requisition from Q. 
Caepio, they were sent off by the people and (more) soldiers were registered for the war and other things, 
and a difficult time followed thereafter. ;). Notice that the fragments of the text have been re-arranged since 
Holleaux's 1919 publication (REA 21, pp. 1-19), and the line breaks have changed accordingly. On 
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Another Bargylian decree, perhaps in honour of the same man as the first Bargylian decree, 

records m::ploTeXvTOl K1VbUvOl in the region that are also likely related to the revolt of 

AristonicUS. 112 Ifwe consider, furthermore, a Maonian decree outlining Caepio's 

arrangement for the defence of a Lydian fortress to be contemporary with the Bargylian 

decree, then the size of the threat faced by Caepio was substantial. l13 Here again, the 

duration of time is unclear, but it certainly must have gone beyond 129 and well into 128. 

The instability extended even into central Caria; a recently published inscription 

from c;amlidere records how the city pleaded with Aquillius to rescind his requisitions 

because the chora was beset by unrest (m::plcrTCxolV Ti1~ xwpac;).1l4 It appears that 

Aristonicus' capture of Myndos on the southern Carian coast was not an aberration but part 

of a trend throughout Caria and even the rest of Asia. Perhaps Plutarch (Flam. 21.10) was 

correct when he wrote that Aristonicus "filled all of Asia with war and rebellion". 115 The 

continuous rebellions in this region are even more significant when we consider that 

Aristonicus was not directly involved in them; he had been, we will recall, captured by 

Domitius see Eilers, "Cn. Domitius and Samos: A New Extortion Trial (IGR 4.968)" ZPE 89 (1991): 167-
178. Q. Caepio is elsewhere (TAM 5.1.528) recorded as npECY~El<PW}lmwv. 

112 Robert, Et. Anat., 459-463. 

113 TAM 5.1.528,11. 1-10: [---]1JVWV Kat XOIPOblE[- - -]Jrwv Kat TapO'lavwv rwv nporEJ[p]9V uno 
lHOKAfjV crrpm::llYov ~JYE}lWV Kat crrpanwrm ot IhaJraYEvw; Ei<; ro XWPlOV unEp J ['Hcp]mcrrlwvo<; 'AAxalou 
Lap¢~J[avo]u rou Karacrra9tvro<; J [uno] KOlVrou LEPOllAlOU J;'y[alou] J [uiou Kal]nlwvo<; npECY~Euro[u] J 
['PW}lalw]v Ent rou DXUpW}la[ro<;] ('The hegemon of the [--]enoi and Choirome[- -] and Tarsianoi, who 
were previously under the command of the strategos Diokles, and the (local) soldiers who were drawn up 
in the fortress ( dedicate this) on behalf of Hephaistion, son of Alcaios of Sardis, who was set in charge of 
the fortress by Quintus Servilius Caepio, son of Gnaeus, a Roman legate.'). 

114 P. Briant, et aI, "une inscription inedite", 241-259 (see pp. 249-252 on the question of the 
identification of the modem C;amlidere with the ancient city ofPiginda or Bargasa) 

115 Plut, Flam. 21.10: roum }lEv 'ApwrovIKo<; 6 rou K19ap4loou, OlU r~v EU}lEVOU<; 86~av £}lnAtlcra<; 
anacrav cmocrracrEwv Kat nOAE}lWV r~v 'Acrlav. 
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Perperna before Aquillius arrived in Asia. His actions, therefore, seem to have served as a 

catalyst for local unrest - even among the free cities of Caria - and Aquillius and his troops 

were forced to spend a significant amount oftime pacifying the former kingdom. 116 

The extent and duration of Aristonicus' uprising should not be underestimated; 

Rome faced Aristonicus first in 132 (with Nasica's commission) and they were still 

suppressing malcontents five years later in 128. The spread of unrest to Caria, furthermore, 

reveals that the Aristonicus' uprising had developed beyond what might have been 

considered a 'civil war' into a war that lasted longer than the various wars against 

Macedonia. The Senate was no doubt shocked by these events, and Romans clearly did not 

forget about the audacity of the region - as scornful speeches from Sulla and Mark Antony 

(50 and 100 years later) indicated. I17 

By the time the dust had settled in the former Attalid kingdom, the situation had 

changed from 133. Rome could not longer view the region as a novelty to be dealt with 

graciously, but as a land over which it had lost lives, money, and dignitas. As such, the original 

designs for the region, a 'free' telTitory loosely under the hegemony ofthe Roman Empire, was 

abandoned. The original benevolence (or perhaps indifference) of the Senate gave way to 

practicality, and a grant of freedom likewise was replaced by annexation. When this decision 

was made is unclear; it was certainly not in 133, but anytime thereafter is possible. Despite, 

116 See the comments by Bursalis, "Colophon and the War against Aristonicus", 197: "Aristonicus, 
while tactically withdrawing inland, set the whole of Asia on a sort of socio-revolutionary fIre that cannot 
have failed to show its results at different places". Compare the decrees from Bargylia, c;amlidere, and 
Halicamassus, which do not mention Aristonicus directly, but refer only to "war (polemos)", "disorders 
(peristasis) of the city and countryside", and "those who destroyed the peace", respectively. 

117 Above, p. 60, n. 79. 
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though, the range of possible dates (132-128), a later one seems more likely. Rome had 

originally planned to allow the cities of the former kingdom to govern themselves, and it is 

unlikely that they would change this decision quickly. Even when the Senate learned of 

Aristonicus' revolt in 132 and first sent troops in 131, it was likely under the impression that it 

was suppressing what was essentially a civil war. Crassus' death in 130 no doubt served as a 

pivotal moment in the Roman conception of the war; the death of a consul was not taken lightly. 

Paterculus, writing under the reign of Tiberius, records that Aristonicus' death was the penalty 

for having killed Crassus. 118 Ifwe are to define an exact moment when the decision to annex the 

province was made, then this seems to be a probable time. But if, as seems more likely, we are 

to consider the decision to annex the territory as a long deliberative process, then Crassus' death 

is merely the beginning ofthat process, and the final decision came with the capture of 

Aristonicus and the dispatch of M'. Aquillius. 

The question of why Rome chose to annex the territory seems almost to need no 

answer. Rome had fought a five-year war against many cities in the territory, and these cities 

could not return to their freedom. The Senate needed to make restitution for the deaths of Roman 

citizens, including two consuls, and the resources it had spent. The decision to annex was the 

product of Aristonicus' resiliency, and the organization of the province was a post-war 

settlement. The Attalid kingdom, furthermore, had attractive features. Despite its size, it was 

well organized with a basic infrastructure of communication, administration, and justice; its 

culture was Hellenistic; its people were accustomed to paying taxes; and Rome already had a 

118 Vel. Pat. 2.4.1: capite poenas dedit, cum initio belli Crassum Mucianum, virum iuris 
scientissimum, decendetem ex Asia proconsulem intermisset (' Aristonicus paid with his life for having put 
to death at the very outset of the war the celebrated jurist Crassus Mucianus, proconsul of Asia, as he was 
leaving the province. '). 
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solid reputation in the region. 119 All of these factors made Aquillius' organization of the former 

kingdom an easier task than might at first have been expected. Despite its general non-committal 

practice, after a long investigative review of the former kingdom and five years of fighting in 

country, Rome could hardly pass up the opportunity to extend its eastern borders with such 

promise. The settlement laid out by the proconsul and his legati modified, but did not radically 

change, the existing system. Attalid laws were protected and became provincial laws (i.e. SC 

Popillianum); Hellenistic roads were paved and widened to become Roman roads; 120 royal taxes 

were redirected and became Roman vectigal. 121 Although Rome had not wanted to annex it, the 

former Attalid kingdom rather easily became the Roman province of Asia. 

119 On the character of the Attalid kingdom, see especially: McShane, Foreign Policy; Hansen, 
Attalidi; Allen, Attalid Kingdom. 

120 See, French, Roman Roads and Milestones of Asia Minor II. 1-2 (BAR no. 392, 1988),11.2.428; 
S. Mitchell, "The Administration of Roman Asia from 133 Be to AD 250" in Lokale Autonomie und 
romische Ordnungsmacht in der kaiserzeilichen Provinzen vom 1. bis 3. Jahrhundert, W. Eck, ed. (Munich 
1999),17-21, esp. Table 1. 

121 Vel. Pat. 2.38.5; Lucilius, Bk. 26, fi·ag. 671-2M1650-1 W/656-7K; SEG 39 1180 (lex portoria 
Asiae) = EA 14 (1989), 11. 22-28; contra:. App., B.C. 5.4. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study has attempted to present a complete and comprehensive history of the 

first years of the Roman province of Asia, from the death of Attalus III to the end of the 

war against Aristonicus. In order to put the topic into context, we began with a review of 

Roman-Pergamene relations in the second-century Be. Undoubtedly, the evidence has 

demonstrated a strong relationship between the two states, as Rome frequently came to 

the aid of the Attalids and tended to side with them in disputes. The Senate appears to 

have relied on the kingdom to maintain the status quo in the region, preferring to deal 

with Asia Minor in the characteristic distance and reserve with which they dealt with the 

rest of the Greek East. 

Given the generations of strong relations between the Pergamene kingdom and 

the Roman republic, it is not surprising that Attalus III chose to bequeath his kingdom to 

Rome. It is unexpected, certainly, that he chose to bequeath his kingdom to a foreign 

power, but a closer look at Hellenistic royal wills demonstrates that it was not a bizarre 

act. Attalus appears to have extrapolated on the Hellenistic tradition of royal 

guardianship in which a king entrusts to a friendly foreign king the responsibility for 

raising and caring for his child; Attalus, childless, saw his kingdom and people just as a 

father sees his children, and Rome was certainly the friendliest foreign power the Attalid 

kingdom had ever had. He was not, in any case, the first to make such a will, although 

his was the first to be carried out. Understanding the context of this will, furthermore, is 

part of rehabilitating the historical character of Attalus III, whose personality and actions 
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have been shaped by the vitriolic writings of ancient authors. These ancient accounts 

may bear some elements of truth, but they must be offset by the epigraphic evidence that 

reveals a king devoted to the cults of his family, the memories of his brother, mother and 

wife, and the safety of his people. This new perception of Attalus reveals that the king 

was compos mentis when he made his will, and his bequest to Rome should be given due 

consideration as the act of a sound mind. 

Through his will, Attalus gave most of his kingdom to the people of Rome, an act 

which set about a series of events that was to mark the history of the region for the next 

several years. We focused in the second chapter on the immediate aftermath of the 

publication of the will in both Pergamon and Rome. In the former, Aristonicus emerged 

shortly after Attalus' death claiming to be the late king's half-brother and quickly set 

about gaining control over the former kingdom. His supporters were a heterogeneous lot 

comprised of groups wanting continuity with the old Attalid dynasty and others desiring a 

change from their oppressed lives. His mass appeal allowed him to quickly gain control 

over the hinterland, and by the end of 133 he had worked his way to the coast and begun 

to gain control ofthe coastal cities. At Rome, the Senate's reaction to the will was just as 

we might have expected - unwillingness to commit to formal obligations. The new 

inscription from Metropolis refers to a senatus consultum that was passed in the summer 

of 133; this SC de libertate Attalicarum civitatum, as we have called it, decreed the 

freedom of all the cities of the former kingdom. By the end of the year, the Senate sent 

out a commission of five legates to bring news of the decree to Asia and to investigate 
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and settle any outstanding claims - perhaps even to learn more about rumours of a 

claimant to the throne. 

For nearly five years, the Romans dealt with the uprising precipitated by 

Aristonicus. Many of the details of our study need not be retread here, but there were 

three significant conclusions that should be noted. The first is that the legation sent out in 

132 did more than just investigate; when confronted by Aristonicus' successes and the 

immediacy of the problem, they raised and led an army oflocal soldiers in a battle around 

Thyateira. The second is that the Battle of Cyme - the turning point in the war against 

Aristonicus - occurred in 131, not 133; narrative difficulties have always suggested that 

this was the case, and a careful analysis of Strabo seems to corroborate this earlier 

assumption. Finally, it is important to recall that the war extended into southern Caria, an 

area that had been free of Attalid control for a generation before Attalus Ill's death. The 

extension of the uprising here suggests that Aristonicus' revolt became a beacon for 

social malcontents, which, although Caria itself was not immediately annexed, brought 

Rome to the realization that the instability of the region required that the former kingdom 

be formally annexed. 

Rome had never wanted to annex or 'provincialize' its inheritance from King 

Attalus - its first reaction had been to free the whole territory and let it sort itself out. But 

what worked in the case of a novel inheritance could not be maintained in a post war 

settlement. When precisely the decision was made to annex the territory is uncertain -

certainly it occurred after the publication of the SC de libertate in 133 and probably even 

after the Senate first committed troops against Aristonicus in early 131. The death of the 
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consul P. Licinius Crassus in 130 was likely the catalyst for discussions of annexation, 

and the final decision was surely made before Aquillius and (more significantly here) the 

ten legates were sent out in 129. By the time Aquillius had fmally suppressed the last of 

the insurgents, the organization of the province was more like a post-war settlement. 

We should note briefly that the basic outline of the province was established by 

Aquillius after he had completed pacifying the region ca. 128. The territory was 

immediately reduced in size, which had the dual benefit ofrewarding Rome's allies and 

creating a lean, profitable province in one broad stroke. By practice and expediency, the 

Attalid system of road networks, taxation and organization were adopted and formed the 

basic structure of the commercial, fmancial and administrative systems. To Aquillius' 

skeletal structure were later added the sinews of the province by senatorial decrees and 

formal laws until it was radically re-organized under Augustus. The organization was 

simple and efficient, building upon most of the existing infrastructure of the former 

kingdom and demonstrating no grand strategy one would expect if annexation had been a 

forethought. 

Much of the focus of this study has been on fine, but important details of evidence 

and chronology. But the application of this subject to other thematic approaches in 

Roman history broadens its significance. Roman reluctance to annex the Attalid 

kingdom and the Senate's act of freeing the cities are part of the larger topics of Roman 

imperialism, Roman views of Greek culture and relations with the Greek East. 

Discussions on Aristonicus' revolt plays some part in the broader theme of slave revolts 

in the ancient world - even if it is by removing evidence. Even our new analyses of 
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epigraphic and literary material have opened up new possibilities for research: our re

interpretation of the SC Licinianum should fuel discussion over when precisely Phrygia 

was re-annexed by Rome; likewise, our discussion of Strabo might serve as an interesting 

approach to the history and historiography of Strabo's Geography. 

This study has, hopefully, laid the groundwork for further work on the history of 

the province. Our understanding of the settlement of the province and its history down to 

the Mithridatic Wars is imperfect, despite the volume of epigraphic texts and literary 

references. Before 100 Be, the province was not an assignment that brought with it much 

military glory or other such benefits that made proconsular work desirable. The annual 

actions of magistrates in the province must have been rather mundane - yet the action of 

these magistrates contributed to the development of the province from the basic 

settlement that Aquillius established. This first generation or so of the province provides, 

perhaps, the closest example of 'ordinary' in Roman administration; it is a microcosm of 

Roman thought and action on a variety of issues. Although Rome at first hesitated to 

annex the territory, this unexpected province can provide a wealth of information on a 

wide variety of topics in Republican history. 
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APPENDIX 

The Date and Context of the SC Licinianum 

An inscription unearthed from the ancient Phrygian city of Synnada (modern 

Arizli) records a senatus consultum confirming the legal validity of the final acts of a 

deceased king and other actions taken by Roman presbeutai in Phrygia. The inscription 

was originally discovered by W.M. Ramsay in the late nineteenth-century, but was 

subsequently lost and not recovered until T. Drew-Bear surveyed the Phrygian territory in 

the mid 1970s.1 Below is a copy of the inscription as it is re-published by Drew-Bear in 

his Nouvelles Inscriptions de Phrygie, the underlined letters represent those originally 

seen by Ramsay but now lost. For the sake of clarity, this will be referred to as 

'Inscription 1'. 

1 [oTpaT11yae; Aoyove; Enol~craTO, m:pl TOl.1TOV TOU npay~aToe; o]iITulc; 
[Ebo~E' enwe; ecra ~acrlAEve; "AnaAOe; 01 TE AOlTIOl EbwKa]lI &Wpftw-
[ , 7' " c, , ]" , crav E..,l1~lwcrav 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -J ocra TOVTWV EYElIETO 1IpQ 

4 [~lae; ~~Epae; nplv ~ 'i\naAov TEAEVT~cral, en]Lili; mfim 1illpm ttE
[vn - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - My ]~a crVVKAtiTOlJ. 
[nEpl wv KOWTOe; <pa~lOe; - - viae; Ma~l~Oe; (?) r]alOe; A1K1VVlru; llonMou 
[viae; rhae; vnaTOl (?) Aoyove; Enol~crav ]TO, nEpl TOVTOV npay~aTO<; illi-

8 [TWe; Ebo~EV' ecra ~acrlAEve; M18pabaT11]<; Eypa¢Ev ~ EbwKEV Tlillil il illpri -
[KEV, 1va TauTa KVpta ~dvn OVTW Ka8we;] £bwp~craTo de; Ecrxanpl~, 
[nEpl TE TWV Aomwv 1va KP1VWcrlV oibExa (?)] npEcr~EVTal de; 'Acrlav bla~avTE<; 

The reconstruction of the first four lines is assured because of Drew-Bear's earlier 

study of the text, in which he demonstrated that the first five lines of our inscription are 

1 W.M. Ramsay, "The Cities and Bishoprics ofPhtygia", JHS 8 (1887),496 (without transcription 
or commentary). T. Drew Bear, Nouvelles Inscriptions de Phrygie (Zutphen 1978), no. 1, pp 1-5. 
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actually the last lines of another senatus consultum, the famous SC Popillianum de 

Pergamenis, which deals with the arrangement of Pergamon shortly after it was 

bequeathed to Rome by Attalus III in 133? Along with his re-discovery of Ramsay's 

stone, Drew-Bear has also unearthed a second copy of our inscription in Synnada, 

fractured on all four sides, but undoubtedly bearing the same inscription - complete with 

a copy of the SC Popillianum at the beginning. Here is a copy of that text in its expanded 

form based on the first stone, this will be referred to as 'Inscription 2': 

1 [TO TCpa 1-ncxe.; ~ll]fP'q~ 1J[Pi.v ~ ''A naAov n:AEvTilcra1, CTCWe.; TaUTa Kvp1a llEVn] 
[crTpaT11Y]ol TE 01 de.; 'Acrlav TCOPEV9ht[EVOlll~ KlVWcrt T~V b1a8tlKl1V (?) CxAACX £Wcr1] 
[aTCavTa] Kvp1[a] llEVElV Ka8we.; ~ crvV[KAllTOe.; £TCEKPlVEV - - - - - - - - - - ] 

4 [- - - - -]Ta 'A naAov <pvAacrcrllTal. II~[pl wv falOe.; A1K1VVlOe.; IIoTCAiov v1ae.; fETae.;] 
[crTpaTllyae.;] ~6yove.; £TC01tlcraTo, TCEP~ [TOVTOV TOU TCpaYllaToe.; OUTWe.; Ebo~EV· ccra 

M18pa] -
[baTlle.; TCEpl] ri]e.; 'Acrlae.; v £'yypa¢Ev ~ £,bc.y[KEV ncrtv ~ Cx<pE1KEv, tva TaUTa Kvp1a 

llEVn OUTW] 
[Ka8we.; £bw]PtlcraTo de.; £crXaTllv ~ll~[pav, TCEPl TE TWV Aomwv tva KP1VWcr1V 01 

bEKa(?)] 
8 [TCpEcr~EV hal de.; 'Acrlav bl<X~avTEe.; [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

[El)TVx] E1TE 

This second inscription appears to have been copied from an official 

correspondence ([El)TVX]E'lTE, 1. 9) and as such bears some textual differences to the first-

lines 6 and 9 in particular - but these differences are minor and we should assume that 

2 Drew Bear, "Three Senatus Consulta conceming the Province of Asia", Historia 21 (1972), 75-
87, esp. 85-86. SC Popillianum, 11. 11-16: (}"'rpm:ll [yoe; A6yove; £/rrOl~]accro, m:pl TOUTOU TOU rrpcXY!-leX'[o[e; 
oume; £oo~£·/ orr]we; oaa ~aalA£Ue; "AnaAOe; 01 T£ Ao[mol £ow/Kav] olwp8waav E:~l1~{waav ~ [a<pfjKav (?) -
- - - - - -/- -, o]aa TOl),[wv E:y£V£TO rrpo ~la<; [~~Epa<; rrpl.v ~ / 'An]aAov T£A£uTfjaal, orrw<; TaUT[a Kupla 
~£vn]. On this inscription see Sherk, RDGE no. 11, with the corrections supplied by Drew-Bear (1972),86 
(11. 14-15, 16). See also most recently Warrle, "Pergamon urn 133 v. Chr." Chiron 30, 567-569 & fig. 4, 
confIrming the identity of the relator in line 3. 
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the text is the same.3 The major difference is the beginning ofline 4 (ra 'AneXAou 

<pUAeXcmrrrm), which does not correspond to either of the two texts of the SC Popillianum. 

The verb in the subjunctive suggests a clause beginning with lva or orrw~, and Drew-Bear 

has plausibly suggested that what we have is a purpose clause at the end of the 

correspondence indicating that whatever the Senate decreed was "so that the effects of 

Attalus might be protected".4 

Our focus, however, is on the second of the two senatorial decrees in these 

inscriptions - the so-called SC Licinianum. This senatus consultum has traditionally been 

dated to 116, during the consulship of Gaius Licinius Geta, whose name is restored as the 

relator of the motion in line 6 of Inscription 1.5 Drew-Bear, however, and other like-

minded scholars, have argued against this traditional date and have proposed 119 instead; 

they believe that the decree was passed while Licinius was praetor, not consul.6 The 

purpose of this discussion is to suggest that neither of these dates is satisfactory based on 

historical context and textual evidence provided by the new second copy, and that a new, 

earlier date is more likely. 

For the sake of clarity, let us review briefly the history surrounding the document 

in question. In 133, Attalus III died and left the vast kingdom of Pergamon to the Roman 

3 See Drew-Bear, NIP, p. 8, n. 24 for examples. 

4 Drew-Bear, NIP, 7. 

5 E.g. Viereck, Sermo Graecus (Gottingen 1888), no. 29, p. 51; G. Lafaye, IGRP 4.752; Magie, 
RRAMI:169; see Drew-Bear, "Three Senatus Consulta", 83-84, n .29. 

6 E.g. Drew-Bear, NIP, p. 5; Gruen, HWCR II:604; McGing Foreign Policy of Mithridates VI 
EupatorKing of Pont us (Leiden 1986),41-42; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 242; J. Ramsay, "Mithridates, the 
Banner ofCh'ih-Yu, and the Comet Coin" Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 99 (1999), 236-243, 
suggests an even earlier date of 123 based on a revised date of death for Mithridates V. 
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people in his will; unfortunately for Rome, Attalus' half-brother, Aristonicus disagreed 

with his bequest and raised a substantial revolt that required five years and the lives of 

two Roman consuls to suppress. By 129, though, the uprising was quashed and Manius 

Aquillius along with 10 Roman legates were assigned to organize the former Attalid 

kingdom into the Roman province of Asia. This process lasted three years and was 

completed by 126. As part of the organization, Aquillius ceded portions of the former 

Pergamene territory to the Anatolian kings who had aided Rome against Aristonicus -

one of those kings was Mithridates V, King ofPontus, who received the territory of 

'Greater Phrygia,.7 So in 126 Greater Phrygia became Pontic territory. Unfortunately for 

the Pontic kingdom, Mithridates V died shortly thereafter, most likely in 120, and Rome 

seized the opportunity to re-annex Phrygia into its provincia Asia. It is precisely this re-

annexation that the SC Licinianum is traditionally held to concern. What we have, 

scholars argue, is the senatorial decree issued to the cities of Phrygia to the effect that all 

of the laws made by Mithridates V would remain valid, and anything outside the scope of 

his legislation would be decided by the deka presbeutai who had been sent to organize 

the region. The standard interpretation is that the decree was passed in 116, during the 

consulship of C. Licinius Geta, probably at the insistence of the publicani and Roman 

business class, who were anxious to exploit a new economic market and farm local taxes. 

7 Justin 37.1.2; App., Mith. 57. Oll the geography of 'Greater Phrygia', see: Strabo, 2.5.31; 12.4.9, 
5.2,5.4,8.1-2,8.13; Magie, RRAMII.758, ll. 56. 
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There is, however, a troubling problem with the date of 116 - namely, if 

Mithridates V died in 120, why did Rome wait four years before annexing the territory?8 

Why did it not take back Phrygia shortly after his death, while his son was only 9 or 10 

years old? It makes little sense that the Senate would have waited the four years after the 

elder Mithridates' death to reclaim the territory; four years during which his young son, 

Mithridates VI, only got older and his power only got stronger. 

To alleviate this problem Drew-Bear, followed in turn by Gruen, Kallet-Marx and 

now 1.R. Ramsay, have proposed that C. Licinius Geta was not consul when he presided 

over the senate, but rather praetor. In rare cases, when both consuls were out of the city 

or incapacitated, a praetor might preside over the Senate and in that capacity present 

motions for ratification. Ifthis were the case, by virtue of the lex Villia annalis (180 BC), 

which required two full years between a man's praetorship and his consulship, Geta could 

have held the praetorship as early as 119, just one year after the death of Mithridates v.9 

This earlier date obviously removes the inexplicable four year gap created by a 116 date, 

but comes with its own set of problems. 

The most common objection to Drew-Bear's earlier date is the absence of any 

motive impelling the Senate to act. In 119, the Senate had no good strategic or political 

reason to renege on its gift to the Pontic kingdom - the affairs of the region had been 

settled by Aquillius and ratified by the Senate just seven years earlier (126) and there 

8 Ramsay, "Mithridates", 237. 

9 Hence Broughton, MRR 1:526. It should be noted that the SC Popillianum is no longer a 
comparandul1l for the practice of a praetor presiding over the Senate in place of a consul; the decree has 
now clearly been dated to the consulship of C. Popillius (133). See Warrle, "Pergamon urn 133", 567-568. 
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were no designs to extend Roman territory any farther east. Certainly, the suggestion of 

sheer opportunism rings rather hollow since the Senate was not prone to the annexation 

of territory on a whim (if at all) or any sort of impulsive action regarding foreign policy. 

In point of fact, any motivation to annex Phrygia in 119 must have come from the 

publicani and the business class, for the same reason they might have urged it in 116 -

financial benefit. lO But unlike in 116, this cannot apply for 119. As one scholar has 

written, "in 119, so soon after the death of Gaius Gracchus and the purge of his 

supporters, it is hard to imagine the publicani wielding such great influence over foreign 

policy".ll In 119, the Optimates firmly controlled the Senate and they would not have 

been swayed into any action, much less a radical act of foreign policy, by the appeals of 

the business class. The claim of 'annexation-by-opportunity' is hollow and so the 

problem of motive remains. 

An equally troubling uncertainty lies in the basic assumption that Licinius could 

have been praetor when he presided over the Senate. As mentioned above, by Roman 

practice a praetor could preside over the Senate when neither consul was present in the 

city or when they were both incapacitated. In strict historical telIDs, this poses a problem 

because of the two consuls for 119, L. Caecilius Metellus and L. Aurelius Cotta, only 

Metellus is celiainly known to have been absent from Rome that year campaigning 

IO Drew-Bear, "Three Senatus Consulta", 81, although he notes the absence of any evidence to this 
point. 

11 Ramsay, "Mithridates", 238. 
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against Illyrian tribes. 12 In their defence, proponents of the 119 date point to a passage 

from Appian (lllyr. 10), which mentions that the Segestani were subdued by Cotta and 

Metellus, but it is not clear whether this was done separately or together, and Broughton 

is rightly sceptical of their co-operation. 13 Thus, it is unclear whether Geta would have 

presided over the Senate. Concerns over motive and historical minutiae, while troubling, 

are not necessarily enough to condemn Drew-Bear's hypothesis and indeed a substantive 

difficulty remains. 

The more fundamental problem lies in the text itself - namely, if Licinius was 

praetor when the motion was presented, then how do we complete line 6 of Inscription 1, 

which requires two names?I4 The MY}la crVVKA~TOV at the end ofline 5 does not 

correspond to the text of the preceding fragmentary decree (sc. SC Popillianum) - the 

lacuna that precedes it must be completed by the phrase arravrex KaeW~ ~ crUvKArrro~ 

£rrEKplvEV (or sim.) according to the standard text ofthe SC Popillianum (RDGE 11, 

11.18-19). The My}la crVVKA~TOV, then, must stand as a place marker to indicate the 

beginning of a new senatus consultum (sc. SC Licinianum) - this is a typical formula 

found throughout the senatus consulta collected by Sherk used to identify the beginning 

of senatorial decrees. IS 

59. 

12 App., Illyr. 10; Livy, Per. 62; Eutrop. 4.23.2 

13 MRR I: 525. 

14 Drew-Bear, NIP, pp. 5-6. 

15 Drew-Bear, NIP, p. 7. See, for example, RDGE 11, line 2; RDGE 15, line 20; RDGE 23, line 
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The second copy of the inscription helps to confirm the restoration of two names. 

We have already noted that the nx 'AnaAov <pvAacrcrrrnn that begins line 4 is not a part of 

the preceding SC Popillianum, but was added in by the author of the correspondence 

from which the text ofthe SC is drawn. The phrase probably acted as an explanatory 

comment to the recipient of the letter and we might imagine the lacuna completed by 

something like [orrwc; nx <plAuv8pwrru] nx 'AnaAov <pvAacrcrrrral (,The Senate decided 

this so that the benefactions of Attalus might be protected'). 16 To sum up: in Inscription 

1, the SC Popillianum covers lines 1-5 and ends somewhere in the lacuna preceding 

MYllU crvVKA~TOV, which serves to mark the beginning of the SC Licinianum covering 

lines 6-10; in Inscription 2, the 'tu 'AnaAov <pvAacrcrll'tul in line 4 marks then end of the 

SC Popillianum (lines 1-4) and the pi, epsilon preceding the lacuna of the same line 

marks the beginning of the SC Licinianum (lines 4_9).17 

Since we know that the II£[ - - -] in line 4 of Inscription 2 is the beginning of the 

SC Licinianum, and we know that the SC Licinianum in Inscription 1 begins at line 6, 

then line 6 of Inscription 1 must begin with pi, epsilon. As Drew-Bear has indicated in 

his reconstmction of the text, these letters are undoubtedly the first part of the formulaic 

rr£pl WV ... AOyOVC; Errol~cru'tO ("concerning these matters X made a speech"), which is 

completed by the ]TO of line 7. The only thing that can come between the m:pl WV and 

16 Drew-Bear, NIP, p. 7. 

17 Cf Drew-Bear, "Three Senatus Consulta", 85-86. 
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the AOYOUC; btol~crCX'ro is the name of the relator(s) of the motion. 18 The lacuna in line 6 

of Inscription 1, therefore, demands a second name. The second copy of our inscription, 

it is true, can carry the name of only one relator in the lacuna of lines 4 & 5, but we 

might recall that this second copy is transcribed from an official correspondence which is 

very likely to carry an abridged version of the SC - it should be recalled that it bears 

neither the date, nor the meeting location, nor the enumeration of witnesses that would 

have appeared on the official decree. 19 In this case, the author of the correspondence (or 

the lapiscide) has elected to include the name of only one consul for the sake of brevity, a 

not uncommon choice because it serves its eponymous function and saves space. 20 Yet, 

regardless of the number of names on the second copy, the fact remains that the text of 

Inscription 1 must carry the name of two relatores, a textual detail that closes the door to 

the possibility that the SC Licinianum was motioned by any praetor - there must be two 

names and therefore Licinianus must be a consul and be named along with a colleague in 

the text. 

Weare forced then to retum to the original thesis that this decree was published in 

116, during the consulship of Licinius. Yet, there still remains the troublesome four year 

gap between the death of Mithridates V and the consulship of C. Licinius Geta. So where 

are we to go from here? Fortunately, the text of Inscription 2 provides us a third possible 

18 See Sherk, RDGE, p. 14. 

19 For the standard formulation ofa senatus cansultum, see Sherk, RDGE, pp. 7-10. Ramsay, 
"Mithridates", 237, misses this point when he notes that Inscription 2 proves that a second name need not 
be supplied in Inscription 1. 

20 RDGE25. 
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date - one that satisfies the textual and historical idiosyncrasies of the document just as 

well, if not better, than 116 or 119. 

We begin with an inconsistency between Inscriptions 1 and 2, noted by Drew-

Bear and others, but never adequately explained. Inscription 2 clearly shows that the 

sigma at the beginning of line 8 of Inscription 1 belongs not to the name of "Mithridates", 

but to the territory ruled by the king and now under consideration: Tfje; 'Aaiae;. Kallet-

Marx has termed this an "embarrassing result" of Drew-Bear's discovery of the second 

copy and indeed it seems he is right. He notes: 

mopt T~<; 'ACYfa:<; is a strange way of refening to that portion of the former Attalid 
domain that had been given to Mithridates V at the conclusion of the war with 
Aristonicus (this portion would not have been Asia at all in the sense of Asia 

• .) 21 provzncza .... 

In other words, 'Asia' cannot possibly be a synonym for 'Phrygia'; 'Asia' was the 

name of the Roman province and not the name of the territory over which Mithridates 

had control. In fact, to complete Kallet-Marx's quote, "the restoration of Mithridates' 

name is entirely conjectural." There must, though, be a name as the subject of the verbs 

(£ypa¢Ev, £bWKEV andillp£l[KEv]) in lines 8 and 9. The subject of the verbs, furthermore, 

must be of great importance since his dicta appear to have impacted many, and the 

Roman Senate has decreed that they not be disturbed - he must be a king. But if not 

King Mithridates of Pont us, then who? 

It is interesting that both copies the SC Licinianum are preceded by the SC 

Popillianum, which concerns orders given to Roman magistrates regarding the former 

21 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 24l. The phrase was noted by Drew-Bear (NIP, p. 6), but he chose 
only to remove the word ~aatA£6<; from line 6 in order to keep the line count consistent. 
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kingdom of Attalus III. The fact that these two documents follow one another, and that 

(in the case of Inscription 2) they were contained in the same imperial correspondence 

with Synnada suggests that these two senatorial decrees are somehow related?2 Also 

significant is the remarkable similarity of language used in both decrees. Both refer to 

deceased kings, things those kings had given (E'OWKEV) or exempted (acpE1KEv), the 

validity oflaws (JlElVll1 Kvp{a), their validity up to the day of the king's death and the 

subsequent actions of presbeutai. Many have noted these textual similarities but have 

failed to suggest the most obvious conc1usion.23 These two decrees both concern the 

same subject: the settlement of the region following the death of Attalus III. Attalus III 

had been king over the Phrygian territory and it was his kingdom that became the Roman 

province of Asia after his death. This suggestion removes any complication with the Tfje; 

'Aa{ae; in line 8 of Inscription 1. The lacuna is completed by the name of the king, 

Attalus, and JtEpl to give us a perfectly reasonable sentence: [oaa ''AnaAoe; JtEpl Tfje; 

'Aa{a]~ E'yypa¢Ev ~ E'OWKEV Tl(ffiIilillp£i[KEV] (,Whatever Attalus wrote or granted or 

conceded concerning Asia ... ). The suggestion that the SC Licinianum concerned the acts 

of Attalus and not the acts of Mithridates is not such a large leap. The Attalids had ruled 

Phrygia far longer than the Mithridateis so that if anyone's acts were to have been 

validated it would have been those of the Attalids. 

22 K-M, Hegemony, "both copies of [the SC Licinianum] are preceded by a copy of the senatus 
consultum Popillianum regarding Attalus' acts; it is attractive therefore to suppose that the senatus 
consultum Licinianum also concerned the Attalid Kingdom" 

23 Sherk, RDGE, p. 76: "The phraseology reminds one of the clauses in the SC Popillianum de 
Pergamenis." 
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The more difficult part lies in establishing a proper date and context for the 

decree. It is possible that we can return to the 116 date suggested above, but it remains 

problematic. The Senate might have decided, following its re-acquisition ofPhrygia, to 

return to Attalid laws, but this seems unlikely. Aquillius had given the territory to 

Mithridates V probably in 128, which means that by 116 the territory had been under 

Pontic rule for thirteen years. It seems odd that the Roman Senate would restore Attalid 

laws to Phrygia after thirteen years of Pontic rule without so much as a mention of the 

Mithridatic rule. Surely if this was a decree to restore Attalid laws to Phrgyia, then the 

Senate would have to void anything that Mithridates had done in the intervening period -

which would have been a part of its decree. It is also problematic to assume that the SC 

Licinianum concerned the re-application of Attalid laws following the re-annexation of 

Phrygia because without the evidence of this decree we have no indication exactly when 

the Senate re-acquired the territory.24 The next best piece of evidence is Justin's epitome 

of Trogus Pompeius (38.5.3), which records in a speech for Mithridates VI that the 

territory was taken away from the Pontic king 'sibi pupilla '. But as Kallet-Marx has 

pointed out, the term pupilus in this context can just as likely refer to "child" as it can to 

"ward", and the term was used in the later Republic as a synonym for 'client king'; this 

latter meaning dates the re-annexation to anytime before 89.25 In any case, it seems 

unlikely owing the similarity in language and purpose that the SC Papillianum and the SC 

24 On this debate see McGing, "Appian, Manius Aquillius, and Phrygia", GRBS21 (1980),35-42; 
F. Coarelli, "Su alcuni proconsoli d' Asia tra la fme del II e gli inizi dell secolo a.c. e Sulla politica di 
Mario in oriente" Epigraphica e ordine senatorio (Tutili 4; Rome 1982),1:435-541; and Ramsay, 
"Mithridates", 239-243. 

25 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 242. 
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Licinianum were published any great distance apart. If they had been, we would surely 

see more variation in vocabulary and syntax. 

The answer to the problem lies with the identification of the consul Licinius. All 

scholars have assumed that the first letter in line 6 of Inscription I is an alpha, and as 

such have never questioned the identification of the consul as Gaius Licinius Geta. A 

closer look at that first letter, though, reveals another possibility. Rather than an alpha, it 

is quite possible that the first letter is in fact a lambda - a misreading that is all too 

common in Greek epigraphy?6 At first glance, the partially mutilated letter might appear 

to be an alpha: it is clear that we are dealing with a letter with two feet and perhaps a 

horizontal hasta between them. If, however, we compare this 'alpha' in line 6 with the 

alpha in line 8, the two in line 9, and the four in line 10, it is clear that the one in line 6 is 

different: the horizontal hasta is not straight but arcs a-linearly up and to the right. It 

seems from the squeeze that the nature of the break of the stone is creating a cut that was 

not originally present. This reading is encouraged by the fact that the left vertical line of 

the letter appears not to continue after the horizontal hasta, suggesting a layer of stone has 

chipped off. We should note also that the feet of the letter preceding the disputed 

lambda/alpha appear remarkably similar to those of the pi in line 7, all three of which 

measure 5 mm between feet. Compare this with the gamma at the beginning of line 8: its 

hasta alone measures 7 mm and the distance from its foot to the following letter is 10 

mm. 

26 Note here the confusion over the praenomen ofthe relator in line 3 of the SC Popillianum 
(RDGE 11), above p. 57, n. 71. 
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Instead of reading [r]AIOL ([G]AIOS) in line 6 of Inscription 1 we ought to 

instead read [ITOIT]AIOL ([POP]LIOS), making our relator Publius Licinius, son of 

Publius. Since we have already determined above that our relator must be consul, a 

quick review ofthe consular fasti reveals only two possible identifications: P. Licinius 

P .f. Crassus Dives (consul of 205) and his grandson P. Licinius P .f. Crassus Dives 

Mucianus (cos. 131). Since our inscription must be dated after the SC Popillianum of 

133, the elder Crassus Dives is not a valid option; this leaves only Publius Licinius P.f. 

Crassus Dives Mucianus (cos 131) - who is a very strong candidate for our Licinius. 

Publius Licinius Crassus Dives Mucianus was consul of 131, and the first Roman consul 

to lead an army against Aristonicus after the death of Attalus III two years earlier. He 

thus fits all the internal criteria of our inscription: he is a Licinius whose consulship 

follows the SC Popillianum and the recent death of a king (Attalus III), and during his 

tenure Rome was certainly concerned with both "Asia" and Phrygia. 

After identifying 'Attalus' instead of 'Mithridates', and 'P. Licinius' in place of 

'C. Licinius', there remains a final identification to complete the picture. The presbeutai 

in line 9 of Inscription 1 (and restored in line 8 ofInscription 2) have naturally been 

assumed the 10 legates who traditionally helped to organize a territory.27 Most recently, 

they had been used by Aquillius to settle Asia after the war with Aristonicus. Indeed, we 

might identify these men with Aquillius' legates were it not for the fact that they arrived 

in Asia after Crassus' tenure as consul. The identification of Licinius as the consul of 

131 leaves us another option. In the winter of 133, or even the spring of 132, a 

27 Strabo, 14.1.38. 
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commission of five Zegati (presbeutai) led by P. Scipio Nasica were sent by the Senate to 

investigate the bequest given by Attalus?8 Unbeknownst to the Senate or the 

commission, Aristonicus had risen in revolt and achieved remarkable success in 

reclaiming the hinterland and the coast of the former kingdom. As a new inscription 

from Metropolis shows, this five-man legation was forced into the position of raising a 

local army to combat Aristonicus until the Senate could deploy a legion in Crassus' 

consulship?9 It seems very likely that these men are the presbeutai referred to in the SC 

Licinianum. Rather than the deka traditionally restored in the lacuna we instead restore 

pente. 

So why, then, was the SC Licinianum passed? And why was it virtually the same 

as the SC Popillianum passed just eighteen months earlier? The answer appears to be 

that the SC Licinianum was an addendum to the SC Popillianum, published in the spring 

of 131 before Crassus set out for Asia Minor with his Roman army. This would explain 

not only the presence of both decrees on two different stones, but also the remarkable 

similarity in phraseology. The addendum was necessary because the five legates who 

had been sent out in 133 were forced to grant various benefactions to Asian cities - in 

this case Synnada - when they were unexpectedly assaulted by Aristonicus in 132 and 

required to levy an army of local troops. So the addendum states that everything that 

Attalus did before his death was to remain valid, but so too was whatever else granted by 

the pente presbeutai. It is clear from the position of the presbeutai after the king, that 

28 Above, pp. 70-72. 

29 Above, pp. 76-79. 
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whatever they did was meant to supplement the acts of Attalus III, and this scenario fits 

quite nicely. 

In reviewing the SC Licinianum, we have made some surprising discoveries, but 

the conclusions are not at all radical. The traditional theories on the date and context of 

this decree suffer from troubling historical and textual difficulties. In light of these, we 

reviewed the text in search of a new solution that posed fewer difficulties. Whereas 

previous authors had assumed that Mithridates was the regal subject of the verbs in lines 

8-9 of Inscription 1, we instead suggested king Attalus III of Pergamon. This 

identification fits better with the phrase Tfle; 'Acriae; from Inscription 2 and is consistent 

with the purpose and language of the preceding SC Popillianum. It seems unlikely, 

though, that there would have been any decree passed concerning Attalus' final acts in 

the consulship of C. Licinius Geta, and, as such, we suggested that the identification of 

Licinius is incorrect. Rather than Gaius, a careful look at the squeeze of the text suggests 

the consular praenomen might be Publius, the result of misreading an alpha for a lambda. 

While we cannot be certain ofthis disputed letter, it bears a closer resemblance to other 

lambda's just as the letter preceding it bears more similarity to other pi's. The 

identification ofP. Crassus Mucianus (cos. 131), moreover, fits very nicely with the era 

of the Attalid bequest since he served as consul just two years after the king's death and 

as the first Roman general in the war against Aristonicus. The identification of the 

presbeutai as the five-man commission led by P. Scipio Nasica likewise fits this era. 

They had left for Asia just a year before Crassus' consulship and it was their acta in Asia 

that were being ratified by the consul just before he left. There are no doubt problems 
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with what has been suggested here, but none that appear more overwhelming than the 

suggestions made by others and certainly the evidence fits just as nicely, if not better, into 

131 than 116 or 119. 
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